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Executive Summary
The Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO) has retained URS Canada Inc. (URS) to
undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to
Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of
Milton and the Town of Halton Hills in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga in the
Region of Peel (Figure E-1).
Figure E-1: Study Area

The purpose of this study is to identify the capacity and operational needs for this section of the
Highway 401 corridor. Potential improvements were investigated as part of this study, including
structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications, as well as provisions for high
occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. The Recommended Plan (refer to Chapter 8 and Appendix D
for more details) includes the following:
•

Widen Highway 401 to a 12-lane core-collector system; including two HOV lanes and ten
General Purposes Lanes (GPLs), from Credit River to Winston Churchill Boulevard.

•

Widen Highway 401 to a 10-lane simple freeway (no collectors); including two HOV lanes
and eight GPLs, from Winston Churchill Boulevard to 407 Express Toll Route (ETR).

•

Widen Highway 401 to a 12-lane core-collector; including two HOV lanes and ten GPLs,
from 407ETR to east of Trafalgar Road.

•

Bridge replacements at Credit River, Creditview Road and Canadian Pacific Rail.

•

Widen Derry Road Overpass to accommodate the widening of Highway 401.

•

Construct a new bridge west of 407ETR for Highway 401 westbound transfer lanes.

•

Geometric improvements to the Winston Churchill Boulevard interchange ramps.

•

Adjustments to ramps at the 407ETR and Mississauga Road interchanges to accommodate
the proposed Highway 401 widening.
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•

Expand / improve the existing Mississauga Road carpool lot and add a new Winston
Churchill Boulevard carpool lot.

•

Drainage improvements and culvert extensions.

•

Intelligent Transportation Systems such as cameras, changeable message signs, etc.

•

Utility relocations.

•

Overhead signing.

•

Provisions for sidewalks and/or a multi-use trail as well as future municipal road widenings
(subject to municipal funding and approvals under the Municipal Class EA).

Government agencies, Aboriginal Communities, municipalities, emergency services providers,
interest groups and utility companies were notified at the beginning of the study by letter in
September 2010. The general public was notified via newspaper advertisements and letters,
informing them of the study and to solicit their comments. Two Public Information Centres were
held for this study in March 2011 (to present the need for improvements and alternatives under
consideration) and October 2012 (to present the evaluation of alternatives, the Recommended
Plan and the proposed mitigation measures). Meetings were held with the Town of Milton,
Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region, City of Mississauga, Region of Peel, emergency services
providers, 407ETR and Credit Valley Conservation at key milestones of the study.
The proposed widening and improvements will result in edge impacts to commercial properties
between Winston Churchill Boulevard and Creditview Road, and agricultural properties between
Trafalgar Road and Winston Churchill Boulevard and in the vicinity of the Credit River. The
proposed widening and improvements will also result in bridge replacement / widening and
culvert extensions at the tributaries of East Sixteen Mile Creek (in the vicinity of the Highway
401 / 407ETR interchange), Mullet Creek and Credit River. Standard mitigation measures will
be employed during implementation of the recommended highway improvements to reduce or
avoid environmental impacts. Refer to Chapter 9 for a description of potential environmental
impacts and corresponding mitigation measures.
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT
1.1. Study Background and Location
The Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO) has retained URS Canada Inc. (URS) to
undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to
Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of
Milton and Town of Halton Hills in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga in the Region of
Peel (refer to Figure 1-1).
Figure 1-1: Study Area

Highway 401 (also known as the MacDonald-Cartier Freeway) is the primary through route
across Southern, Central and Eastern Ontario. It is the longest 400-Series Highway in Ontario,
beginning at Highway 3 in Windsor, 13 km from the Detroit River, and extends to the Quebec
border, 818 km to the east.
Within the study limits, the existing Highway 401 is an urban 6-lane divided freeway with a
concrete median barrier. Highway 401 is a Controlled Access Highway with a design speed of
120 km/h and a posted speed of 100 km/h. There are three interchanges and bridge crossings
associated with Credit River, Creditview Road, CP (Canadian Pacific) Rail, Mississauga Road,
Derry Road, Winston Churchill Boulevard, 407 Express Toll Route (ETR) and Ninth Line.
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe
In June 2006 the Ministry of Infrastructure released the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe (Growth Plan). The Greater Golden Horseshoe extends around the west side of Lake
Ontario from the Region of Niagara to the County of Northumberland, and includes the Region
of Waterloo. The Growth Plan outlines a strategy for managing growth and development, and
guiding planning decisions in the Greater Golden Horseshoe over the next 30 years. MTO is
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working to provide for the efficient movement of people and goods within the context of the
Province’s Growth Plan. The improvements identified in this Transportation Environmental
Study Report (TESR) are consistent with the Growth Plan as improvements to Highway 401
form part of the infrastructure required to support growth.

1.2. Study Purpose, Objectives and Scope
The purpose of this study is to identify capacity and operational needs for this section of the
Highway 401 corridor. Widening this section of the Highway 401 corridor, incorporation of
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and improvements to an existing, as well as a new carpool
lot were examined. Structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications were also
investigated as part of this study.
This project involved:
•

Identifying existing conditions within the study area;

•

Developing alternatives to improve this section of the Highway 401 corridor;

•

Analyzing and evaluating alternatives based on impacts to the natural, socio-economic and
cultural environments, as well as technical and cost considerations;

•

Selecting a Recommended Plan after considering input from stakeholders;

•

Preparing the preliminary design of the Recommended Plan;

•

Developing mitigation measures to minimize or avoid potential environmental impacts; and

•

Defining commitments to future work to be initiated during detail design and construction.

This study will form the basis for the follow-up detail design and preparation of a contract
package for construction (timing to be determined).

1.3. Study Process
This study followed the approved planning process for a Group ‘B’ project under the Class
Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000) (Class EA). Figure
1-2 shows an overview of the Class EA process for Group ‘B’ projects. The study process
provided opportunities for public and external agency review at key project milestones, as well
as for a continuous, evolving approach to the technical work involved.
“Study Commencement” involved notifying government agencies, Aboriginal Communities,
municipalities, interest groups and members of the public that the study was commencing. This
involved placing advertisements in local newspapers and mailing notification letters to inform
potentially interested and affected stakeholders of the study. Interested parties were asked to
contact the Project Team for further information and/or to be placed on the project mailing list.
After documenting the existing conditions within the study area, the Project Team developed
alternatives for improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor. Alternatives under
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consideration were presented at the first Public Information Centre (PIC) in March 2011. The
next stage of the study process involved assessing and evaluating the various alternatives to
arrive at the Recommended Plan. The assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the
Recommended Plan and the proposed mitigation measures were presented to the public and
external agencies during the second and final PIC held in October 2012. An overview of the
consultation activities and input received is outlined in Chapter 3. Details of the Recommended
Plan are documented in Chapter 8.
Figure 1-2: Study Process

This TESR, which documents the process that was followed leading to the selection of the
Recommended Plan, has been made available for a 30-day public review period. If there are no
outstanding concerns after the 30-day review period, the project will be considered to have met
the requirements of the Class EA and may proceed to subsequent steps in the process leading to
construction tendering.

1.4. Related Studies / Projects
•

W.O. 07-20024 Highway 401 Improvements from Trafalgar Road to Regional Road 25:
A Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study to identify the capacity
and operational needs for this section of the Highway 401 corridor
(www.highway401milton.com).

•

GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment Study: The purpose of this Individual
EA Study is to examine interregional long-term transportation needs between Highway 400
in York to Region to Highway 401 in the Regions of Wellington and Halton to 2031, and
consider alternative solutions to provide better linkages between Urban Growth Centres,
including Downtown Guelph, Downtown Milton, Brampton City Centre and Vaughan
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Corporate Centre, as identified in the Growth Plan. The work undertaken as part of this
Highway 401 improvements study has been coordinated with the GTA West Corridor Study.
Future GTA West Corridor Study recommendations can be built upon the proposed
improvements to Highway 401 (as described in this report) and will follow approvals under
the appropriate process under the Class EA for Provincial Transportation Facilities. The final
Transportation Development Strategy Report was released in November 2012 (www.gtawest.com).
•

Halton-Peel Boundary Area Transportation Study: The Halton-Peel Boundary Area
Transportation Study is a joint study undertaken by the Region of Peel, Halton Region, City
of Brampton, Town of Caledon and Town of Halton Hills. The objective of the study is to
identify a long-term transportation network solution that would address issues related to
transportation network planning, long range land use planning, demand management and
corridor protection planning.

•

Halton Region Transportation Master Plan to 2031 – The Road to Change: Halton
Region completed a transportation master plan in October 2011 to develop a sustainable,
integrated transportation plan and associated strategies that consider all modes of travel. One
of the capital projects in the transportation master plan is located within the study area, which
is to widen Winston Churchill Boulevard from four to six lanes from Highway 401 to Steeles
Avenue in 2020.

1.5. General Description of the Recommended Plan
The Recommended Plan (refer to Chapter 8 and Appendix D for more details) includes the
following improvements:
•

Widen Highway 401 to a 12-lane core-collector system; including two High Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) lanes and ten General Purpose Lanes (GPLs), from Credit River to Winston
Churchill Boulevard.

•

Widen Highway 401 to a 10-lane simple freeway (no collectors); including two HOV lanes
and eight GPLs, from Winston Churchill Boulevard to 407ETR.

•

Widen Highway 401 to a 12-lane core-collector; including two HOV lanes and ten GPLs,
from 407ETR to east of Trafalgar Road.

•

Bridge replacements at Credit River, Creditview Road and CP Rail.

•

Widen Derry Road Overpass to accommodate the widening of Highway 401.

•

Construct a new bridge west of 407ETR for Highway 401 westbound transfer lanes.

•

Geometric improvements to the Winston Churchill Boulevard interchange ramps.

•

Adjustments to ramps at the 407ETR and Mississauga Road interchanges to accommodate
the proposed Highway 401 widening.

•

Expand / improve the existing Mississauga Road carpool lot and add a new Winston
Churchill Boulevard carpool lot.

•

Drainage improvements and culvert extensions.
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•

Intelligent Transportation Systems such as cameras, changeable message signs, etc.

•

Utility relocations.

•

Overhead signing.

•

Provisions for sidewalks and/or a multi-use trail as well as future municipal road widenings
(subject to municipal funding and approvals under the Municipal Class EA).
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2. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS
2.1. The Ontario Environmental Assessment Act
The purpose of the Ontario Environmental Assessment (EA) Act is to help protect and conserve
Ontario’s environment by ensuring that projects subject to the EA Act follow a planning process
leading to environmentally sound decision-making.
For projects subject to the EA Act, an environmental assessment involves identifying and
planning for environmental issues and effects prior to implementing a project. The process
allows reasonable opportunities for public involvement in the decision-making process of the
project. An EA document is prepared by the proponent of the project and is subject to review by
the public and government agencies before project approval is given.
The MTO Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000)
(Class EA) is approved under the EA Act. The Class EA is a principle based environmental
planning process for various projects that MTO undertakes. The principles that MTO adheres to
are:
•

Transportation engineering;

•

Environmental protection;

•

Consultation;

•

Evaluation;

•

Documentation; and

•

Environmental clearance.

Provided MTO follows the principles and the planning process of the Class EA, no formal
approval is required under the EA Act. This study has complied with the requirements of the
MTO Class EA for a Group “B” project.
For a greater understanding of the MTO Class EA planning process, visit www.mto.gov.on.ca
(Publications – Environmental Standards and Practices).

2.2. Federal Approvals and Permits
In July 2012, the Government of Canada released new regulations required to implement the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (CEAA 2012). CEAA 2012 establishes a federal
environmental assessment process focused on major projects that have a greater potential to have
significant adverse effects on areas within federal jurisdiction. The types of activities to which
CEAA 2012 applies (“designated projects”) are identified in the regulations. CEAA 2012
requires the proponent of a designated project to submit a description of the project to the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (the Agency). Upon receipt of a project
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description, the Agency has 45 days, including a 20-day public comment period, to determine
whether a federal environmental assessment is required.
The proposed improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor are not listed as
“designated projects” under CEAA 2012 and therefore CEAA approvals are not required for this
undertaking.
This project has been undertaken in accordance with the 2006 MTO / DFO (Department of
Fisheries and Oceans) / MNR (Ministry of Natural Resources) Protocol for Protecting Fish and
Fish Habitat on Provincial Transportation Undertakings (the Protocol). DFO is responsible for
reviewing MTO projects, determining whether the Fisheries Act applies and issuing a Fisheries
Act authorization, if required. Preliminary fisheries assessments were conducted on seven
crossings that provide direct and/or indirect fish habitat. Based on the results of the preliminary
assessment, the proposed works will result in low risk of potential impacts to fish and fish habitat
within the study area. These crossings can be considered not likely to result in a harmful
alteration, disruption and destruction (HADD) of fish habitat and do not require further
comprehensive assessment. “No HADD / HADD” forms will be submitted to DFO during detail
design.

2.3. Purpose of the Transportation Environmental Study
Report (TESR)
This TESR documents the transportation problems and opportunities, the generation, assessment
and evaluation of alternatives, the Recommended Plan for improvements to this section of the
Highway 401 corridor, a summary of potential environmental effects and proposed mitigation
measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken throughout the study.
A Notice of Study Completion and Transportation Environmental Study Report Submission was
placed in the Mississauga le Métropolitain in French on Wednesday May 8th, 2013, and in the
Globe and Mail, Georgetown Acton Independent and Milton Canadian Champion on Thursday
May 9th, 2013 and the Mississauga News on Friday May 10th, 2013 in English to notify
interested parties of the opportunity to review this TESR (30-day period) and was made available
on the Project Document Sharing site (www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com). Letters were
also sent to individuals on the project mailing list. The TESR is available for public review from
Friday May 10th, 2013 to Monday June 10th, 2013 throughout the study area.
During the 30-day review period, interested parties are encouraged to bring their concerns
regarding the project to the attention of the project consultants (URS) and MTO. If, after
consulting with MTO and URS staff, serious unresolved concerns are identified, individuals have
the right to request the Minister of the Environment (Ferguson Block, 11th Floor, 77 Wellesley
Street West, Toronto, ON, M7A 2T5) to “bump-up” (i.e. make a Part II Order) this project. A
Part II Order may lead to the preparation of an Individual EA. Copies of the “bump-up” request
are to be forwarded to MTO and URS at the addresses indicated below. If there are no
outstanding concerns after the completion of the 30-day review period, the project will be
considered to have met the requirements of the Class EA.
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Detailed background information, including supporting background study reports, is contained in
the environmental study file. The Consultant Project Manager and Environmental Planner are
available to discuss this information and can be contacted as follows:
Tim Sorochinsky, P.Eng.
Consultant Project Manager
URS Canada Inc.
4th Floor, 30 Leek Crescent
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4N4
Tel: 905-882-3522
Fax: 905-882-4399
tim.sorochinsky@urs.com

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc.
4th Floor, 30 Leek Crescent
Richmond Hill, ON L4B 4N4
Tel: 905-747-1758
Fax: 905-882-4399
tyler.drygas@urs.com

You may also contact the following MTO representatives:
Rebecca Li, P.Eng.
Project Manager
Ministry of Transportation Ontario
Central Region
th
Building D, 4 Floor, 1201 Wilson Avenue
Downsview, ON M3M 1J8
Tel: 416-235-5271
Fax: 416-235-3576
rebecca.li@ontario.ca

George Ivanoff
Senior Environmental Planner
Ministry of Transportation Ontario
Central Region
rd
Building D, 3 Floor, 1201 Wilson Avenue
Downsview, ON M3M 1J8
Tel: 416-235-5548
Fax: 416-235-3446
george.ivanoff@ontario.ca
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3. CONSULTATION
3.1. Public Consultation
3.1.1. Overview
Consultation was an integral part of this study and the Project Team recognized the important
role that all stakeholders play in the successful completion of any study. Opportunities for
public, Aboriginal Communities and external agency input were provided at key milestones
throughout the study.
One of the primary objectives of this study was to make sure that, from the earliest planning
stages, decisions were made only after considering all of the potential environmental impacts.
Consultation with affected parties played an important role in this regard, in terms of identifying
potential environmental impacts and the relative advantages and disadvantages associated with
the alternatives under consideration, and providing a medium to communicate the findings to
stakeholders.
There are five key features, which translate into a successful planning study. They are:
•

Early consultation with affected parties;

•

Consideration of all reasonable alternatives;

•

Consideration of all aspects of the environment (i.e. natural, socio-economic, cultural and
technical / cost);

•

Systematic evaluation of net environmental effects; and

•

Clear and complete documentation of the planning process.

During this study, members of the public, municipalities, government agencies, Aboriginal
Communities and other stakeholders were provided the opportunity to review and comment on
the improvement alternatives, the evaluation methodology and the Recommended Plan, and to
identify concerns and comment on the potential environmental impacts and the proposed
mitigation measures.
A mailing list of interested individuals was established and continuously updated throughout the
study. The purpose of this list was to ensure that individuals who had an interest in the study
were kept informed of upcoming events and the progress of the project. The list included
property owners within the study area and individuals who signed the visitor’s register at the
Public Information Centres (PICs) and/or contacted the Project Team directly.
The public was formally involved in the decision-making process through two PICs, which were
held at project milestones. The PICs were informal drop-in centres. The Project Document
Sharing site (www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) also provided PIC notices and displays,
and the comment sheet distributed at each PIC.
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The following sections outline the consultation process implemented for this study.

3.1.2. Notice of Study Commencement
At the outset of the study, a Notice of Study Commencement was published in the Mississauga
News on Wednesday September 29th, 2010 and in the Globe and Mail, Milton Canadian
Champion and Georgetown Acton Independent on Thursday September 30th, 2010 in English,
and in the Mississauga le Métropolitain on Wednesday September 29th, 2010 in French to inform
area residents of the project and invite them to contact the Project Team if they required
information and/or to be placed on the project mailing list. Notification letters were distributed
on September 28th, 2010 and October 22nd, 2010 to individuals on the project mailing list,
including government agencies, Aboriginal Communities, municipalities, interest groups and
members of the public. Notification letters sent to external agencies included a contact
information form that provided an opportunity to express their concerns and comments on the
study. Copies of the study commencement notification materials are provided in Appendix A.

3.1.3. Notice of Public Information Centres #1 and #2
Two PICs were held for this project. PIC #1 was held on Monday March 21st, 2011 at the Four
Points Sheraton Hotel and PIC #2 was held on Wednesday October 3rd, 2012 at the Holiday Inn
Hotel and Suites. A Notice of Public Information Centre for each PIC was published in the
Mississauga News, Globe and Mail, Milton Canadian Champion and Georgetown Acton
Independent in English and in the Mississauga le Métropolitain in French two weeks in advance
of the event. The notices were also made available on the Project Document Sharing site
(www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com).

3.1.4. Notice of Study Completion and Transportation
Environmental Study Report Submission
Notification letters were mailed to individuals on the project mailing list to notify stakeholders of
the 30-day public and agency review period for this TESR. In addition, a Notice of Study
Completion and Transportation Environmental Study Report Submission was placed in the
Mississauga le Métropolitain in French on Wednesday May 8th, 2013, and in the Globe and Mail,
Georgetown Acton Independent and Milton Canadian Champion on Thursday May 9th, 2013 and
the Mississauga News on Friday May 10th, 2013 in English, and was made available on the
Project Document Sharing site (www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com). A copy of the TESR
is also available on the Project Document Sharing site.

3.2. External Agency and Aboriginal Consultation
3.2.1. External Agency Consultation
The Project Team consulted with the following federal and provincial ministries and agencies,
municipalities, emergency services providers and interest groups:
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Provincial and Federal Government
Agencies
•

Transport Canada;

•

Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
(MTCS);

•

Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing;

Utilities
•

TransCanada Energy;

•

Hydro One;

•

Union Gas Limited;

•

Bell Canada;

•

Rogers Communication Inc.;

•

Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR);

•

Cogeco Data Services; and

•

Infrastructure Ontario (IO);

•

Enbridge Inc.

•

Ministry of the Environment (MOE);
and

Emergency Services Providers

•

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs.

Elected Officials
•

Ted Chudleigh (MPP – Halton);

•

Ted Arnott (MPP – Wellington-Halton
Hills); and

•

Bob Delaney (MPP – MississaugaStreetville).

Municipalities and District School Boards
•

Halton Region;

•

Town of Milton;

•

Milton Transit;

•

Town of Halton Hills;

•

Region of Peel;

•

City of Brampton;

•

City of Mississauga;

•

Mississauga Transit;

•

Peel District School Board;

•

Dufferin-Peel Catholic District School
Board;

•

Halton District School Board; and

•

Halton Catholic District School Board.

May 2013

•

Halton Regional Police Service;

•

Halton Region Emergency Medical
Services (EMS);

•

Milton Fire Department;

•

Peel Regional Paramedic Services;

•

Peel Regional Police;

•

Mississauga Fire and Emergency
Services; and

•

Ontario Provincial Police (OPP).

Interest Groups
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•

Conservation Halton;

•

Credit Valley Conservation (CVC);

•

Go Transit;

•

CP Rail;

•

The Bruce Trail Conservancy;

•

Credit River Anglers Association;

•

Halton North Peel Naturalists Club;

•

Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club;

•

Credit Valley Meadows Residents
Association;

•

Meadowvale Village Community
Association;

•

407ETR;

•

Miltongreen; and

•

Milton Rural Residents Association.
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At the outset of the study, external agencies were contacted by mail and asked to provide input.
Representatives from the external agencies listed above were invited to attend external agency
meetings held on March 21st, 2011 and October 3rd, 2012 for one hour prior to the official
commencement of the PICs in order to provide external agencies the opportunity to review the
PIC displays and discuss the project directly with the Project Team.
The Project Team met with representatives of the municipalities within the study area on
February 23rd, 2011, April 26th, 2011 and September 17th, 2012 to obtain study area information,
input on the generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives and their potential impacts,
and support for the Recommended Plan.
The Project Team also met with 407ETR on June 17th, 2011 and December 20th, 2012 to discuss
potential impacts to 407ETR associated with construction staging and present the Recommended
Plan.
A meeting with emergency services providers was held on February 25th, 2011 and September
17th, 2012 to present an overview of the project and receive input on how the delivery of their
programs or services might be impacted by the project.
A meeting with CVC was held on October 19th, 2012 to present the project overview, the
existing natural values within the study area, the summary of the Recommended Plan and the
next steps, as well as to receive input on the potential environmental impacts and the proposed
natural mitigation strategies.
The meeting minutes of the above mentioned meetings can be found in Appendix A.
Correspondence with external agencies is summarized in Table 3-1 and documented in
Appendix A.

3.2.2. Aboriginal Consultation
Notification letters were mailed to the following Aboriginal Communities and organizations:
•

Chippewas of Georgina Island First
Nation;

•

Chippewas of Mnjikaning First Nation;

•

Hiawatha First Nation;

•

Beausoleil First Nation;

•

Williams Treaties First Nations;

•

Alderville First Nation;

•

Curve Lake First Nation;

•

Mississauga of New Credit First Nation;

•

Six Nations Confederacy;

•

Six Nations of the Grand River;

•

Metis Consultation Unit;

•

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern
Development Canada; and

•

Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs (MAA).

Correspondence with Aboriginal Communities is summarized in Table 3-1 and documented in
Appendix A.
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During the detail design stage of this study, the above noted external agencies and Aboriginal
Communities will continue to be consulted, where appropriate and/or necessary.
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City of Mississauga

Beausoleil First
Nation
Chippewas of Rama
First Nation

Alderville First
Nation

407ETR

External Agency /
Aboriginal
Community

Noted.

Acknowledged receipt of notices throughout the study.

Response

May 2013
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The ASNIs is the Meadowvale Station Woods Life
Science ANSI and Environmentally Sensitive Area, which
is located outside of the limits of this study and is being
considered as part of the adjacent detail design study
currently being undertaken by MTO.
Based on the results of our terrestrial assessment, suitable
habitat for Jefferson Salamander is not present in the
The natural habitat for the Jefferson Salamander (pursuant to study area. A screening for Species at Risk in the study
the Endangered Species Act, 2007) should be protected. It is area has been undertaken in consultation with MNR.
recommended that MTO seek the appropriate permits from Mitigation measures and the need for a permit(s) under
MNR prior to construction.
the Endangered Species Act will be determined in
consultation with MNR and would be addressed during
detail design.
Community Services Department
The study should recognize the ecological importance of the The Project Team fully recognizes the ecological
Credit River, in particular protecting existing deer crossings importance of the Credit River corridor and is aware that
as identified in the City’s Credit River Parks Strategy.
groups of white-tailed deer are common to the adjacent

Planning and Building Department
The EA study should reference the Natural Areas with
Mississauga’s Natural Areas System as shown on Schedule 3
of the Official Plan which shows two Areas of Natural and
Scientific Interest (ANSIs) on the north and south side of
Highway 401.

Noted.

Acknowledged receipt of notices throughout the study.

407ETR wishes to continue to receive updates as they
become available. Please add the vice president of Highway
Contacts added.
Operations and Tolling, and the manager of Highway
Engineering Services to your contact list.
As per the Alderville First Nation Consultation Protocol, your
proposed project is deemed a level 3, having minimal
potential to impact our First Nations’ rights, therefore, please Noted.
keep Alderville apprised of any archaeological findings,
burial sites or any environmental impacts, should any occur.

Issues / Concerns

Table 3-1: Summary of Issues Raised by External Agencies and Aboriginal Communities
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External Agency /
Aboriginal
Community
Response
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farmlands on each side of Highway 401.
The
recommended design for the replacement of the Credit
River bridge will better accommodate wildlife passage
relative to existing conditions. The proposed bridge
design includes a substantially longer (3-span) structure
that provides a greater openness ratio, which is expected
to enhance wildlife conveyance through this important
natural corridor.
Impacts to fish and fish habitat have been a key
Future works should protect salmon stock flowing in Credit
consideration in the development of Credit River bridge
River as salmon sporting fishing is important for local
alternatives. Mitigation measures for the protection of
tourism and the economy.
fish and fish habitat will be documented in the TESR.
Provisions to accommodate the City’s plan for a future
multi-use trail under the Credit River bridge have been
Improvements to the Credit River bridge should consider
considered in the development of the preferred design.
enhancements for cycling and pedestrian activity.
Accommodation has been made to allow the City to install
a future multiuse trail.
Transportation and Works Department
Traffic demand forecast work for this section of Highway
401 indicated the need for ten lanes. Additional traffic
analysis undertaken as part of this study indicated that the
relative speed reductions associated with a localized 10lane basic cross section through the 407ETR interchange
Based on a review of the alternatives, it is recommended that
area on Highway 401 would not significantly affect the
MTO consider a full core / collector design to Trafalgar Road
expected travel times through this section of the Highway
as opposed to a partial core design terminating at Winston
401 corridor as compared to a continuous core-collector
Churchill Boulevard. A full core / collector design will
system. In addition, the Recommended Plan optimizes the
facilitate better traffic flows during accidents.
use of existing infrastructure by utilizing the existing
bridges at the Highway 401 / 407ETR and Winston
Churchill Boulevard interchanges, results in fewer utility
impacts, presents considerably less construction
challenges and provides a cost savings of approximately

Issues / Concerns
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The City will be consulted regarding the details of traffic
staging during detail design. It is anticipated that
generally three lanes (in each direction) on mainline
Highway 401 will remain open during construction.
Localized temporary lane restrictions and closures (i.e.
nighttime or weekend) will be required at overpasses and
underpasses to facilitate structural works as well as at
interchange ramps to transfer traffic from existing to new
travel lanes.

Truck only lanes are not being considered as part of this
study. However, MTO is funding a research initiative
with the University of Toronto that is exploring the effect
of exclusive truckway facilities in Central Ontario. MTO
is also undertaking a jurisdictional review of truckway
facilities to help develop a framework for the application
of truck lanes along key provincial highways. There is a
Transportation Association of Canada study that is
emerging on this subject and MTO is actively involved in
defining the study’s scope.

$150 million compared to a full core-collector system
through this area.

Response

May 2013
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A comprehensive drainage assessment for the Highway
401 corridor is being undertaken as part of this study. A
It is recommended that MTO investigate all of the existing
drainage plan will be developed during preliminary design
drainage crossings within the study area to insure that
and will identify the need for culvert extensions and
sufficient capacity exists, and that any drainage improvement
replacements. In addition, a combination of standard and
requirements be addressed as part of this project.
enhanced grass swales will be provided through the
corridor to provide water quality treatment for stormwater

Based on a review of truck volumes in the Region of Peel,
Transportation Planning Staff has concluded that Highway
401 has the highest volume of trucks of any other 400-series
Highway in Peel. All day volumes along Highway 401
through the Region of Peel have increased by 11% from 1995
to 2006. Based on analysis conducted by MTO the volume of
truck traffic in the Region of Peel is expected to increase.
This data and analysis highlights the need for trucks to have
some priority through this section of Highway 401. In this
respect, it is recommended that MTO give consideration to
truck only lanes.
Mississauga Transit currently provides service along
Highway 401 within the study area. Current transit service
levels along Highway 401 are modest due to congestion
issues that prohibit the City from considering further transit
improvements (i.e. additional transit routes, frequency, etc.).
The proposed transit improvements (e.g. HOV Lanes) will
allow Mississauga Transit as well as other transit agencies to
consider improving frequency as well as hours of service
along this corridor.
During the construction phase,
Mississauga Transit cannot reroute buses to an alternate
route, therefore two-way traffic must be maintained at all
times.

Issues / Concerns
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MTO be requested to further consider providing a full 12-lane
Core-Distributor system on Highway 401 from the Credit
River to Trafalgar Road and that City staff discuss the
impacts associated with providing a full 12-lane CoreDistributor system with MTO.

The widening of Highway 401 from the Credit River to
Trafalgar Road is not included in MTO’s 2010 to 2014
Southern Ontario Highway Program. In order to maintain
Mississauga’s and Ontario’s economic competitiveness, it is
critical that improvements to Highway 401 through
Mississauga support the movement of goods. In this respect,
the City encourages MTO to expedite the EA for this study
and construct the widening of Highway 401 from the Credit
River to Trafalgar Road as soon as possible to support
broader provincial interests of goods movement, economic
sustainability and job creation.
General Committee of Council

It is anticipated that the replacement of the Creditview Road
structure over Highway 401 will be part of MTO’s
recommended alternative. The City requests that MTO
consider a multi-use trail as part of the new Creditview Road
structure.

Issues / Concerns
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As discussed in the earlier correspondence with the City
of Mississauga, traffic demand forecast work for the
section of Highway 401 between Winston Churchill
Boulevard 407ETR indicated the need for ten lanes.
Additional traffic analysis undertaken as part of this study
indicated that the relative speed reductions associated with
a localized 10-lane basic cross section (on Highway 401)
through the 407ETR interchange area to Winston
Churchill Boulevard would not significantly affect the
expected travel times through this section of the Highway

This preliminary design and Class EA study is anticipated
to be completed in 2013. Highway widening through the
City of Mississauga is identified in the Southern
Highways Program as a future highway expansion. While
this project is not part of MTO’s 2012 to 2016 Southern
Ontario Highways Program, it is subject to further study
and prioritization for future construction.

runoff and use of existing ponds in the vicinity of the
Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange are being examined.
The design of the Creditview Road Underpass will not
preclude the City’s future plan for a 4-lane cross section
with a multi-use trail. Widening of the Creditview Road
Underpass to address the City’s future plans will continue
to be discussed with the City during detail design. Any
additional provisions, including future municipal road
widening, sidewalks, etc., will be subject to municipal
funding.

Response

May 2013

Conservation Halton

Cogeco

External Agency /
Aboriginal
Community
Response

May 2013
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401 corridor as compared to a continuous 12-lane corecollector system. In addition, the Recommended Plan
optimizes the use of existing infrastructure by utilizing the
existing bridges at the Highway 401 / 407ETR and
Winston Churchill Boulevard interchanges, results in
fewer utility impacts, presents considerably less
construction challenges and provides a cost savings of
approximately $150 million compared to a continuous
core-collector system through this area.
As discussed in the earlier correspondence with the City
of Mississauga, this preliminary design and Class EA
study is anticipated to be completed in 2013. Highway
MTO be requested to consider constructing the widening of
widening through the City of Mississauga is identified in
Highway 401 from the Credit River to Trafalgar Road as
the Southern Highways Program as a future highway
soon as possible.
expansion. While this project is not part of MTO’s 2012
to 2016 Southern Ontario Highways Program, it is subject
to further study and prioritization for future construction.
Cogeco Data Services has existing plants and aerial fiber on
Noted.
Mississauga Road.
The Project Team has noted these regulated natural
features within the study area. During the assessment and
The identified study area includes crossings of three regulated
evaluation of alternatives, the Project Team will assess the
watercourses (the East Branch of Sixteen Mile Creek and two
potential impacts each alternative has on the natural
branches of a tributary of Sixteen Mile Creek, known as
environment, including terrestrial ecosystems, fish and
Lisgar Creek). Highway expansion may also impact two
fish habitat, wetlands, designated natural areas, surface
additional regulated features, including wetland and
water and groundwater, and Species at Risk. Impacts
watercourse floodplain.
associated with the preferred alternatives will be identified
and appropriate mitigation measures will be developed.
Please ensure that the review of alternatives considers The Project Team will consider flooding and erosion
potential flooding and erosion impacts that will result from impacts that will result from the proposed Highway 401
proposed road widening and interchange improvements.
widening and interchange improvements.
Staff note that the identified alignment for the additional off Thank you for your support for the improvement

Issues / Concerns
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Conservation Halton requests the opportunity to review and
provide comments on the Fluvial Assessment and Drainage
and Hydrology Report with respect to watercourses in our
jurisdiction.

Please ensure that the TESR considers potential flooding and
erosion impacts that will result from the road widening and
interchange improvements and documents the proposed
stormwater management strategies.

Staff request that all field data sheets be included for review
as an appendix of the EA document.

Staff continue to recommend that only locally native, noninvasive species suitable for the site’s conditions be proposed
in areas adjacent to or within the Natural Heritage System.
We request that this be a commitment of the EA especially
for lands adjacent to the Sixteen Mile Creek Valley.

ramp from 407ETR to the westbound Highway 401 appears
to minimize additional disturbance to the tributary of Lisgar
Creek, and would likely involve minimal lengthening of the
existing culvert as opposed to the installation of a secondary
culvert a short distance downstream. Staff are supportive of
this approach from a hydraulic perspective.
We continue to highlight that Highway 401 is a major barrier
to the north-south movement of plants and terrestrial wildlife.
As such, any rehabilitation or replacement of structures
should investigate the feasibility of improving wildlife
passage. We recommend that this be considered when
developing the EA study and the feasibility of such
investigated prior to the subsequent detail design so that
budget can be adjusted accordingly.
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The Project Team has noted Conservation Halton’s
request. A conceptual landscape plan will be prepared as
part of this study and finalized during detail design. The
TESR addresses the use of native, non-invasive species
for re-vegetation of natural areas (refer to Chapter 9 for
more details).
Field data sheets have been included in the Natural
Science reports.
Potential flooding and erosion impacts, and proposed
mitigation measures, including stormwater management
strategies, were addressed as part of the drainage and
hydrology work for this study and are documented in the
TESR (refer to Section 9.1.4).
A fluvial assessment has only been undertaken for the
Credit River bridge as it is the only watercourse where a
bridge is proposed to be replaced. The Project Team
provided relevant details of the Drainage and Hydrology
Report for the areas within the Sixteen Mile Creek

Measures to accommodate wildlife crossings are being
considered as part of the structural alternatives and design
for the Credit River bridge. The selected alternative
improves wildlife connectivity. No other locations were
feasible.

alternatives.
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watershed.
Staff are also interested in the opening widths on all existing
The inventory of existing culverts was provided.
Highway 401 crossing structures on these watercourses.
Culvert inspection was undertaken as part of this study.
Culverts within Conservation Halton’s jurisdiction
Staff request a comprehensive rationale as to why crossings
(Crossings C-01 to C-06) are deemed to be in good
of the watercourses in our jurisdiction are not being replaced,
condition, as a result, replacement of these culverts is not
except crossing C-02 (just west of 407ETR, refer to Figure 4required (including Crossing C-02). Culvert extensions
1 for location).
are required to accommodate the proposed Highway 401
widening.
A new Crossing C-02 culvert at the 407ETR westbound
It is suggested that the new C-02 crossing structure be open
off-ramp is proposed to be an open bottom culvert in order
bottom in nature if feasible and that its span, at a minimum,
to facilitate a more natural channel for fish. The culvert is
should be the bankfull channel width of the watercourse to
proposed to be 1.8 m in width to accommodate flows
facilitate fish and wildlife passage.
through this intermittent channel.
Information about the extent to which fish passage is
The Existing Fish and Fish Habitat Summary Table was
presently occurring at crossings C-02 to C-05 is requested as
provided.
all identified watercourses that are considered fish habitat.
Mitigation for impacts on terrestrial habitat connectivity Mitigations for impacts on terrestrial habitat connectivity
should be addressed in the table on pages 19-20.
are documented in the TESR (see Chapter 9).
MNR correspondence resulted in record of Jefferson
Salamander within the general vicinity of the study area.
This species requires deciduous or mixed woodlands
containing ponds and suitable microclimates. Based on
We request supporting information related to the Jefferson the terrestrial analysis undertaken for the Highway 401
Salamander occurrence shown east of Trafalgar Road, as our study to the west (from Trafalgar Road to Regional Road
records do not indicate the presence of this species at this 25), it was determined that the southeast quadrant of
location.
Highway 401 and Trafalgar Road might be potential
habitat for Jefferson Salamander. However, suitable
habitat for Jefferson Salamander was not encountered
during the November 2010 and June 2011 field
investigations. As such, Jefferson Salamander is deemed
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Credit River Anglers
Association
CVC
(Meeting: October

Curve Lake First
Nation

CP Rail

External Agency /
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to have a low likelihood of occurring within the study
area.
Crossing C-01 is an ephemeral drainage swale. The
culvert at this crossing will be extended on both sides of
Highway 401 (by approximately 16 m north of Highway
401 and 26 m south of Highway 401) to accommodate the
proposed Highway 401 widening.
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-

CVC is interested in the Credit River, flooding and erosion
hazards associated with Credit River, Species at Risk,

The Fluvial Assessment and Drainage and Hydrology
Report were provided to CVC.

Contact added.

Requested to be added to the study mailing list.

The Project Team has noted Conservation Halton’s
request to examine opportunities to improve terrestrial
wildlife passage at this crossing. The existing culverts
which cross Highway 401 provide opportunities for
wildlife to cross the highway. The need to provide
enhanced linkage for wildlife has not been identified
given the level of habitat disturbance and fragmentation.
These culverts are not expected to impede the movement
of urban tolerant species.
This cannot be permitted to affect the operations of the Comment noted. MTO will consult with CP Rail
railway.
regarding the details of the proposed works.
We strongly suggest that you provide the Williams Treaty
First Nation Claims Coordinator with a copy of your proposal
as your obligation to consult. Although we have not
conducted exhaustive research nor have we the resources to
do so, Curve Lake First Nation Council is not currently aware Comments noted. The Williams Treaty First Nation
of any issues that would cause concern with respect to our Claims Coordinator was added to the study mailing list.
Traditional, Aboriginal and Treaty rights. Should excavation
unearth bones, remains or other such evidence of a native
burial site or any Archaeological findings, we must be
notified without delay.

Staff question whether culvert C-01 is proposed for
replacement or extension. Staff request that measures to
improve terrestrial wildlife passage be specifically examined
at this crossing.
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Halton Hills
Generating Station
Halton Region EMS

19th, 2012 at CVC’s
office – 1255 Old
Derry Road West)

External Agency /
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The Project Team noted CVC’s preferred alternative
for the Credit River bridge (Alternative 2).
Alternative 2 requires a grade raise of approximately
1.5 m on Highway 401 which causes greater filling
within the Credit River floodplain and is not
compatible with the profile requirements to the east of
the crossing. Alternative 2 also has a shorter total
span, which provides a narrower opening for wildlife
passage and less flexibility to accommodate further
changes in the migration of the Credit River.
Alternative 2 is also approximately 10% more
expensive to construct. As such, Alternative 2 is not
preferred.
The need to realign Mullet Creek will be determined
during the detail design stage of this project.
Comment regarding Syntex Park noted.
The preliminary stormwater management strategy
was developed to meet water quality and quantity
control criteria set by Conservation Halton / CVC,
MTO, MOE, MNR and DFO and is documented in
the TESR.
Suggestion regarding CVC / TRCA guidelines for
Low Impact Development noted.
Suggestion regarding permeable pavers noted.
The Recommended Plan includes the use of existing
stormwater management ponds at the Highway 401 /
407ETR interchange (where practical). Details will
be determined at the detail design stage of this
project.
Contact added to the study mailing list.

-

-

-

-

-
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Lane restriction and closures could affect emergency Comments noted and contact added to the study mailing

Interested in participating in this study.

stormwater management (water quality and quantity), Mullet
Creek, hazards associated with Mullet Creek and fisheries.
- Request for the Fluvial Assessment and Drainage and
Hydrology Report for the Credit River.
- Credit River bridge Alternative 2 (single span bridge)
would be preferred in terms of accommodating meander
belt.
- CVC requested that a fluvial geomorphological
assessment be undertaken if channel realignment at
Mullet Creek is required.
- CVC noted that Syntex Park provides overflow storage
capacity for the Mullet Creek floodplain.
- Enhanced stormwater quality treatment is needed.
- CVC suggested that the Project Team consider the CVC /
TRCA guidelines for Low Impact Development.
- CVC suggested that permeable pavers could be
considered at the Commuter Parking Lots.
- CVC inquired about locations available for new
stormwater management ponds.
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response. We would appreciate being kept informed of the list.
restrictions.
MTO is undertaking a separate Preliminary Design and
Class Environmental Assessment Study to the west of the
study area, from Trafalgar Road to Regional Road 25.
The comment regarding Tremaine Road has been
Consider extending 401 study area westward to Tremaine forwarded to the Project Team for the adjacent Highway
Road. The Region is proposing a major north-south arterial 401 improvements study from Trafalgar Road to Regional
link for Tremaine Road in keeping with the proposed Road 25.
University Village (Wilfred Laurier Satellite Campus) and Although these are two distinct environmental assessment
development in West Milton.
studies, the potential increase in traffic volumes due to the
widening of Tremaine Road and the construction of an
interchange have been incorporated into the transportation
planning analysis work for the section of the Highway 401
corridor between Trafalgar Road and Regional Road 25.
The future Halton Peel Boundary connection was not
The study report should recognize the future Halton Peel considered as part of this study as it is not an approved
Boundary connection and the impact that it will have on environmental assessment study.
The Ministry has
future demand along the corridor.
recognized this connection as part of the GTA West
Corridor Environmental Assessment Study.
Traffic demand forecast work for the section of Highway
401 between Winston Churchill Boulevard and 407ETR
indicated the need for ten lanes. Additional traffic
Consideration should also be given to acquiring and analysis undertaken as part of this study indicated that the
protecting land for a complete 12-lane facility (i.e. core relative speed reductions associated with a localized 10collector) through this entire section of Highway 401 in order lane basic cross section (on Highway 401) through the
to prevent a future “bottle neck” along this vital corridor for 407ETR interchange to Winston Churchill Boulevard
the movement of goods and people through Halton Region would not significantly affect the expected travel times
and beyond.
through this section of the Highway 401 corridor as
compared to a continuous 12-lane core-collector system.
In addition, the Recommended Plan optimizes the use of
existing infrastructure by utilizing the existing bridges at
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As per the Hiawatha First Nation Consultation Protocol, your
proposed project is deemed having minimal potential to
impact Hiawatha First Nations’ rights at this time. However,
please keep us apprised of any updates, archaeological
findings, and/or of any environmental impacts, should any
occur.
There is a potential that IO managed lands fall within your
study area. In order to determine if IO property is within
your study area, IO requires that the proponent of the project
conduct a title search reviewing parcel register(s) for
adjoining lands, to determine the extent of ownership by IO
or its predecessors ownership. Please remove IO from your
circulation list, with respect to this project, if there are no IO
managed lands in the study area.
Provided appropriate Aboriginal Communities / organizations
contacts for the project.
There appears to be numerous watercourses in the study area.
Some of the watercourses may provide Redside Dace habitat.
Redside Dace is designated as threatened by the provincial
Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario. The
presence or absence of Redside Dace should be confirmed
with MNR. We provide the following comments with respect
to study requirements for the preparation of the TESR:
- Watercourse crossing should be designed as open span
structures outside of the bank‐full channel.
- Culvert placement should be such that there are no
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Comments noted. MNR has since confirmed that there is
no Redside Dace present within the study area.

Contacts added.

IO removed from study mailing list as there are no IO
managed lands within the study area.

Comment noted.

the Highway 401 / 407ETR and Winston Churchill
Boulevard interchanges, results in fewer utility impacts,
presents considerably less construction challenges and
provides a cost savings of approximately $150 million
compared to a continuous core-collector system through
this area.

Response
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impediments to fish movement through them.
All in-water work should be completed between timing
window.
- Stormwater management measures for water quality
control should be incorporated into the design for the
road upgrades.
- Works involving alteration to a watercourse may require
a work permit under the Public Lands Act.
- Exposed areas should be kept to a minimum at all times
in order to minimize the potential for erosion. All
exposed surfaces should be re-stabilized and re-vegetated
as soon as possible after construction.
- Appropriate erosion and sediment controls must be used
both during and after construction in order to minimize
erosion and migration of silt off of the site. Erosion and
sediment control measures must meet or exceed the
requirements outlined in MTO’s Erosion and
Sedimentation Control, Drainage Manual, Chapter F, and
MNR’s Technical Guidelines for Erosion and Sediment
Control.
Based on the information submitted, we have identified the
following issues of concern with respect to the proposed
undertaking: ecosystem protection and restoration, surface
Comments noted.
water, groundwater, air quality, contaminated soils,
mitigation and monitoring, planning and policy, Class EA
process, and Aboriginal Communities consultation.
Based on the information contained in the Archaeological
Assessment Report entitled, “Stage 1 Archaeological
Assessment Highway 401 Widening, Class EA Study East of
Comment noted.
the Credit River to Trafalgar Road,” MTCS is satisfied that
the fieldwork and reporting for the archaeological assessment
is consistent with MTCS’ 1993 Archaeological Assessment

-
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Section 6.4 states the specific objectives and implementing
actions for lands located within Map 4: Northern Link
(Milton-Woodbridge). One of the objectives of the Plan in
this area is to recognize the existing Highway 401 and
provide for its future widening. More specifically, Section
6.4.3 a) i) restricts the number and location of transportation
routes crossing the Link to existing facilities and their

Based on a preliminary review of the materials available, it
appears as though the proposed improvements are largely
located within the “Road” designation and possibly other
designations within the broader Public Use Area of the Plan.
Section 5.4.1 outlines the permitted uses within the Public
Use Area of the Plan. Please note that Section 5.4.1 b) of the
Plan was modified by Amendment No. 147, approved on
Comment noted. Contact added.
November 10, 2000, to permit the following linear facilities:
“linear transportation, communication and utility facilities,
including necessary accessory facilities and installations such
as interchanges, transit including stations, parking,
maintenance / storage yards, transformer stations, and
treatment plants that are part of the linear distribution or
collection networks.”

Technical Guidelines and the terms and conditions for
archaeological licenses. This report will be entered into the
Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports.
Upon review of the PIC display boards available online, it
appears that the proposed improvements west of Winston
Churchill Boulevard are within the Parkway Belt West Plan,
located on Map 4: Northern Link (Milton-Woodbridge). For
your information, a consolidated version of the Parkway Belt
West Plan is available on the Ministry website at
www.mah.gov.on.ca under Land Use Planning.
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Can you please add me to the project mailing list and notify
me when the TESR is complete?
Police response to calls for service on Highway 401.
Wished to receive information on the project and provide
comments as necessary.
We do not have any specific concerns with the conduct of the
survey or any subsequent construction, our only interest is
that of being kept advised of any impact that either may have
on the ability of our service to respond to requests for
emergency service, either on the roadways, within the
construction area or through use of the roadways to
residences and commercial properties within the project area.
As such, we request that we be advised in advance of any
changes to ingress / egress to any of the roadways and the
areas the road networks serve, including proposed detour
routes.
This project will directly affect the flow of people and goods
within and through the Region. It may also impact regional
and local roads. Improvements to this section of Highway
401 may also impact an ongoing multi-agency study for a
transportation corridor along the Halton-Peel boundary.
The Halton-Peel Boundary Area Transportation Study, April
2010, has been approved by the municipal councils for
Halton Hills, Brampton, Halton Region, Regional of Peel and
Caledon. A further study to complete phases 3 and 4 of the
Municipal Class EA is anticipated to proceed.
An
interchange connection at Highway 401 and 407ETR was
recommended in the study. Winston Churchill Boulevard
was recommended for six lanes from Highway 401 north to 5

essential expansion. Further, Section 6.4.3 c) provides a
ROW of approximately 100 ft. for the widening of Highway
401.
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Comments noted.

Comments noted.

Peel Region Paramedic Services has been added to the
project mailing list and will be notified of future
consultation activities.

Details of the construction staging plan, including any
changes to access / egress will be determined during detail
design. Emergency service providers will be consulted
regarding these design and construction details during this
subsequent stage of the project.

Contact added to the study mailing list.

Comment noted.
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Side Road / Embleton Road.
Requested to be added to the study mailing list.
Contacts added.
Regarding the applicability of the Navigable Waters
Comments noted.
Protection Act.
We have natural gas pipeline within the 401 corridor. Union
Gas area for this project along the 401 is concerned from Comments noted.
Trafalgar Road - Winston Churchill Boulevard.
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3.3. Public Consultation
3.3.1. Public Information Centre #1
Public Information Centre (PIC) #1 was held on Monday March 21st, 2011 at the Four Points
Sheraton Hotel from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. An external agency meeting was held from 3:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. PIC #1 was an informal, “open house” style event with brief presentations at
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. MTO and URS staff were available to address questions and concerns.
The purpose of PIC #1 was to present and receive input on the need for improvements to this
section of the Highway 401 corridor, the alternatives under consideration and the proposed
process and criteria for evaluating alternatives. Refer to Appendix B for material presented at
this PIC.
The Notice of Public Information Centre #1 was published in the Milton Canadian Champion on
Tuesday March 8th, 2011, the Globe and Mail and Mississauga News on Wednesday March 9th,
2011, and the Georgetown Acton Independent on Thursday March 10th, 2011. The notice was
also published in the Mississauga le Métropolitain (in French) on Wednesday March 16th, 2011.
The PIC notice, display boards and a comment sheet were made available on the Project
Document Sharing site after PIC #1 (www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com). Notification
letters advertising PIC #1 were distributed to individuals on the project mailing list, including
government agencies, Aboriginal Communities, municipalities, elected officials, interest groups
and members of the public (i.e. area residents, local businesses, individuals who requested to be
added to the project mailing list, etc.) on Friday March 4th, 2011. Refer to Appendix B for
copies of the notice and notification letters.
A total of 43 individuals signed the visitor’s register for the PIC. Five written comments were
received at the PIC and three additional comments were received in the weeks following. The
following summarizes the key comments, issues and concerns raised from PIC #1.
Table 3-2: Summary of Issues Raised from PIC #1
Key Issues and Comments

Responses

Efforts have been made to minimize the extent of additional
Concerns regarding impacts to
property that is required to accommodate the proposed highway
properties adjacent to Highway
improvements. Affected owners will be consulted when the
401.
property plans are finalized.
Concerns regarding transition
from a 12-lane cross section to a The Project Team had engaged human factor experts to evaluate any
10-lane cross section and vice potential for driver confusion associated with the transition.
versa.
Designated truck lanes are not being considered as part of this study.
There is a need to have designated However, the MTO is funding a research initiative with the
truck lanes along Highway 401 University of Toronto that is exploring the effect of exclusive
throughout the Greater Toronto truckway facilities in central Ontario. MTO is also undertaking a
Area (GTA).
jurisdictional review of truckway facilities to help develop a
framework for the application of truck lanes along key provincial
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Key Issues and Comments

Responses

There is insufficient weave
distance from eastbound express
lanes east of Trafalgar Road to
407ETR ramp W-E.

Suggestion to provide additional
access to Highway 401 from the
municipal road network in the area
between 407ETR and Winston
Churchill Boulevard.
Have exclusive HOV ramps on/off
Highway 401 been considered (i.e.
ramp and bridge structures)?
Concern for potential construction
impacts to deer population
utilizing the Credit Valley in the
Highway 401 area.
Inquiries regarding
construction.

timing

May 2013

of

highways. There is a Transportation Association of Canada study
that is emerging on this subject and MTO is actively involved in
defining the study’s scope.
An operational assessment of the corridor, including traffic
modelling, and examining opportunities to address potential
weaving associated with alternatives shown at PIC #1 was
undertaken as part of this study and the weave distance has been
confirmed to be sufficient.
407ETR crosses Highway 401 between Trafalgar Road and Winston
Churchill Boulevard. The spacing between these three interchanges
(Trafalgar Road, 407ETR and Winston Churchill Boulevard) does
not allow for feasible addition of new municipal road access to/from
Highway 401. Given the limitation presented by the existing
interchanges, new municipal road access between Trafalgar Road
and Winston Churchill Boulevard is not feasible and as a result it is
not being considered as part of this study.
Direct HOV ramps would have a very high cost and property impact
through this highly developed corridor. As such, they have not been
recommended.
The assessment of alternatives and development of environmental
mitigation have taken into account terrestrial ecosystems. The
Credit River bridge is being designed to accommodate wildlife
passage.
Construction is subject to the availability of funding and provincial
priorities. A construction schedule for this project has not been
determined and will be examined subsequent to the completion of
detail design.

3.3.2. Public Information Centre #2
PIC #2 was held on Wednesday October 3rd, 2012 at the Holiday Inn Hotel and Suits in
Mississauga from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. An external agency meeting was held from 3:00 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m. PIC #2 was an informal, “open house” style event with a brief presentation at 5:00
p.m. and 7:00 p.m. MTO and URS staff were available to address questions and concerns. The
purpose of PIC #2 was to present and receive input on the preliminary design of the preferred
alternatives and the proposed mitigation strategies to minimize potential environmental and
community impacts.
The Notice of Public Information Centre #2 was published in the Mississauga le Métropolitain
on Wednesday September 19th, 2012 (in French), and in the Georgetown Acton Independent and
Milton Canadian Champion on Thursday September 20th, 2012, and the Globe and Mail and
Mississauga News on Friday September 21st, 2012. PIC notice, display boards and a comment
sheet were made available on the Project Document Sharing site after PIC #2
(www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com).
Notification letters advertising PIC #2 were
distributed to individuals on the project mailing list on Friday September 14th, 2012. Refer to
Appendix B for copies of the notice and notification letters.
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A total of 37 individuals signed the visitor’s register for the PIC. One written comments were
received at the PIC and no additional comments were received in the weeks following. The
following summarizes the key comments, issues and concerns raised from PIC #2.
Table 3-3: Summary of Issues Raised from PIC #2
Comment

Response

Direct access from Ninth Line to Highway 401 is not feasible
Direct access should be provided from given the limitation presented by the existing interchanges (i.e.
Ninth Line to Highway 401.
Trafalgar Road, 407ETR and Winston Churchill Boulevard)
and as a result it is not being considered as part of this study.
Comment noted. Details of the construction staging plan,
Emergency detour routes should be including any changes to access / egress will be determined
identified to access incidents on during detail design. Emergency service providers will be
Highway 401.
consulted regarding these design and construction details
during this subsequent stage of the project.
Impacts to fish habitat and the need for mitigation measures
will be determined / developed in consultation with DFO /
Concern regarding impacts to the Credit MNR. During detail design, these measures will be further
River during construction.
developed, and approvals / permits under the Fisheries Act and
Endangered Species Act (if required) will be sought in
consultation with DFO / MNR.
Comment noted. Details of the construction staging plan,
including any changes to access / egress will be determined
Need for safe construction site access /
during detail design. Emergency service providers will be
egress.
consulted regarding these design and construction details
during this subsequent stage of the project.
The travel demand analysis identified the need for ten lanes
along this section of the Highway 401 corridor within the 2031
planning horizon. The traffic operations analysis (including
simulation modelling) undertaken for the Recommended Plan
indicated that the relative speed reductions associated with a
localized 10-lane basic cross section through the 407ETR
interchange area on Highway 401 would not significantly
Inquiries regarding why Highway 401
affect the expected travel times through this section of the
collapses from 12 lanes to 10 lanes –
Highway 401 corridor as compared to a continuous corewill it not create a bottleneck?
collector system.
In addition, the Recommended Plan
optimizes the use of existing infrastructure by utilizing the
existing bridges at the Highway 401 / 407ETR and Winston
Churchill Boulevard interchanges, results in fewer utility
impacts, presents considerably less construction challenges,
and provides a cost savings of approximately $150 million
compared to a 12-lane core-collector system through this area.
Widening of the Derry Road bridge is a recommended
Concerns regarding Derry Road
improvement to this section of Highway 401. However,
widening – will Derry Road be widened
widening Derry Road is not within the scope of this project.
when Highway 401 is widened?
Derry Road is under the jurisdiction of the Region of Peel.
No noise mitigation is proposed to address changes in noise
Concerns regarding noise.
levels from highway operations given the separation distance
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Response
and distribution of noise sensitive receivers. Measures to
mitigate construction related noise will be identified during
detail design.

The existing ramp for the Service
Centre is inadequate. If the Service
Centre is to operate in the short-term,
the ramp should be lengthened.
Supportive of the HOV lanes.
Supportive of the Creditview Road
Underpass replacement.
Creditview
Road should be widened to four lanes.
It is a good idea to have an on-ramp at
the Mississauga Road carpool lot – it
should be constructed, not just
considered.
Supportive of Alternative 1 for the
mainline widening.

Comment noted.
Support noted.
Support noted. Widening Creditview Road is not within the
scope of this study. Creditview Road is under the jurisdiction
of the City of Mississauga.
Comment noted.

Support noted.
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4. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
In order to support the examination of a reasonable range of alternatives, all significant features
within the study area were identified to determine their sensitivity and potential for impacts
associated with the proposed Highway 401 improvement alternatives. Identifying significant
features involved the collection of primary and secondary source data derived from surveys, field
investigation, published and unpublished literature, government sources and consultation with
agencies and the public. The data collected was grouped in the following categories:
•

Natural environment;

•

Socio-economic environment;

•

Cultural environment; and

•

Transportation / cost.

Information about the existing environmental features within the study area was collected from
the following sources:
•

Credit Valley Conservation;

•

Conservation Halton;

•

Halton Region Official Plan;

•

Town of Milton Official Plan;

•

Town of Halton Hills Official Plan;

•

Region of Peel Official Plan;

•

City of Mississauga Official Plan;

•

Halton-Peel Boundary Area Transportation Study Final Report;

•

Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Rural Affairs – Land Canada Inventory;

•

Statistics Canada;

•

Ministry of Natural Resources, Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC);

•

Field investigations; and

•

Aerial photography.

The following sections provide an overview of the existing environmental conditions within the
study area. Refer to Appendix C for aerial photos of the entire study area.
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4.1. Natural Environment
4.1.1. Topography and Drainage
According to the topographic map for the area, the ground elevation within the study area
reaches a maximum of 219 m above mean sea level (amsl) in the vicinity of the Highway 401
and 407ETR interchange, and slopes down to the west towards a tributary of East Sixteen Mile
Creek (approximately 207 m amsl) and to the east towards the Credit River (approximately 168
m amsl). Regionally, the study area is located within two watersheds: the Credit River
Watershed and the Sixteen Mile Creek Watershed, both of which discharge south and east to
Lake Ontario. East Sixteen Mile Creek, Credit River and their tributaries cross Highway 401 at
several locations within the study area (as discussed in Section 4.1.5).

4.1.2. Physiography
According to the Physiography of Southern Ontario1 and the “Map 2226-Physiography of South
Central Southern Ontario”2, the study area is located within two physiographic regions: the South
Slope and the Peel Plain. The South Slope is the southern slope of the Oak Ridges Moraine and
located north of the Peel Plain. The South Slope is characterized by fine-grained ground moraine
and subdued topography. The Peel Plain is characterized by flat to undulating topography
consisting of clay soils deposited when glacial melt water ponded on top of the low permeable
Halton Till plain.

4.1.3. Geology
4.1.3.1. Quaternary Geology
According to MNR “Ontario Geological Survey Preliminary Map P. 2204, Geological Series,
Quaternary Geology, Toronto and Surrounding Area, Southern Ontario” (1980), the quaternary
(surficial) geology of the study area consists predominantly of deposits of glacial, glaciofluvial,
and glaciolacustrine origin, namely the Halton Till (Ontario-Erie Lobe) which is composed of silt
to silty clay matrix with a minor amount of sand. According to the well and borehole records
information provided in the EcoLog ERIS report for the wells located within the study area, the
thickness of the overburden soil ranges from 2.7 m up to 22 m across the study area.

4.1.3.2. Bedrock Geology
According to “Map 2544-Bedrock Geology of Southern Ontario”3 and available well / borehole
records for the study area, the Palaeozoic (bedrock) geology of the study area consists of Upper
Ordovician aged shale bedrock of Queenston Formation. A bedrock valley is located at the west
1

Chapman, L.J. and Putnam, D.F. 1984. The Physiography of Southern Ontario. 3rd Edition. Ontario Geological
Survey, Special Vol.2, Ontario, Canada.
2
MNR, 1972
3
Ontario Geological Survey, 1991, Bedrock Geology of Ontario Southern Sheet, Ontario Geological Survey, Map
2544. Scale 1:1,000,000.
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end of the study area where East Sixteen Mile Creek crosses and another bedrock valley is
located at the west end of the study area at the Credit River crossing. Bedrock outcrops are
limited to along river valleys where the overlying overburden has been eroded away. According
to the borehole / well records, the upper 3-5 m of the Queenston shale is generally weathered.

4.1.4. Hydrogeology
Groundwater flow is controlled by the permeability and porosity of the soil or rock material and
by the existing hydraulic gradients. In general, groundwater flow in the overburden aquifer
system is associated with the surface topography and conveyed to topographic lows, wetlands
and surface watercourses. The bedrock aquifer system tends to be more uniform and is less
influenced by topographic variations. Vertically, groundwater flow in the overburden will travel
downwards towards the bedrock aquifer system. Variations to the flow direction will change
depending on proximity to surface watercourses and subsurface geology.
The Niagara Escarpment, which is located west of the study area, acts as a regional topographic
and groundwater flow divide.
Above the escarpment, groundwater flow is directed
predominantly towards the Lake Erie through local discharge (base flow) to rivers and creeks.
Below the Escarpment, groundwater flow is directed south / southeast towards the Lake Ontario.
The shallow groundwater within the study area is influenced by the surface topography; likely
flowing from the area of higher ground elevation, in the vicinity of 407ETR and Highway 401
interchange, to the west towards East Sixteen Mile Creek and to the east towards Credit River.
There are 21 existing wells located within the study area, 12 of which are water supply wells and
one is a dewatering well. The remaining wells are either observation wells or have no “Primary
Water use” or “Final Well Status” data listed in the well records. A summary of the well record
information for the existing water supply wells is provided below:
•

Among the 12 water supply wells, the “Primary Water Use” for six wells is listed as
“Domestic”; two wells are “Public”; two wells are “Municipal”; and the remaining two wells
are “Livestock”.

•

Among the 12 water supply wells, four water wells terminated in bedrock and eight
terminated in quaternary deposits. The thickness of overburden soil (i.e. depth to bedrock) in
the wells ranges from 5.8 m to 19.5 m. The overburden thickness is the greatest at the west
portion of the study area in the vicinity of Eighth Line and Highway 401, and is the least at
the east end in the vicinity of the Credit River.

•

The static groundwater level in the overburden wells range from 1.5 m to 10.4 m below
ground surface (bgs). The static water level in bedrock wells range from 1.8 m to 6.1 m
except for one well located at the southwest quadrant of the 407ETR and Highway 401
interchange, which had groundwater level 0.3 m above ground surface.

•

The pump rate for the bedrock wells range from 5.5 to 43.6 m3/day. The pump rate for the
overburden wells also range from 5.5 to 43.6 m3/day except for one well, which has pump
rate of 408.8 m3/day (south of Highway 401, west of Derry Road).
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In addition, there are potentially seven “unmappable” wells within the study area. These
unmappable wells have not been geocoded due to the lack of sufficient data regarding their exact
locations.

4.1.5. Fish and Fish Habitat
The study area is divided between two watersheds: the Sixteen Mile Creek Watershed and the
Credit River Watershed. The Sixteen Mile Creek Watershed drains a combined area of
approximately 372 km2 with headwaters located in the Niagara Escarpment and ultimately drains
into Lake Ontario within the Town of Oakville. The headwaters of the system are capable of
supporting coldwater species, with temperatures typically warmer as the creeks flow southward
through agricultural and urban areas. A total of 54 different species of fish have been recorded
in the watershed including sport and baitfish, as well as resident and migratory species.
The Credit River watershed drains an area of approximately 871 km2. The headwater reaches are
coldwater habitat providing habitat for seasonal Brook Trout (Salvelinus fontinalis). The water
gradually warms, as it travels through agricultural land use with little overhead cover, and
supplies warmwater reaches at the location of the crossings within the study area. The fish
management guide for the Credit River Fisheries Management Plan states that the waters contain
fish communities that are highly tolerant of wide temperature and flow fluctuations and can
withstand temperatures in excess of 26ºC for prolonged periods of time. Fish communities are
usually found where groundwater discharge is minimal.
The study area includes 13 drainage feature crossings. Of the 13 crossings, 6 represent direct
fish habitat, 1 represents indirect fish habitat and 6 are ephemeral drainage swales which do not
represent fish habitat. Refer to Figure 4-1 for their location.
Sensitivity rankings assist in directing planning, design and construction considerations with
respect to the potential Harmful Alteration, Disruption or Destruction of fish habitat (HADD)
under the policies of the Federal Fisheries Act. Road and highway crossing locations or areas of
works in high sensitivity watercourses have a greater possibility of resulting in HADD. The
proposed crossings within the study area have a range of sensitivities from low to high and are
provided in Table 4-1. Notwithstanding the low sensitivities given to a number of the drainage
features, any required in-water works associated with the proposed highway improvements must
take the potential for HADD under Section 35 of the Federal Fisheries Act into consideration. A
summary of fish and fish habitat for the drainage features in the study area are provided in Table
4-2. Details of each crossing are summarized in the following sections.
Table 4-1: Watercourse Crossing Sensitivities
Crossing Number

Watercourse

Sensitivity

C-01
C-02
C-03
C-04
C-05
C-06

East Sixteen Mile Creek Unnamed Tributary
East Sixteen Mile Creek Unnamed Tributary
East Sixteen Mile Creek Unnamed Tributary
East Sixteen Mile Creek Unnamed Tributary
East Sixteen Mile Creek Unnamed Tributary
East Sixteen Mile Creek Unnamed Tributary

Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Low
Low
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Crossing Number

Watercourse

Sensitivity

C-07
C-08
C-09
C-10
C-11
C-12
B-01

Cross Drainage
Unnamed Tributary of Mullet Creek
Cross Drainage
Mullet Creek
Cross Drainage
Cross Drainage
Credit River

Low
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
High

37

Figure 4-1: Watercourse Crossing Locations
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Sixteen
Mile
Creek

Drainage
System

C-04

C-05

East Sixteen Mile Creek
Unnamed Tributary

East Sixteen Mile Creek
Unnamed Tributary

C-02

East Sixteen Mile Creek
Unnamed Tributary

C-03

C-01

East Sixteen Mile Creek
Unnamed Tributary

East Sixteen Mile Creek
Unnamed Tributary

Crossing
Number

Watercourse

3.5 m x 1.4 m
(Downstream,
field
inspection)

3.2 m x 2.2 m
(Downstream,
field
inspection)
1.5 m x 0.9 m

3.5 m x 1.4 m
(Downstream,
field
inspection)
1.5 m x 1.2 m

1.2 m x 1.2 m
(Upstream)

1.5 m x 1.2 m

2.4 m x 1.2 m

Culvert
Dimension
(w x h)
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Permanent

US – Intermittent
DS – Permanent

Permanent

Warmwater

Warmwater

Warmwater

Warmwater

Warmwater

Ephemeral
drainage swale

US – Intermittent
DS – Permanent

Thermal
Regime

Flow Regime

Table 4-2: Existing Fish and Fish Habitat Conditions Summary
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Direct fish
habitat

Direct fish
habitat

Direct fish
habitat

Direct fish
habitat

Not fish
habitat

Supports
Fishery

Bluntnose Minnow
Fathead Minnow

Pumpkinseed

Pumpkinseed
Fathead Minnow
Bluntnose Minnow

Bluntnose Minnow
Largemouth Bass
Fathead Minnow
Finescale Dace
Creek Chub
Brown Bullhead
Pumpkinseed
Northern Redbelly
Dace
Golden Shiner
Northern Pike

No catch

Fish Community

May 2013

Credit
River

Drainage
System

Crossing
Number
C-06
C-07
C-08
C-09

C-10

C-11
C-12

B-01

Watercourse

East Sixteen Mile Creek
Unnamed Tributary

Cross Drainage

Mullet Creek Unnamed
Tributary

Cross Drainage

Mullet Creek

Cross Drainage

Cross Drainage

Credit River

Permanent

42.9 m x 11.4
m
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Warmwater

Ephemeral
drainage swale

1.2 m x 0.9 m

Coolwater

Warmwater

Ephemeral
drainage swale

900 mm
(Field
inspection)

Warmwater

Warmwater

Warmwater

Warmwater

Warmwater

Thermal
Regime

Permanent

Ephemeral
drainage swale
Ephemeral
drainage swale
Ephemeral
drainage swale

Permanent

Flow Regime

6.1 m x 1.5 m

1.8 m x 1.2 m

1.8 m x 1.5 m

900 mm

3.0 m x 1.2 m

Culvert
Dimension
(w x h)
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Direct fish
habitat

Not fish
habitat

Not fish
habitat

Direct fish
habitat

Indirect fish
habitat
Not fish
habitat
Not fish
habitat
Not fish
habitat

Supports
Fishery

Bluntnose Minnow
Brassy Minnow
Brown Bullhead
Brown Trout
Brook Stickleback
Chinook Salmon
Common Carp
Common Shiner
Creek Chub
Eastern Blacknose
Dace
Fantail Darter
Fathead Minnow
Hornyhead Chub
Iowa Darter

None

None

Blacknose Dace
Brook Stickleback
Pumpkinseed
Longnose Dace

None

No catch

None

No catch

Fish Community

May 2013

US: Upstream
DS: Downstream

Drainage
System

Watercourse

Crossing
Number

Culvert
Dimension
(w x h)
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Flow Regime

Thermal
Regime

Supports
Fishery

Johnny Darter
Longnose Dace
Northern Hog Sucker
Pumpkinseed
Rainbow Darter
Rainbow Trout
River Chub
Rock Bass
Sea Lamprey
Spottail Shiner
Stonecat
White Sucker

Fish Community

May 2013
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4.1.5.1. Crossing C-01
This drainage feature is ephemeral. The headwaters of this unnamed tributary originate within
an agricultural field approximately 300 m north of the Highway 401 ROW. The tributary crosses
under Highway 401 through a single concrete box culvert. The tributary then flows southeast for
approximately 1.7 km before crossing under 407ETR and converging with the drainage of
Crossing C-02. Crossing C-01 does not provide fish habitat.

4.1.5.2. Crossing C-02
This watercourse is intermittent upstream and permanent downstream of the Highway 401 ROW,
and is designated as a warmwater thermal regime. The headwaters of this unnamed tributary are
located approximately 650 m northwest of the study area, originating immediately north of
Steeles Avenue and east of Ninth Line. The tributary drains southward through an agricultural
field before it drains under a Highway 401 onramp and then discharges into a stormwater
management pond (SWMP) located between Highway 401 and 407ETR. The drainage feature
then flows south approximately 14 km before ultimately discharging into Sixteen Mile Creek
East Branch. The drainage feature flows through a series of SWMPs and primarily through open
meadow land use downstream of the crossing.
Fish community records for the watercourse are presented in Table 4-2. The watercourse is
designated as supporting a warmwater fish community as sampled in the SWMP located
immediately downstream of the Highway 401 ROW. Fish were not captured at a location
approximately 700 m downstream of the pond. The water flows within the drainage feature
likely provide a migratory route for fish, however, the habitat within the tributary is likely not
capable of supporting a resident fish population due to a limitation in pool depths and sufficient
flow during dry periods of the year. Overhead and lower vegetation canopy cover was lacking in
the reaches located upstream and downstream of the SWMP. There were no apparent permanent
fish barriers within the study reach, however, there is a seasonal migration barrier between the
SWMP and downstream reaches during low flow events.

4.1.5.3. Crossing C-03
The watercourse is permanent and provides warmwater habitat. The headwaters of the unnamed
tributary at Crossing C-03 are located approximately 650 m north of the site, originating
immediately north of Steeles Avenue within a small pond on a commercial property. The
tributary drains southward through an agricultural field before draining under 407ETR through a
concrete box culvert and discharges into a SWMP located immediately north of Highway 401.
The water drains from the pond via a riprap berm and flows under Highway 401 through a
concrete box culvert. The drainage continues for 65 m then crosses under the Highway 401
onramp. Downstream of the Highway 401 ROW, the drainage feature continues to flow
southward through an open meadow before converging with the drainage feature of Crossing C04 approximately 1 km downstream.
Fish community records for the watercourse are presented in Table 4-2. The watercourse is
designated as supporting a warmwater fish community. The water flow during the April 2011
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field investigation was sufficient to provide small bodied fish passage. Low flow periods would
likely create a seasonal migration barrier. Overhead and lower vegetation canopy cover was
lacking in the reach located both upstream and downstream of the SWMP. The drainage
structure from the SWMP represents a permanent fish barrier during both low and high flow
events.

4.1.5.4. Crossing C-04
The watercourse is intermittent upstream and permanent downstream of the Highway 401 ROW.
It provides direct warmwater fish habitat. The unnamed tributary of Crossing C-04 originates
approximately 1.7 km north of Highway 401. The drainage feature headwaters are located
within an agricultural field and flows southward approximately 650 m before flowing under
407ETR. The tributary drains southward through an open meadow located between the two
highways (i.e. Highway 401 and 407ETR) before draining under Highway 401 through a
concrete box culvert. Immediately downstream of Highway 401, the drainage feature discharges
into a SWMP located within the Highway 401 ROW. Water discharges into the northwest cell
during low flow events and drains clockwise to the southwest cell where it empties through a
discharge tower. During high flow events, the water discharges directly over a concrete flow
control. The drainage continues through a short section of riprap armoured channel before
draining under the Highway 401 eastbound onramp through two corrugated steel pipe (CSP)
culverts. The drainage feature then flows south approximately 14 km before ultimately
discharging into Sixteen Mile Creek East Branch. Downstream of the crossing, the drainage
feature flows through a series of SWMPs and primarily flows through open meadow land use.
Fish community records for the watercourse are presented in Table 4-2. Crossing C-04 is
considered to provide direct fish habitat; however, the water flow during the April 2011 field
investigation was insufficient to support a resident fish population. Overhead and lower
vegetation canopy cover was lacking in the reach located both upstream and downstream of the
SWMP. The SWMP flow control structures create fish migration barriers during both high flow
and low flow events. The concrete control structure creates a barrier and the low flow structure
is via a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe.

4.1.5.5. Crossing C-05
The watercourse is permanent and provides warmwater habitat. The unnamed tributary of
Crossing C-05 originates approximately 700 m north of Highway 401 at Steeles Avenue. The
feature originates at Steeles Avenue and flows through an agricultural field before crossing under
407ETR. Immediately downstream of 407ETR the feature drains into a SWMP which exhibited
minimal flow during the April 2011 field visit. Flows exit the SWMP via a high water channel
which drains from the west side of the pond. Water also drains from the pond during low flow
events through a PVC pipe from a discharge tower. The low flow pipe outlet and high water
flow channel converge immediately upstream of the Highway 401 ROW. The water drains
under Highway 401 via a concrete box culvert. The drainage feature continues to flow
downstream of Highway 401 through agricultural land before flowing approximately 200 m
alongside the west ditch of Tenth Line before crossing under the roadway and draining through a
commercial area. The drainage feature converges with the flow of Crossing C-06 within a
commercial land use area located approximately 900 m downstream of the Highway 401
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crossing. The combined drainages then drain through a residential neighbourhood and ultimately
drain 14 km southwest into Sixteen Mile Creek East Branch.
Fish community records for the watercourse are presented in Table 4-2. Crossing C-05 is
considered direct fish habitat. The water flow during the April 2011 field investigations was
sufficient to support a resident fish population. Overhead and lower vegetation canopy cover
was lacking in the reaches located upstream and downstream of the Highway 401 ROW. A
drainage channel flowing along the west and south perimeter of the SWMP located north of
Highway 401 had a high flow drainage channel which was not flowing during the April 2011
field investigations. During low flow events the channel does not provide fish passage. An
overflow pipe drains the pond during low flow conditions and also acts as a fish migration
barrier to fish movement up through the system. The pond’s high flow structure would allow
fish movement during sustained precipitation periods.

4.1.5.6. Crossing C-06
The watercourse is permanent and providing warmwater habitat. The unnamed tributary of
Crossing C-06 originates approximately 600 m north of Highway 401, and immediately north of
407ETR. The feature originates on the south property of a self-storage yard and drains across a
meadow southwards to 407ETR. Immediately after flowing under 407ETR the drainage feature
flows through a SWMP located within the 407ETR ROW. After draining out of the south side of
the SWMP, the drainage feature flows under Highway 401 through a culvert. The drainage
feature continues to flow south of Highway 401 for approximately 600 m through a commercial
area before converging with the drainage feature of Crossing C-05. The drainage features of
Crossings C-05 and C-06 then drain through a residential neighbourhood and ultimately drain 14
km southwest into Sixteen Mile Creek East Branch.
Fish community records for the watercourse are presented in Table 4-2. Crossing C-06 provides
indirect fish habitat. The water flow during the April 2011 field investigations was sufficient to
support a resident fish population. Overhead and lower vegetation canopy cover was lacking in
the reaches located upstream and downstream of the Highway 401 ROW. A drainage channel
flowing along the west and south perimeter of the SWMP located north of Highway 401 had a
high flow drainage channel which was not flowing during the April 2011 field investigations.
An overflow pipe drains the pond during low flow conditions and also acts as a fish migration
barrier to fish movement up through the system. The pond’s high flow structure would allow
fish movement during sustained precipitation periods.

4.1.5.7. Crossing C-07
Crossing C-07 is an ephemeral drainage swale originating in an old meadow north of the
westbound Highway 401 off-ramp to Winston Churchill Boulevard adjacent to Meadowpine
Boulevard. This drainage feature runs east, parallel to Highway 401 then drains under Highway
401 through a CSP culvert. The reach upstream of the Highway 401 ROW was dense with
cattails and dry at the time of investigation. Downstream of the Highway 401 ROW the feature
continues to parallel Highway 401 ultimately converging with Crossing C-08. Crossing C-07
does not provide fish habitat.
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4.1.5.8. Crossing C-08
There was no apparent channel (i.e. no flow or standing water) at this crossing; it is likely an
ephemeral swale. Crossing C-08 does not provide fish habitat.

4.1.5.9. Crossing C-09
Crossing C-09 is an ephemeral drainage swale originating on the north ditch of Highway 401
contiguous with Crossing C-08 flows. The drainage flows east and then drains under Highway
401 through an open-foot culvert. The feature was dry at the time of investigation with substrate
consisting of cobble and sand. Downstream of the Highway 401, the drainage borders a group of
trees where there was standing water. The drainage parallels Highway 401 flowing eastward
until it converges with Crossing C-10 at Mullet Creek. Crossing C-09 does not provide fish
habitat.

4.1.5.10. Crossing C-10 (Mullet Creek)
Mullet Creek is designated as a warmwater permanent watercourse. According to CVC’s fish
management plan for Mullet Creek, the area is transitionary for small warmwater fish
communities. The creek headwaters are located approximately 7.4 km northwest of the Highway
401 crossing at a location west of Tenth Line and north of Steeles Avenue. The headwaters
primarily drain through agricultural fields until crossing under Heritage Road at which point the
land use becomes a mix of commercial and industrial where a defined valley is present. After
crossing under Heritage Road, the creek crosses under 407ETR and begins to flow southward
through an open meadow and a recreational parkland complex. The creek flows under
Meadowvale Boulevard and drains through a reach of channel that has been realigned before
crossing under Highway 401 through a culvert. The drainage feature continues to flow
southward of Highway 401 through a business park complex through the Mullet Creek Park
system. The flow continues downstream of Highway 401 where the channel has been
straightened and lined with concrete or gabion baskets. After approximately 3 km the flow
continues under a crossing for Britannia Road West. Downstream of the business park the land
use is primarily residential and the creek represents a naturalized channel which has likely been
realigned prior to development of the community. The channel flows another 6 km southward
where it ultimately drains into the Credit River.
Fish community records for the Mullet Creek are presented in Table 4-2. The watercourse is
designated as supporting warmwater fish. Overhead and lower vegetation canopy cover is
lacking in the majority of the reaches located upstream of 407ETR, and is limited to almost
absent downstream of Highway 401. The majority of the reach located immediately downstream
of Highway 401 has been realigned and channelized, resulting in minimal flow diversity and
poor substrate variation.

4.1.5.11. Crossing C-11
Crossing C-11 is an ephemeral drainage swale originating on the north side of Highway 401 on
the west side of the CP Rail tracks. This drainage feature runs east, parallel to Highway 401 then
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drains under Highway 401 through a CSP culvert. The drainage feature was dry at the time of
the investigation, however, 0.03-m deep water sat in the upstream end of the culvert. The
drainage parallels Highway 401 flowing eastward under Creditview Road ultimately draining
into the Credit River at Crossing B-01. Crossing C-11 does not provide fish habitat.

4.1.5.12. Crossing C-12
Crossing C-12 is an ephemeral drainage swale originating on the north side of Highway 401 on
the east side of the CP Rail tracks. This drainage feature runs east, parallel to Highway 401 then
drains under Highway 401 through an open-foot culvert. The drainage feature exhibited standing
water, 0.2 m deep, with no flow at the culvert inlet. Instream cover was 100% provided by dense
cattails within the channel, while overhead cover provided by trees was not present. The
drainage parallels Highway 401 flowing eastward under Creditview Road ultimately draining
into the Credit River at Crossing B-01. Crossing C-12 does not provide fish habitat.

4.1.5.13. Crossing B-01 (Credit River)
The Credit River is a permanent watercourse ranging in thermal regimes from coldwater
headwaters in the north, to warmwater thermal regimes at its mouth at Lake Ontario. It is the
largest watercourse within the study area originating approximately 60 km north of Highway
401, in the vicinity of Orangeville. The river flows southward through mixed agricultural and
rural residential land use providing a natural channel and valley throughout the majority of its
length. Approaching the City of Mississauga the land use begins to shift to more urban
development primarily composed of commercial and residential areas. In the vicinity of the
study area the watercourse flows within a natural channel with primarily agricultural land to the
north and commercial to the south of the Highway 401.
Fish community records for the Credit River are presented in Table 4-2. The watercourse is
designated as supporting cool / warmwater fish at the location of the proposed works. The river
is utilized by migratory trout and salmon. Reproduction is suspected within the lower reaches,
however, this watercourse can also provide important refuge habitat for these young migratory
species. Overhead and lower vegetation canopy cover is excellent along both banks.
Immediately upstream of the Highway 401 crossing there is a stormwater outlet on the west bank
of the watercourse. There is a fish migration barrier located downstream of the crossing and a
controlled fish passage structure is present.

4.1.6. Terrestrial Ecosystems
This section of the Highway 401 corridor is surrounded by agricultural land in the west, an
interchange with 407ETR in the middle, and industrial and commercial development on the east
end of the study area. Within study area, there are a few remnant natural areas and areas that
have not yet been filled with urban development. These sites are currently occupied by old field
habitat. Terrestrial natural heritage features within the study area include old-field habitat,
riparian habitat, cattail marsh, small remnant patches of deciduous forest and mature lowland
forest along the Credit River, Sixteen Mile Creek and other drainage courses.
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In total, 11 areas were classified using the Ecological Land Classification (ELC) system,
summarized in Table 4-3 and illustrated in Appendix C. Five of the classified polygons are oldfield meadows, two are artefacts of human interventions, including a cultural thicket and a
conifer plantation, and the remaining four polygons are various hardwood type habitats. Overall,
at least 112 plant species were seen within the study area. Of this total, 42 (39%) are either nonnative or could not be assigned a rarity rank. One species, Honey Locust (Gleditsia triacanthos),
has been given a provincial ranking as ‘Rare’. This ranking only applies to wild-grown
specimens, not to the horticultural selection that was observed.
Table 4-3: Ecological Landscape Classification Identified Within Study Area
Polygon

Classification

Code

1
2
3
4
5
6*
7
8
9
10
11

Dry-Moist Old Field Meadow Type
Mineral Cultural Thicket Ecosite
Dry-Fresh Sugar Maple-Beech Deciduous Forest Type
Dry-Moist Old Field Meadow Type
Dry-Fresh Sugar Maple-Beech Deciduous Forest Type
Dry-Moist Old Field Meadow Type
Fresh-Moist Oak-Maple-Hickory Deciduous Forest Ecosite
Dry-Moist Old Field Meadow Type
Dry-Moist Old Field Meadow Type
Coniferous Plantation Ecosite
Fresh-Moist Bur Oak Deciduous Forest Type

CUM1-1
CUT
FOD5-2
CUM1-1
FOD5-2
CUM1-1
FOD9
CUM1-1
CUM1-1
CUP3
FOD9-3

*- Polygon no longer present as CUM1-1 as of June 2011 (under development).

A brief description of notable terrestrial ecosystems identified within the study area is
summarized below:
Credit River Floodplain
The east end of the study area is at the floodplain of the Credit River. The floodplain has been
used for agriculture and appears as an open flat field on both sides of Highway 401. Just above
the floodplain, there was a winter grain crop planted on the north side of the highway
immediately east of Creditview Road. The equivalent position on the south side of the Highway
401 corridor has been allowed to develop into an old field plant community. The edges of the
river are bordered by a lowland forest riparian community of large Hybrid Willow trees (Salix x
rubens), and to a lesser extent, Bur Oak (Quercus macrocarpa).
The riparian corridors along the Credit River are the most significant existing natural features
within the study area. This north-south corridor acts as an important regional linkage for wildlife
in the area. Corridors and linkages increase the connectivity of otherwise isolated patches, which
can assist in sustaining biological diversity. Increased interchange of individuals among
populations may increase local and regional population persistence by reducing regional
extinction rates, and maintaining and/or increasing colonization rates for both plants and wildlife.
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Mullet Creek Floodplain
Highway 401 crosses Mullet Creek between Derry Road and Mississauga Road, within an area
that is developed as an industrial park. The floodplain of Mullet Creek has been graded to form
a possible temporary water-retaining area in the event of heavy storm events. This area has been
allowed to naturalize, possibly with the aid of some specific planting and has some woody
vegetation that is consistent with a Cultural Thicket.
Sugar Maple-Beech Deciduous Forest
A small remnant of forest classed as Sugar Maple-Beech Deciduous Forest is found on the north
side of Highway 401, west of Derry Road (Polygon 3). It is also found on the south side of
Argentia Road (Polygon 5). It is likely that these two patches were part of the same habitat unit
prior to the construction of Highway 401. Polygon 5 is the largest area of natural forest habitat
remaining within the study area.
Old-Field Communities
The habitat at Polygon 4, off Meadowvale Boulevard is an old-field meadow plant community.
Polygon 4 was created when the former Heritage Road, now Meadowvale Boulevard, was
realigned (Heritage Road used to extend to the edge of Highway 401 then proceeded east
towards Derry Road). The route of that former ROW separated Polygon 3 from the north
boundary of Highway 401 but it has been allowed to form a narrow grassy strip disguising the
former transportation route. A very similar polygon, located off Meadowpine Boulevard, was
identified in November 2010 (Polygon 6). In June 2011, it was observed that Polygon 6 was
under development and the old field plant community was no longer present.
Polygon 8 (east of Winston Churchill Boulevard between Highway 401 and Meadowpine
Boulevard) is classed as an old-field community. There is a similar plant community on the west
side of Winston Churchill Boulevard but that was not formally classified using the ELC system.
Polygon 9 (on the south side of Highway 401, east of the Tenth Line) is also an old-field plant
community that is a continuation of that same habitat type under the high-tension power line that
crosses the study area at this location. These areas (Polygons 8 and 9) are in reality the same
habitat unit it was split by the presence of Highway 401 and Winston Churchill Boulevard.
Oak-Maple-Hickory Deciduous Forest
Polygon 7 is a small hardwood forest that was identified as an Oak-Maple-Hickory Deciduous
Forest in the ELC system. It is the sole remaining fragment of a larger forest that was doubly
bisected during the construction of Highway 401 and a natural gas pipeline crossing. Over time,
various developments have eliminated two of the remaining sections and a third (south side of
Highway 401) is reduced to just a few larger trees.
Coniferous Plantation
A small set of trees identified as a Coniferous Plantation is located on the east side of Ninth Line,
north of 407ETR (Polygon 10). The dominant tree species is Norway Spruce (Picea abies) and
these are suffering notable dieback of the crowns. Their origin is as a shelterbelt planting around
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a former farmstead that has since been demolished. All that remains of the farmstead is the trees
that made up the landscaping for the yard.
Bur Oak Deciduous Forest
Polygon 11 is located at the south end of Eighth Line, north of Highway 401. Under the ELC
system, it is a Bur Oak Deciduous Forest. Bur Oak (Quercus macrocarpa) is the dominant
species though there are a few other hardwood tree species present.
Agricultural Area
Agriculture is extensively practiced throughout the portion of the study area west of Winston
Churchill Boulevard and adjacent to Highway 401 east of the Credit River. Much of this land is
used for row crops including corn and soy beans.
Sixteen Mile Creek
The entire Sixteen Mile Creek watershed is considered to be a regional valley corridor, linking
Lake Ontario to the Niagara Escarpment. Due to past and present land use practices, forest cover
within the watershed has been reduced, particularly on tableland areas, thus regional valley
corridors such as Sixteen Mile Creek provide important habitat connections. Irrespective the
level of fragmentation, they still provide the ecological linkages between remnant natural areas.
Other Features
Within the study area, the roadside along Highway 401 is dominated by grass species, Tall
Goldenrod (Solidago altissima) and asters, and is very much like the old-field communities noted
at several locations. Common Reed (Phragmites australis) is becoming established at a number
of locations in the roadside ditches. At present, it is a minor component of the vegetation
forming the fringe of the SWMPs located in the vicinity of the interchange between Highway
401 and 407ETR but that is likely to increase in the near future.
Roadside tree planting has mostly been restricted to a long line of Blue Spruce (Picea pungens)
along the north side of Highway 401. These are typically associated with the agricultural areas
where they can serve as snow fences in open sites. There are a few Norway Maples (Acer
platanoides) on the north side of Highway 401 in the vicinity of Polygon 3.

4.1.6.1. Designated Significant Natural Areas
One environmentally sensitive area is present immediately east of the study area; Meadowvale
Station Woods (ANSI) runs along the west side of 2 Line West and is linked with the Credit
River floodplain south of Highway 401.

4.1.6.2. Wildlife
Birds
Based on the Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas (OBBA), 107 bird species are known to occur within
the OBBA geographic squares that cover the study area. Due to the high level of
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industrialization and intensive agriculture within the study area, breeding bird survey points were
placed in areas where the highest levels of avian diversity were expected. Points were separated
by a minimum distance of 250 m. It must be noted that traffic noise from Highway 401, as well
as other major roadways, restricted the distance at which calling birds could be heard. A total of
40 bird species were observed within the study area during field studies between November 2010
and June 2011, including breeding bird point count monitoring and incidental observations.
Thirty-three (33) species were observed during breeding bird point count monitoring.
The most common birds observed during breeding bird counts were European Starling (Sturnus
vulgaris), Red-winged Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus) and Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia).
Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) and Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) were commonly observed
and are likely to breed in the marshy edges of larger drainage ponds. Observation of Lesser
Scaup (Aythys affinis) in the pond associated with Crossing C-09 provided evidence that larger
ponds are also used as resting areas by migrating waterbirds. None of the species encountered
are considered to be rare or designated as a SAR.
Mammals
Based on the Atlas of the Mammals of Ontario (AMO), 38 mammalian species are known to
occur within the 100 km by 100 km search block that covers the study area. Nine mammal
species are known to occur within the study area based on actual observations or indirect
observations such as tracks, scat, burrows / dens / nests and other signs between November 2010
and June 2011. Large groups of White-tailed Deer are commonly observed in the farmland
immediately east of the Credit River. Isolated from human presence and containing a readily
available supply of exposed vegetation, this land provides a suitable habitat for the local deer
population. Passage of the Credit River under Highway 401 allows the deer to freely roam
within its associated floodplain / valley between natural areas north of Highway 401 and Lake
Ontario.
Despite their apparent isolation from larger tracts of land or vegetated corridors, drainage ponds
adjacent to the ROW supported a surprising diversity of wildlife. Mink (Mustela vison) dens and
piles of scat were commonly encountered as was coyote sign. Red-tailed Hawks are also
commonly observed along the ROW. This abundance of predatory species is apparently fuelled
by an abundant population of Meadow Voles (Microtus pennsylvanicus) which were often
observed during field studies underneath large roadside debris.
All of the observed species are considered to be common and native to the area.
Reptiles and Amphibians
Based on the Ontario Herpetological Atlas (OHA), nine species of reptiles and twelve species of
amphibians are known to occur within the 100 km by 100 km search block that covers the study
area. Two amphibian species were observed within the study area between November 2010 and
June 2011, including Northern Green Frog (Rana clamitans) and Northern Leopard Frog (Rana
pipiens). The observed species are considered to be common and are native to the area. No
reptile species were observed within the study area.
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Invertebrates
Eight butterfly species have been observed within the study area between November 2010 and
June 2011, all of which are considered common. However, Monarch (Danaus plexippus) is
provincially and federally designated as a SAR of Special Concern. Monarch butterflies were
noted at the south end of Heritage Road adjacent to Highway 401 and at the carpool lot at
Mississauga Road. These were likely early migrants into the area and were likely still in search
of suitable host plants.

4.1.7. Species at Risk
An online search of the NHIC was conducted for the study area and its vicinity to identify any
significant terrestrial species. A search of two 100 km2 blocks yielded five reported SAR,
including two birds, two reptiles and one amphibian species. Four additional avian SAR were
noted when the same two blocks were searched in the OBBA. Observations of the six avian
SAR were searched within the eBird database, yet none of the species had been reported within
the study area or its immediate vicinity.
The OHA and AMO were also searched for SAR potentially occurring within the study area and
three reptilian SAR species were noted.
MNR correspondence resulted in records of a fish SAR, Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongates)
within the general vicinity of the study area. However, it was concluded that the records of SAR
fall outside the immediate study area and are associated with the recovery reach of Levi’s Creek,
which drains into the Credit River approximately 975 m upstream of the Highway 401 crossing,
and the occupied reach of Fletcher’s Creek, which drains into the Credit River approximately 1.3
km downstream of the Highway 401 crossing.
Changes in the status and associated habitat regulations for provincial SAR are constantly
evolving as is data on population distribution for many monitored species. Ongoing
communication with MNR is required to ensure that any newly regulated SAR or new areas of
occupancy for a given SAR are considered.
Table 4-4: Species at Risk
Name

Provincial
Designation

Federal
Designation

Probability of Occurrence within the ROW
and Study Area

Peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus)

Threatened

Special
Concern
Schedule 1

Common Nighthawk
(Chordeiles minor)

Special
Concern

Threatened
Schedule 1

Chimney Swift
(Chaetura pelagic)

Threatened

Threatened
Schedule 1

Low – Recorded during most recent OBBA.
Nest on tall structures, the extent of which are
absent from the study area.
Low – Recorded during most recent OBBA.
Not expected to breed in study area due to
extent of urban sprawl.
Low – Uses old chimneys in urban areas.
Unlikely to breed in suburban neighbourhoods.
Recorded during most recent OBBA.
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Provincial
Designation

Federal
Designation

Probability of Occurrence within the ROW
and Study Area

Special
Concern

Special
Concern
Schedule 1

Low – Lack of open woodlands for cavity
nesting. Recorded during most recent OBBA.

Endangered

Endangered
Schedule 1

Bobolink
(Dolichonyx
oryzivorus)

Threatened

Threatened
(schedule and
status pending)

Barn Swallow
(Hirundo rustica)

–

Threatened

Special
Concern

Special
Concern
Schedule 1

Threatened

Threatened
Schedule 1

Eastern Milksnake
(Lampropeltis
triangulum)

Special
Concern

Special
Concern
Schedule 1

Jefferson Salamander
(Ambystoma
jeffersonianum)

Threatened

Threatened
Schedule 1

Redside Dace
(Clinostomus
elongates)

Endangered

Endangered

Monarch butterfly
(Danaus plexippus)

Special
Concern

Special
Concern
Schedule 1

Name
Red-headed
Woodpecker
(Melanerpes
erythrocephalus)
Henslow’s Sparrow
(Ammodramus
henslowii)

Snapping Turtle
(Chelydra
serpentine)
Eastern Musk Turtle
(Sternotherus
odoratus)
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Low – NHIC showed a historical record
greater than 30 years old. This species is not
anticipated to be present in the study area.
Low – Recorded during most recent OBBA.
Prefer large tracts of hayfield, meadow or
pasture, not row crops. Most agricultural land
in study area is planted with row crops.
Moderate to High – Barn swallow nests were
observed during field investigations and
nesting habitat (barns, bridges and culverts) is
present within the study area.
Moderate to High – Tolerant of polluted
waters and human disturbance and frequently
inhabits man-made water bodies.
Low – NHIC showed a historical record
greater than 30 years old. This species is not
anticipated to be present in the study area.
Low – Natural corridors running though the
study area are well separated from larger tracts
of forest (by agricultural and heavily urbanized
lands). The most likely location to find
Eastern Milksnake within the study area is
along the Credit River and the Meadowvale
Station Woods.
Low – MNR correspondence indicated this
species has been seen in the general vicinity of
the study area, however, suitable habitat (midage forest with vernal pools) is not present
within study area.
Low – The records of SAR fall outside the
immediate study area and are associated with
the recovery reach of Levi’s Creek and the
occupied reach of Fletcher’s Creek.
High – Highly mobile species that feeds in a
wide variety of habitats including roadsides,
riparian areas and meadows. Species observed
in the study area.
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4.2. Socio-Economic Environment
The study area is located in the Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills within Halton Region,
and the City of Mississauga within the Region of Peel. Table 4-5 summarizes the population
and total private dwellings (based on the 2011 Statistics Canada data).
Table 4-5: Population Numbers and Dwellings
Municipality

Population

Total Private Dwellings

Town of Milton
Town of Halton Hills
City of Mississauga

84,362
59,008
713,443

28,049
20,548
242,538

4.2.1. Existing Land Use
Land uses within the study area include agricultural (west of Winston Churchill Boulevard to the
western limit of the study area as well as east of the Credit River), rural residential (west of
Winston Churchill Boulevard), residential subdivisions (north and south of Highway 401 in the
vicinity of Creditview Road and commercial / industrial east of 407ETR. Refer to Figures 4-2a
and 4-2b for an overview of existing features and designed land uses within the project limits.

4.2.2. Agricultural
Agricultural lands are located adjacent to the Highway 401 corridor from west of Winston
Churchill Boulevard to the western limit of the study area as well as adjacent to Highway 401
east of the Credit River. The main crops in the area include soybeans, corn, alfalfa and alfalfa
mixtures. Cattle farming is also a common agricultural activity in the area.
According to the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs’ (MAFRA) 2009 Canada Land
Inventory Agricultural Capability data, the majority of the land located adjacent to the Highway
401 corridor from west of Winston Churchill Boulevard to the western limit of the study area and
east of the Credit River has a Soil Capability Class 1, with pockets of Class 2, 3 and 5 soils also
present (refer to Figure 4-3). Table 4-6 presents MAFRA’s definition of the capability classes
found within the study area.
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Figure 4-2a: Land Use within Study Area
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Figure 4-2b: Land Use within Study Area
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Figure 4-3: Soil Class within the Study Area

Table 4-6: Definitions of the Capability Classes
Soil Capability Class

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 5

Definition
Soils have no significant limitations in use for crops. Soils are level to
nearly level, deep, well to imperfectly drained, and have good nutrient and
water holding capacity. They can be managed and cropped without
difficulty. Under good management they are moderately high to high in
productivity for the full range of common field crops.
Soils have moderate limitations that reduce the choice of crops or require
moderate conservation practices. These soils are deep and may not hold
moisture and nutrients as well as Class 1 soils. The limitations are moderate
and the soils can be managed and cropped with little difficulty. Under good
management these soils are fair to moderately high in productivity for a
wide range of field crops.
Soils have moderately severe limitations that reduce the choice of crops or
require special conservation practices. Limitations are more severe than
Class 2 soils. They may affect the following practices: timing and ease of
tillage; planting and harvesting; choice of crops; and methods of
conservation. Under good management these soils are fair to moderately
high in productivity for a wide range of common field crops.
Soils have severe limitations that restrict capability to producing perennial
forage crops. The limitations are so severe that the soils are not capable of
use for sustained production of annual field crops. The soils are capable of
producing native or tame species of perennial forage plants and may be
improved through the use of farm machinery. Feasible improvement
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Definition
practices may include clearing of bush, cultivations, seeding, fertilization or
water control.

4.2.3. Residential
Scattered rural residences (approximately two) are located within the study area to the north and
south of Highway 401, west of Winston Churchill Boulevard. There are no residential
subdivisions adjacent to the Highway 401 corridor within the project limits.

4.2.4. Commercial and Industrial
The study area encompasses two major commercial / industrial areas, including the 401 / 407
Employment Corridor Area in the Town of Halton Hills (north of Highway 401 from Winston
Churchill Boulevard to the western limit of the study area) and the Meadowvale Business Park in
the City of Mississauga (along Highway 401 from east of the 407ETR to the eastern limit of the
study area). The major commercial / industrial activities in the study area include wholesale
trade; professional, scientific and technical services; manufacturing; and finance and insurance.
Refer to Figures 4-2a and 4-2b for a list of commercial businesses adjacent to the Highway 401
corridor within the study area.

4.2.5. Community / Recreational / Institutional
Parks
Three parks are located within the study area:
•

Leslie Trail Park (north of Highway 401, west of Derry Road);

•

Mullet Creek Park (south of Highway 401, west of Mississauga Road); and

•

Syntex Green Park (north of Highway 401, east of Derry Road).

Trails and Bike Lanes
Figures 4-2a and 4-2b illustrate the trails and bike lanes that are identified by the municipalities
within the study area.
Churches
One church (Churchill Meadows Christian Church) is located within the study area (south of
Highway 401 on the west side of Tenth Line, refer to Figure 4-4).
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Figure 4-4: Churchill Meadows Christian Church

4.2.6. Aesthetics / Landscape Composition
The western portion of the study area (west of Winston Church Boulevard) presents
characteristics of a rural community. Scattered rural residences and large farm lands are present
in the western portion of the study area. A row of Blue Spruce is planted on the north side of
Highway 401 from the western project limit to east of 407ETR, acting as snow hedge. A high
concentration of office buildings, as well as commercial and industrial businesses is located in
the eastern portion of the study area (east of the Winston Church Boulevard). This portion of the
study area presents characteristics of a business park. Natural features associated with the East
Sixteen Mile Creek, Mullet Creek and Credit River are also important elements of the landscape
of the study area.

4.2.7. Waste and Contamination
A Contamination Overview Study was undertaken as part of this study to conduct a secondary
source information review to identify properties with known and potential site contamination.
Although the study did not reveal evidence of actual environmental site contamination within the
study area, high potential for environmental site contamination was identified for 40 properties
along the Highway 401 corridor given the industrial and commercial nature of the properties,
while 21 commercial and/or light industrial properties are identified as having moderate potential
for environmental contamination.

4.2.8. Utilities
Highway 401 includes both aerial and underground utilities within the study area. Existing
utilities are summarized in Table 4-7.
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Table 4-7: Utilities within Study Area
UTILITIES WITHIN STUDY AREA
Utility

Item

Quantity

Bell Canada

Poles

19

Poles

155

Towers

4

Illumination

Light Standards

613

Municipal Water

Fire hydrants

134

Sewer

Manhole

584

Other

Poles

114

Hydro

Location
Highway 401, Winston Churchill Boulevard and
Mississauga Road interchanges
Highway 401, interchange and crossing road
locations
West of Winston Churchill Boulevard interchange
Near interchanges, crossing roads and throughout
Highway 401
Highway 401 between Winston Churchill Boulevard
and Mississauga Road interchanges
Near interchanges, crossing roads and throughout
Highway 401
Winston Churchill Boulevard and Mississauga Road
interchanges

4.2.9. Air Quality
Background (ambient) conditions are contaminant concentrations that are exclusive of emissions
from the existing or proposed highway project. These emissions are typically the result of transboundary (macro-scale), regional (meso-scale) and local (micro-scale) emission sources and
result due to both primary and secondary formation. Primary contaminants are emitted directly
by the source and secondary contaminants are formed by complex chemical reactions in the
atmosphere. Secondary pollution is generally formed over great distances in the presence of
sunlight and heat and most noticeably results in the formation of fine particulate matter (PM2.5)
and ground-level ozone (O3), also considered smog.
In Ontario, a significant amount of smog originates from emission sources in the United States
(U.S.) which is the major contributor during smog events, usually occurring in the summer
season. During smog episodes, the U.S. contribution to PM2.5 can be as much as 90% near the
southwest U.S. border and approximately 50% percent in the GTA. Air quality is strongly
influenced by weather systems (i.e. meteorology) that typically move out of central Canada into
the mid-west of the U.S. then eastward to the Atlantic coast. This weather system generally
produces winds with a southerly component that travel over major emission sources in the U.S.
and result in the transport of pollution into Ontario.
Understanding the composition of background air pollution and its influences is important in
determining the potential impacts of a project, considering that the majority of the combined
concentrations are typically due to existing elevated ambient background levels.
Based on a review of year 2006 to 2010 ambient monitoring dataset, all contaminants were
below their respective MOE criteria with the exception of PM10 (coarse particulate matter), TSP
(total suspended particulate matter) and benzene. Benzene concentrations were based on actual
measurements while PM10 and TSP concentrations were calculated based on their relationship to
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PM2.5 (fine particulate matter). It should be noted that even though the maximum concentration
of PM2.5 exceeded the Canada Wide Standards (CWS), the guideline for PM2.5 is based on an
average annual 98th percentile concentration, averaged over three consecutive years. Therefore,
it was determined that the maximum rolling 98th percentile average was 23.9 µg/m3, which is
less than the guideline.
From a review of the VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds ) dataset, it was determined that due to
the lack of hourly and daily background monitoring data, 90th percentile background
concentrations for each VOC in the five year dataset would be calculated and used to determine
the combined concentration.
A summary of the background concentrations as a percentage of their respective MOE guidelines
or CWS is presented in Table 4-8. Also presented is the number of days that the monitoring data
was above the MOE guideline or CWS.
Table 4-8: Statistical Summary of Background Concentrations
5 Year Statistical Summary

% of Guideline

Background:
NO2 (1-hr)
39%
NO2 (24-hr)
51%
CO (1-hr)
10%
CO (8-hr)
19%
PM2.5 (See Note) 80%
PM10
156%
TSP
117%
Acetaldehyde
<1%
Acrolein
31%
Benzene
164%
1,3-Butadiene
5%
Formaldehyde
13%
Note: The PM2.5 background concentration is in compliance with the CWS. The highest three year rolling
average of the yearly 98th percentile concentrations was calculated to be 23.9 µg/m3 (years 2006 to 2008) or 80%
of the CWS.
Days Above Guideline:
PM2.5
11
PM10
16
TSP
1
Benzene
1
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4.2.10. Noise Sensitive Areas
Noise Sensitive Areas (NSAs) can be defined as the following land uses, with an Outdoor Living
Area (OLA) assigned to them:
•

Private homes such as single family residences (owned or rental);

•

Townhouses (owned or rental);

•

Multiple unit buildings, such as apartments with OLAs (i.e. swimming pool or playground
equipment); and

•

Hospitals, nursing homes for the aged, where there are OLAs for the patients.

Land uses that by themselves do not qualify as NSAs include churches, cemeteries, parks, all
commercial, all industrial and schools. Thirteen (13) NSAs have been identified within the
project limits as described in Table 4-9.
Table 4-9: Noise Sensitive Areas within the Study Area
ID
NSA-1
NSA-2
NSA-3
NSA-4
NSA-5
NSA-6
NSA-7
NSA-8

NSA-9

NSA-10

Description
Area north of Highway 401, extending from east of Trafalgar Road to Ninth Line. NSA
includes agricultural land uses with scattered single family residences and St. Stephens
Church and Cemetery.
Area south of Highway 401, extending from east of Trafalgar Road to 407ETR. NSA
includes agricultural land uses with scattered single family residences.
Area south of Highway 401, at the north end of Tenth Line. NSA includes agricultural and
commercial land use, with a scattered single family residences and Churchill Meadows
Christian Church.
Area north of Steeles Avenue, directly north of 407ETR / Highway 401 interchange. NSA
includes residential land uses, with two single family residences.
Area north of 407ETR and east of Winston Churchill Boulevard. NSA includes agricultural
land uses and a small cluster of single family residences.
Area south of Highway 401 extending from Winston Churchill Boulevard to Derry Road.
NSA includes single family residences, Lynn Rose Heights Private School, Harvest Family
Church, Motel 6 and Holiday Inn (non-residential).
Area north of Highway 401 bounded on the east by Derry Road, on the north by Syntex
Drive, and extending west approximately 300 m. NSA includes Leslie Trail Park.
Area north of Highway 401, bounded on the west by Derry Road, on the north by Syntex
Court, and extending east approximately 300 m. NSA includes Syntex Park / baseball
diamond (non-residential).
Area south of Highway 401 extending from Derry Road to Mississauga Road. NSA includes
three hotels (Four Points-Sheraton, Residence Inn-Marriott and Courtyard-Marriott) and a
church.
Area south of Highway 401, extending from the CP Rail to Creditview Road. NSA includes
Grace Community Church and a mixed residential neighbourhood of single family residences
and multi-family residential.
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Description

NSA-11
NSA-12
NSA-13

Area north of Highway 401, extending from the CP Rail to Creditview Road. NSA includes a
neighbourhood of single family residences north of a large commercial structure.
Area north of Highway 401, extending from Credit River to 2 Line West. NSA includes
agricultural land uses with a singular rural single family residence, as well as a residential
neighbourhood of single family residences.
Area south of Highway 401, extending from Credit River to 2 Line West. NSA includes
agricultural land uses with a singular rural single family residence.

4.3. Cultural Environment
4.3.1. Archaeological Resources
The existing Highway 401 ROW between the west side of Trafalgar Road and Halton Region’s
boundary was assessed in 2004. The sections of the study area which seem undisturbed remain
primarily agricultural landscapes with some woodlots that buffer the creeks and streams that
intersect the Highway 401 corridor. These undisturbed areas will require Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment in areas where the proposed improvements to Highway 401 extend beyond the
ROW.
There are 27 previously registered sites within a 1-km radius of the Highway 401 ROW. Of
these, five sites fall within the study corridor (AjGw-73, AjGw-74, AjGw-276, AjGw-205 and
AjGw-253). Of the 27 previously registered sites, nine have been registered since 2005. Table
4-10 provides a description of the 27 sites.
Table 4-10: Previously Registered Archaeological Sites in a 1 km Radius
Borden

Site Name

Cultural
Affiliation

Site Type

AjGw-1

Rowancroft

Euco-Canadian

Campsite

AjGw141

Sharp

Euro-Canadian

Homestead

–

Pre-Contact

Campsite

–

Pre-Contact

Findspot

AjGw75

–

Pre-Contact

Campsite

1987, Dana
Poulton

AjGw98

Birdsall 1

Euro-Canadian
& Pre-Contact

Homestead
& Findspot

1987, Dana
Poulton

AjGw73
AjGw74
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Researcher

Comments

1967, Peter
Ramsden
1988,1989,
Ron
Williamson
1987, William
Fitzgerald
1987, William
Fitzgerald

Site has been destroyed by
urban expansion.
–
No further work
recommended.
No further work
recommended.
Not considered significant,
to be developed as part of
Meadowvale North
Business Park.
Excavations mitigated any
potential negative effects
on site. Site will be
developed into
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Borden

Site Name

Cultural
Affiliation

Site Type

Researcher

May 2013

Comments
Meadowvale Business
Park.

AjGw99
AjGw167
AjGw205
AjGw21

Birdsall 2

Euro-Canadian

–

Euro-Canadian

New Parcel

Iroquoian

Noble

Undetermined

Homestead

1988, Dana
Poulton

Significant material could
remain in Derry Road
ROW.

1988,
R.Pearce

–

Campsite

1990, MTO

–

Undetermined

1976, Arthur
Roberts

–

AjGw253

“J.McM”
Homstead

Euro-Canadian

Homstead &
Historic
Midden

1996, Robert
Mayer

AjGw268

John Bussell

Euro-Canadian

Homestead

1996, Robert
Mayer

Unexcavated portion of
site should be protected by
snow fencing or mitigated
if impact cannot be
avoided.
No further work
recommended.

AjGw271

John May
Homestead

Euro-Canadian

Homestead
& Historic
Midden

1996, Robert
Mayer

No further work
recommended.

AjGw276

1996, Bruce
Stewart,
Robert Mayer
2007, Robert
Pihl
2007, Robert
Pihl
2007, Robert
Pihl

Villeneuve

Pre-Contact

Campsite

–

Archaic,
Middle

Findspot

–

Pre-Contact

Findspot

–

Archaic, Late

Findspot

AjGw469

Shand

Euro-Canadian

Homestead

Robert Pihl

AjGw470

Edwards

Euro-Canadian

Homestead

2007, Robert
Pihl

AjGw471

Eighth Line

Euro-Canadian

Homestead

2007, Robert
Pihl

AjGw453
AjGw454
AjGw468
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No further work
recommended.
No further work
recommended.
No further work
recommended.
No further work
recommended.
If this site cannot be
protected with the final
detail design, it should be
subjected to Stage3-4
Assessment.
If this site cannot be
protected with the final
detail design, it should be
subjected to Stage3-4
Assessment.
–
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4.3.2. Built Heritage and Culture Resources
Two Cultural Heritage Landscapes (CHLs) were identified within the study area, the Cowin
Farmstead and the Hustler Farm.
The Cowin Farmstead (Figure 4-5) lies partly within the study area (north of Highway 401, west
of Ninth Line). It has several features that suggest further investigation is warranted, including a
residence which appears to be of mid-19th century vintage and a gable-roofed bank barn on a
stone foundation. A rural heritage inventory carried out for the Local Architectural Conservation
Advisory Committee of the Town of Halton Hills in 1991 listed the property, giving a date of
1832 for the farm house (based on information from the owner at the time)4.
Figure 4-5: The Cowin Farmstead (North of Highway 401, West of Ninth Line)

Study Area Limit

The Hustler Farm (Figure 4-6), entirely located within the study area (south of Highway 401,
west of Tenth Line), has a very high level of significance and has been designated by the City of
Mississauga as a Heritage Property under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act.5 The residence is
a fine early example of British Classicism in rural Ontario, built about 1828 by Jacob Scott
(known then as Ebenezer Hall). It has been the Hustler family farm since 1838 and continues to
function in this capacity. The residence has been identified as a significant architectural
resource, and together with the other farm buildings forms a noteworthy CHL. The site also has

4

Pamela E. Kaufman and Thomas R. Wilson. Halton Hills Rural Heritage Inventory, for Town of Halton Hills
Local Architectural Conservation Advisory Committee, August 1991.
5
Cityof Mississauga. By-law 857-79, passed 1979-11-05.
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importance for reasons of social history. The farmstead is currently screened from the existing
ROW by berms and trees.
Figure 4-6: The Hustler Farm (South of Highway 401, West of Tenth Line)

Study Area Limit

4.4. Transportation Infrastructure
The existing transportation network within the study area comprises of a provincial highway
(Highway 401), an electronic toll route (407ETR), regional arterial roads and major municipal
corridors.

4.4.1. Highways
Highway 401 is the main east-west provincial highway between the United States border in
Windsor and the Quebec border. It serves as the primary goods movement corridor in the GTA
and in Ontario. Through the study area, Highway 401 is a 6-lane controlled access highway with
interchanges at 407ETR, Winston Churchill Boulevard and Mississauga Road.
The 407ETR runs between Hamilton in the west and Pickering in the east. Within the study
area, it has a 6-lane cross section with an interchange at Highway 401 which includes four
bridges over Highway 401. In vicinity of the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange there are five
SWMPs.

4.4.2. Municipal Crossing Roads
The following five roads cross Highway 401 within the study area (from east to west):
•

Creditview Road – 2-lane cross section;
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•

Mississauga Road – 6-lane cross section;

•

Derry Road West – 2-lane cross section;

•

Winston Churchill Boulevard – 4-lane cross section; and

•

Ninth Line – 2-lane cross section.

May 2013

4.4.3. Carpool Lot
Currently, one MTO carpool lot is located within the study area (northwest quadrant of the
Mississauga Road interchange, Figure 4-7). Based on field investigations undertaken in summer
and fall 2010, the carpool lot was operating at full capacity.
Figure 4-7: Carpool Lot at the Mississauga Road Interchange

4.4.4. Highway Service Centre
A vacant highway service centre is located south of Highway 401, west of Derry Road.

4.4.5. Railway Crossings
The CP Rail operates a line through the study area. The CP Rail tracks cross the Highway 401
corridor within the study area west of Creditview Road.

4.4.6. Transit Services
Existing transit services within the study area are provided by GO Transit and Mississauga
Transit. GO Transit provides inter-regional transit in the GTA (Figure 4-8). One rail corridor is
identified within the study area – the Milton Line, which has full-day service in both directions.
Two GO stations are located in close proximity to the Highway 401 corridor within the study
area – the Lisgar Station located south of Highway 401 and west of Winston Churchill
Boulevard and the Meadowvale Station located south of Highway 401 and west of Mississauga
Road.
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Mississauga Transit operates many services within or in close proximity to the study area.
Express Route 82 buses run on Highway 401 between Renforth Drive and Mississauga Road
during rush hours. Route 70 also runs on Highway 401 between Renforth Drive and Hurontario
Road. Other bus routes operated within the study area by Mississauga Transit include Routes 38,
42, 45 and 57. Figure 4-9 illustrates Mississauga Transit services within or in close proximity to
the study area.
Figure 4-8: GO Transit Service Map

Source: GO Transit Website, 2010

Figure 4-9: City of Mississauga Transit System within the Study Area

Source: Mississauga Transit Website, 2010
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5. NEED FOR HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS
Commuter traffic on Highway 401 through Milton and Mississauga is currently experiencing
delays during weekday peak periods. With population and employment forecasts for the
surrounding municipalities and the GTA in general, traffic volumes on Highway 401 are
expected to continue to grow even with the implementation of transit initiatives currently being
pursued by the Province, and planned and committed road improvements by local municipalities.
An analysis of existing and projected future traffic operations on this section of Highway 401
demonstrated further deterioration in the level of operations along the corridor. There is a need
to provide additional capacity to accommodate the anticipated increase in travel demand.
The following sections summarize the key elements of the traffic analysis undertaken for
existing and future conditions including the capacity and operation needs for this section of the
Highway 401 corridor.

5.1. Transportation Tomorrow Survey Data
According to the 2006 Transportation Tomorrow Survey (TTS), residents of Halton and Peel
made 3.3 million trips in a given 24-hour period in 2006 (compared to just under three million
trips in 2001). Approximately 24% of all daily trips occurred within the a.m. peak period
between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. and approximately 47% of all trips made by Halton / Peel
residents were home-based discretionary trips.
Modes of travel in Halton and Peel include automobiles, regional transit, GO Transit services
(rail and bus), private bus companies and taxicabs. The 2006 TTS data provides the basis of the
current modal share for the two regions as follows:
Figure 5-1: Trip Mode Distribution

Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 summarize the 2006 work trip origins and destinations for Halton
Region and Region of Peel, respectively. Table 5-1 summarizes auto travel demands between
major municipalities in the GTA for the a.m. peak period.
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Figure 5-2: 2006 TTS A.M. Peak Trip Distribution (Halton)6

Figure 5-3: 2006 TTS A.M. Peak Trip Distribution (Peel)7

6
7

2006 TTS Report
2006 TTS Report
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Table 5-1: 2006 AM Peak Period (three hours)8 Auto Trips

5.2. Population and Employment Forecast
In Halton Region, the population is expected to increase by 71% from 2006 to 2031, while
employment is expected to grow by 79% over the same time period. In the Region of Peel,
growth in population and employment are not anticipated to be as aggressive, with 36% and 44%
increase in population and employment, respectively.

5.3. Transportation Network Improvements
Crossing roads are also expected to carry additional traffic volumes prompting improvements by
local municipalities, including widening of Creditview Road, Derry Road, Winston Churchill
Boulevard, Ninth Line and Trafalgar Road, to name a few.
From the transit perspective, various transit initiatives proposed by Metrolinx (Regional
Transportation Plan) and GO Transit (GO 2020 Plan) are identified within and/or in close
proximity to the study area.

5.4. High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Traffic
MTO has undertaken a number of corridor planning studies to assess opportunities for HOV
lanes on freeways within the GTA. Highway 403, Highway 404 and Highway 400 have all been
reviewed for HOV suitability, and corridor level forecasts of HOV demand have been completed
using traditional corridor based models of diversion of traffic to HOV lanes. In addition, MTO’s
HOV Lanes Plan 2007 identifies HOV lanes on this section of the Highway 401 corridor in the
long-term (2017 and beyond).
The existing proportion of HOVs (two or more persons in a car) in the traffic stream on Highway
401 through the study area was found to vary between 7% and 12%. The amount of HOV traffic
on Highway 401 decreases westward from Trafalgar Road to approximately 400 vehicles in the
peak direction/hour. The model predicts HOV traffic in the 800-1,200 vehicle/hour/direction
range east of Regional Road 25 by the 2021 horizon year. By 2031, the amount of HOV traffic
further increases to up to 1,400 vehicles/hour/direction on some sections of the Highway 401
corridor within the study area.
8

AM Peak Period – 6:00a.m. to 9:00a.m.
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5.5. Future Traffic Demand
A transportation modelling approach using travel demand modelling was developed that was
based on accepted land uses in Peel and Halton, road network assumptions (Transportation
Master Plans and Capital Programs) and peak hour traffic / vehicle occupancy data. The 2031
forecast from this model revealed a need to widen Highway 401 to 12 lanes between Trafalgar
Road and 407ETR, 10 lanes between 407ETR and Mississauga Road, and 12 lanes east of
Mississauga Road. The section of Highway 401 between Mississauga Road and the Credit River
will require 12 lanes to meet the demand and transition to the future core-collector system on
Highway 401 east of Credit River. Subsequent to development of preliminary widening
alternatives, more detailed traffic analysis of these alternatives using a micro-simulation model
determined a need for 12 lanes between Winston Churchill Boulevard and Mississauga Road.

5.6. Collisions
The collision history review included a comprehensive assessment of all reported collisions that
occurred on Highway 401 (from Trafalgar Road to Credit River) between 2004 and 2008 (5-year
history). The collision history review included an assessment of Highway 401 mainline, as well
as ramps and ramp terminal intersections, while identifying collision-prone locations and
potential contributing factors, as well as possible improvements to alleviate deficiencies.
Over the 5-year period between 2004 and 2008, there were 1,695 collisions recorded on
Highway 401 between Trafalgar Road and the Credit River (including all interchange ramps
except for those at the Highway 401 and 407ETR interchange). This amounts to approximately
339 collisions per year. Of the 1,695 collisions, 1,485 were determined to be mainline related,
which were used to calculate Highway 401 collision rates. The overall collision rate for the
section of Highway 401 within the study limits was calculated at 0.64 collisions per million
vehicle kilometres (MVK) over five years. Annual sectional collision rates varied between 0.05
MVK and 2.28 MVK. It should be noted that most of the sectional collision rates are lower than
the provincial average of 0.5 MVK for provincial highways. However, there are some sections
that experienced higher than the provincial average collision rates. These sections are in close
proximity to the interchanges at Trafalgar Road, 407ETR, Winston Churchill Boulevard and
Mississauga Road.

5.7. Summary of Problems and Opportunities
Highway 401 is currently a 6-lane controlled access freeway within the study area. The capacity
of this section of the Highway 401 corridor is 6,000 vehicles/hour/direction. Highway 401
through the study limits carries approximately 9,000 vehicles in the peak hour in both directions.
Being an important corridor for goods movement, the number of trucks on Highway 401 is also
increasing (trucks account for 10-14% of total traffic during peak periods). Traffic on this
section of Highway 401 currently experiences stop-and-go conditions during peak hour periods.
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Traffic volumes along this section of Highway 401 corridor will continue to increase. As traffic
volumes increase, congestion may lead to operational issues, driver frustration and potential for
collisions and trip delays.
This section of Highway 401 has an inability to meet the current and future traffic demand.
Transportation improvements (i.e. additional lanes on Highway 401) are required along Highway
401 from east of the Credit River to east of Trafalgar Road to support the projected growth in the
area and address transportation network deficiencies associated with current and forecasted
travel needs.
In recognition of increased traffic and transportation needs along this section of the Highway 401
corridor, this area was assessed to define and designate the property / highway ROW that is
expected to be required to accommodate the required transportation improvements.
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6. ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO THE
UNDERTAKING
Consistent with the Class EA, Alternatives to the Undertaking were examined to determine
which alternatives were considered reasonable in addressing the identified problem. Alternatives
to the Undertaking are broad-based alternatives that represent functionally different ways of
addressing the identified transportation problems and opportunities.

6.1. Alternatives to the Undertaking
The purpose of the undertaking was to resolve the identified operational concerns and address
existing and future capacity needs in this section of the Highway 401 corridor. Specific
objectives were:
•

To address existing operational issues and future capacity needs; and

•

To reduce or minimize impacts to the natural, socio-economic and cultural environments.

Consistent with the EA Act, Alternatives to the Undertaking were examined to determine which
alternatives were considered reasonable. For this study, the judgment of reasonableness was
based on the degree to which an alternative resolves the transportation problem identified or to
take advantage of a transportation opportunity. Alternatives to the Undertaking were assessed
based on the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative. The assessment of the
Alternatives to the Undertaking is provided below.

6.1.1. Do Nothing
The “Do Nothing” alternative maintains the status quo of the transportation infrastructure and
services, with no significant changes or actions being taken to either manage demand, expand
infrastructure or improve operations. Traffic volumes in this section of the Highway 401
corridor are expected to continue to increase. The “Do Nothing” alternative would result in
further deterioration of level of service, resulting in an increase in travel time, congestion,
potential for collisions, driver frustration and increased fuel consumption. Although the “Do
Nothing” alternative does not address the objectives of this study, it was carried forward and
used as a baseline for comparison with the Highway 401 improvement alternatives.

6.1.2. Transit Expansion / Improvements
Transit expansion / improvements would provide a more competitive choice of travel modes for
some users of Highway 401 and thus reduce the traffic volumes somewhat on Highway 401.
While expansion / improvements to existing transit services may lead to increased capacity of
transit networks, the capacity of overall transportation network in the Highway 401 corridor will
not be increased sufficiently to eliminate the need for road-way based improvements. This
alternative only partially addresses the study objectives and was carried forward for further
consideration in this study.
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6.1.3. Transportation Demand Management
Managing transportation demand includes the implementation of measures to sufficiently reduce,
shift or eliminate transportation demand, such that improved transportation infrastructure within
the project limits is not required. Examples of Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
measures are carpooling, transit, walking, cycling and alternative work arrangements. These
measures would be difficult to implement effectively over such a large road network. In
addition, managing transportation demand would likely not reduce demand sufficiently or
eliminate the need to improve any of the identified deficiencies in this section of Highway 401
corridor. MTO recognizes the benefits of implementing TDM measures and thus this alternative
was carried forward for further study in concert with Highway 401 improvements.

6.1.4. Transportation System Management
Transportation System Management (TSM) (i.e. HOV lanes, ramp metering, transit priority at
intersections, enhanced signage, etc.) is the use of relatively low-cost measures to increase
capacity and/or provide safety and operational improvements to an existing transportation
system. HOV lanes offer users a faster, more reliable commute, while also increase the service
life of the lane by moving more people in fewer vehicles. HOV lanes as well as carpool lots
along this section of the Highway 401 corridor were investigated and carried forward for
consideration with improvements to this section of Highway 401 corridor.

6.1.5. Adjacent Road System Improvements
Improvements to the adjacent road system would not adequately solve the problems along this
section of the Highway 401 corridor. The adjacent road system (municipal roads) within the
project limits is comprised of arterial roads designed to provide local access and are not suitable
for carrying highway speed, long distance traffic. As such, these roads would provide limited
diversion for Highway 401 through-traffic. Improving the arterial road network to serve long
distance travel needs is not a desirable solution and was not considered further.

6.1.6. Highway 401 Improvements
This alternative, in combination with transit expansion / improvements and TDM / TSM would
address the projected capacity and operational needs, and have a manageable effect on the
natural, socio-economic and cultural environments.
Therefore, this alternative was
recommended as the preferred planning alternative and carried forward for further consideration.

6.1.7. Construction of a New Highway Corridor
New corridor alternatives are being addressed as part of the GTA West Corridor Planning and
EA Study’s Transportation Development Strategy and the Halton-Peel Boundary Area
Transportation Study. Even with construction of a new corridor, capacity and operational
improvements are required for this section of the Highway 401 corridor.
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6.2. Assessment of Alternatives to the Undertaking
Table 6-1 summarizes the assessment of the Alternatives to the Undertaking.
Table 6-1: Assessment of Alternatives to the Undertaking
STUDY OBJECTIVES
ALTERNATIVES TO
THE UNDERTAKING

Do Nothing
Transit Expansion /
Improvements
TDM / TSM
Adjacent Road System
Improvements
Highway 401
Improvements
Construction of a New
Highway Corridor

Reduce or
Minimize Impacts
to the Natural,
Socio-Economic
and Cultural
Environments

Ability to
Address Existing
Operational
Issues

Ability to
Address
Future
Capacity
Needs

○

○

N/A

◔

◔

◕

◔

◔

◕

○

◔

◑

●

●

◑

◑

◕

○

Alternative
Carried
Forward for
Further Study

Addressed as
part of the GTA
West TDS and
Halton-Peel
BATS

The benefits of transit expansion / improvements and TDM / TSM measures from a traffic
operation and capacity perspective were recognized. However, the implementation of these
alternatives (individually or as a combination alternative) will not fully address the projected
future capacity needs on this section of Highway 401. Transit expansion / improvements and
TDM / TSM were carried forward for further study.
Improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor in combination with transit expansion
/ improvements and TDM / TSM measures is the only alternative that can fully address the
objectives of this study on its own, and was therefore carried forward for further study.
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7. GENERATION & EVALUATION OF HIGHWAY
401 IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES
Specific improvement alternatives corresponding to the Alternatives to the Undertaking that
were carried forward from Chapter 6 were developed. Based on the existing traffic conditions
and projected traffic volume growth, mainline widening requirements were examined. Design
alternatives were also generated at the Credit River bridge, Creditview Road bridge and Winston
Churchill Boulevard interchange.

7.1. Highway 401 Widening Alternatives
Based on the existing traffic conditions, projected traffic volume growth, and comprehensive
traffic operational analysis, two mainline widening alternatives (Figure 7-1) were generated and
evaluated to determine a preferred alternative. Both alternatives were developed to meet the
operational needs of the corridor. These alternatives include:
•

Alternative 1: A 10-lane core / 12-lane core-collector combination which includes widening
of Highway 401 to a 12-lane core-collector system from Credit River to Winston Churchill
Boulevard, a 10-lane simple freeway (no collectors) from Winston Churchill Boulevard to
407ETR and a 12-lane core-collector system from 407ETR to Trafalgar Road. This
alternative was developed to meet the operational needs of the corridor while minimizing
impacts to existing infrastructure (i.e. bridges at the 407ETR interchange).

•

Alternative 2: A continuous 12-lane core-collector, which includes widening of Highway
401 to a 12-lane core-collector system throughout the study area. This alternative was
developed to provide a continuous cross-section throughout the study area.

Both mainline widening alternatives include one HOV lane in each direction along the centre
median.
Figure 7-1: Mainline Widening Alternatives
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7.2. Interchange / Bridge Alternatives
7.2.1. Credit River Bridge
The existing bridge at the Credit River cannot accommodate the widened Highway 401 crosssection. Due to the condition of the existing bridge, it was determined that widening of the
existing bridge would not be cost effective and therefore full replacement would be required. A
meander belt and fluvial assessment was undertaken to inform the design of the proposed
replacement of the Credit River bridge (refer to Section 9.1.4.1 for details). The following
conclusions from the meander and fluvial assessment were used to develop the Credit River
bridge replacement alternatives:
•

The beltwidth is approximately 63 m;

•

The channel is very stable and shows minimal bank erosion;

•

A minimum clear opening width of approximately 36-40 m would accommodate the channel
bankfull width and protection for erosion (100 year erosion rates); and

•

The bridge should be centred on the existing meander axis of the channel.

Two alternatives were developed for replacement of the structure, including:
•

Alternative 1: 3-span CPCI girder bridge with a 42-m interior span and two 24-m outer
spans (Figure 7-2); and

•

Alternative 2: Single-span steel-box girder bridge with a 64-m total span (Figure 7-3).

Figure 7-2: Preliminary Credit River Bridge Alternative 1
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Figure 7-3: Preliminary Credit River Bridge Alternative 2

7.2.2. Creditview Road Underpass
The span of the existing structure at Creditview Road cannot accommodate the recommended
Highway 401 widening, thus an underpass replacement is required. Three alternatives were
developed:
•

Existing Alignment (Figure 7-4);

•

Realignment to the East (Figure 7-5); and

•

Realignment to the West (Figure 7-6).

7.2.3. Winston Churchill Boulevard Interchange
While the Winston Churchill Boulevard structure over Highway 401 can accommodate the
widened Highway 401 cross-section with minor structural improvements, opportunities for
geometric improvements at various interchange ramps that have less than desirable geometry
were examined. Two alternatives were developed for improvements at this interchange:
•

Alternative 1: Improved E-N/S ramp geometry only, which is the most critical of the ramps
at this interchange (Figure 7-7); and

•

Alternative 2: Improved geometry of all three ramps on the north side of Highway 401
where property constraints are less restrictive (Figure 7-8).
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Figure 7-4: Existing Alignment
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Figure 7-5: Realignment to the East
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Figure 7-6: Realignment to the West
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Figure 7-7: Winston Churchill Boulevard Alternative 1

Figure 7-8: Winston Churchill Boulevard Alternative 2
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7.3. Assessment and Evaluation of Alternatives
7.3.1. Evaluation Methodology / Criteria
The evaluation method used in this study was the Reasoned Argument Method (Trade-Off
Method). The Reasoned Argument Method considered the advantages and disadvantages of
each alternative and the relative significance of the impacts. Both the professional opinions of
the Project Team (which includes a diverse range of environmental and technical experts), as
well as the input from stakeholders were used to determine the significance of impacts. The
Reasoned Argument Method then presented a clear and thorough evaluation of the trade-offs
between various categories / factors / indicators, and the reasons why one alternative was
preferred over another.
Alternatives under consideration were assessed and evaluated based on natural, socio-economic,
cultural, transportation and cost considerations using the criteria listed in Table 7-1:
Table 7-1: Evaluation Criteria
Category

Factor
Terrestrial Ecosystem

Indicator
Impact to Terrestrial Ecosystem

Fish and Fish Habitat Impacted (associated with
culvert / bridge extension)
Wetlands
Impact to Regionally / Provincially Wetlands
Potential impact to Designated Areas (i.e. ANSIs,
Designated Natural Areas
Environmentally Sensitive Areas, etc.)
Number of Groundwater Resources (Recharge /
Groundwater
Discharge / Wells) Impacted
Species at Risk
Potential Impact to Species at Risk
Aesthetics
Extent of Changes to Existing Views and Vistas
Noise
Potential Impact to Noise Sensitive Receivers
Impact to Residential Areas (displacement,
disruption, access impacts)
Impact to Commercial / Industrial Areas
Community Effects
(displacement, disruption, access impacts)
Impact to Institutional, Recreational, or Community
Features (displacement, disruption, access impacts)
Area of Class 1-6 Agricultural Land Displaced
Agricultural
Number of Active Farming Operations Disrupted
Contamination and
Number of Impacted Properties that Have a
Waste
Moderate-High Potential for Waste / Contamination
Impacts to and Ability to Support Planned /
Future Planned Land Use
Approved Development
Archaeological
Area of Archaeological Potential Displaced
Resources
Built Heritage and
Number of Built Heritage and Cultural Landscapes
Cultural Landscapes
Impacted
Fish and Fish Habitat

Natural
Environment

Socio-Economic
Environment

Cultural
Environment
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Category

Technical
Considerations

Factor
Highway Capacity and
Operations
Constructability
Utilities
Cost

May 2013

Indicator
Ability to Address Identified Operational Issues
Ability to Stage Construction
Number and Length of Utilities Impacted /
Relocated
Total Construction Cost of Alternative
Area of Property Required

7.3.2. Summary of the Mainline Widening Evaluation
As outlined in Section 7.1, two alternatives were generated and evaluated based on the criteria
listed in Table 7-1 to address the capacity and operational needs of mainline Highway 401
within the study area:
•

Alternative 1: A 10-lane core / 12-lane core-collector combination which includes widening
of Highway 401 to a 12-lane core-collector system from Credit River to Winston Churchill
Boulevard, a 10-lane simple freeway (no collectors) from Winston Churchill Boulevard to
407ETR and a 12-lane core-collector system from 407ETR to Trafalgar Road. This
alternative was developed to meet the operational needs of the corridor while minimizing
impacts to existing infrastructure (i.e. bridges at the 407ETR interchange).

•

Alternative 2: A continuous 12-lane core-collector, which includes widening of Highway
401 to a 12-lane core-collector system throughout the study area. This alternative was
developed to provide a continuous cross-section throughout the study area.

Both mainline widening alternatives include one HOV lane in each direction along the centre
median.
Although Alternative 2 optimizes operations by marginally improving travel time and
minimizing slow down areas and weave areas, it results in greater impacts to the natural
environment (vegetation communities, SWMPs and culvert extensions), properties adjacent to
Highway 401 and lands that have archaeological potential. Alternative 2 is significantly more
expensive to construct compared to Alternative 1 and requires more significant ramp closures
due to conflicts between outer separator construction and ramp access. Furthermore, Alternative
1 requires additional structures to be replaced, posing significant complexity and risk associated
with 407ETR interchange staging and construction. Operational advantages of this alternative
are relatively minor (travel time savings and weave improvements were minimal) and both
Alternatives 1 and 2 provide for acceptable operations.
Alternative 1 results in less impact to the natural environment, properties adjacent to Highway
401 and lands that have archaeological potential. Alternative 1 mitigates structural impacts to
the 407ETR interchange therefore minimizing complexity of staging and construction, resulting
in a savings of approximately $150 million. As such, Alternative 1 is the preferred mainline
widening alternative.
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The evaluation was presented for public review and comment at the second and final PIC held in
October 2012 and is provided in Table 7-2.

7.3.3. Summary of the Credit River Bridge Evaluation
As outlined in Section 7.2.1, two bridge replacement alternatives were evaluated based on the
criteria listed in Table 7-1:
•

Alternative 1: 3-span CPCI girder bridge with a 42-m interior span and two 24-m outer
spans; and

•

Alternative 2: Single-span steel-box girder bridge with a 64-m total span.

Both Alternatives are equally preferred from a socio-economic perspective as well as their ability
to accommodate the projected meander (bank-full width) of the channel and potential impacts to
fish habitat.
Alternative 2 requires a grade raise of approximately 1.5 m on Highway 401 which causes
greater filling within the Credit River floodplain and is not compatible with the profile
requirements to the east of the crossing. Alternative 2 also has a shorter total span, which
provides a narrower opening for wildlife passage and less flexibility to accommodate further
changes in the migration of the Credit River. Alternative 2 is also approximately 10% more
expensive to construct. Alternative 1 requires a grade raise of approximately 0.9 m on Highway
401 which reduces infilling in the floodplain and achieves the highway profile requirements east
of the Credit River relative to Alternative 2. Alternative 1 also has a larger total span, which
provides a wider opening for wildlife conveyance and better accommodates any future
movement of the Credit River relative to Alternative 2. As such, Alternative 1 is the preferred
bridge alternative for the Credit River crossing.
The evaluation was presented for public review and comment at the second and final PIC held in
October 2012 and is provided in Table 7-3.

7.3.4. Summary
Evaluation

of

the

Creditview

Road

Underpass

As outlined in Section 7.2.2, three alternatives (Existing Alignment, Realignment to the East and
Realignment to the West) were evaluated based on the criteria listed in Table 7-1. All three
alternatives results in similar negligible impacts to the natural, socio-economic and cultural
environments as these works can generally be accommodated within the existing ROW.
Although Existing Alignment maintains a tangent alignment, it is the least preferred from a
technical perspective because it requires full closure of Creditview Road during construction
(which would create substantial out of way travel for the local residential community and area
businesses). Realignment to the East and Realignment to the West only require short-term
closures during construction of tie-in points. Both Existing Alignment and Realignment to the
West impact utilities (i.e. hydro transmission lines / towers). Realignment to the East results in
the least impact to utilities. Given that Realignment to the East is the most desirable alternative
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in terms of constructability, minimizes impacts to hydro transmission lines / towers and provides
a more desirable horizontal alignment and ideal maximum grades of 5%, Realignment to the East
is preferred.
The evaluation was presented for public review and comment at the second and final PIC held in
October 2012 and is provided in Table 7-4.

7.3.5. Summary of the
Interchange Evaluation

Winston

Churchill

Boulevard

As outlined in Section 7.2.3, two alternatives focused on improving interchange ramp geometry
were evaluated based on the criteria listed in Table 7-1.
•

Alternative 1: Improved E-N/S ramp geometry; and

•

Alternative 2: Improved geometry of three ramps.

Although Alternative 1 results in less impact to designated employment lands and the existing
commercial land, and is slightly less expensive to construct, this alternative only improves one
out of the four interchange ramps. The advantages associated with Alternative 1 (i.e. reduced
footprint impacts) are outweighed by the transportation improvements associated with
Alternative 2. In addition, Alternative 2 can better accommodate a future carpool lot at this
interchange. As such, Alternative 2 is the preferred interchange alternative.
The evaluation was presented for public review and comment at the second and final PIC held in
October 2012 and is provided in Table 7-5.
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High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Factor

Technical
Considerations

Natural
Environment

SocioEconomic
Environment

Cultural
Environment

◑

◑

●

◑

●

●

◕

◑

●
●

Alternative 2
Full 12 Lane
Core-Collector

Alternative 1
10 Lane Core / 12
Lane Core-Collector
Combination

○



●

Alternative 2 results in greater impacts to lands that have archaeological potential
compared to Alternative 1. As such, Alternative 1 is preferred from a Cultural
Environment perspective.

Alternative 1 has a more narrow footprint, which results in ~40% less impacts to
terrestrial habitat (cultural vegetation and deciduous forests), eight fewer culvert
extensions at the unnamed tributaries of East Sixteen Mile Creek and less area impacted
at the SWMPs in the vicinity of the 407ETR interchange. As such, Alternative 1 is
slightly preferred from a Natural Environment perspective.
Alternative 2 results in greater impacts to properties adjacent to Highway 401 compared
to Alternative 1. As such, Alternative 1 is preferred from a Socio-Economic Environment
perspective.

Alternative 2 optimizes operations by marginally improving travel time and minimizing
slow down areas and weave areas. Alternative 2 is significantly more expensive to
construct compared to Alternative 1 and requires more significant closures due to
conflicts between separator construction and ramp access, and additional structures to be
replaced, posing significant complexity and risk associated with 407ETR interchange
staging and construction. However, operational advantages of Alternative 2 are relatively
minor (travel time savings and weave improvements were minimal) and both Alternatives
1 and 2 provide for acceptable operations.
Alternatives 1 and 2 alternatives result in similar impacts to hedge rows along Highway
401 Alternatives and result in the same impacts to Mullet Creek and the Credit River.

Comments

May 2013
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Alternative 1 results in less impact to the natural environment, properties adjacent to Highway 401 and lands that have archaeological potential. Alternative 1 mitigates
structural impacts to the 407ETR interchange therefore minimizing complexity of staging and construction, resulting in a savings of approximately $150 million. As such,
Alternative 1 is the preferred mainline widening alternative.

Least Preferred
Most Preferred
Denotes not a decision relevant factor
Although Alternative 2 optimizes operations by marginally improving travel time and minimizing slow down areas and wave areas, it results in greater impacts to the
natural environment (vegetation communities, stormwater management ponds and culvert extensions), properties adjacent to Highway 401 and lands that have
archaeological potential. Alternative 2 is significantly more expensive to construct compared to Alternative 1 and requires more significant closures due to conflicts
between separator construction and ramp access, and additional structures to be replaced, posing significant complexity and risk associated with 407ETR interchange
staging and construction. However, operational advantages of this alternative are relatively minor (travel time savings and weave improvements were minimal) and both
Alternatives 1 and 2 provide for acceptable operations.

Summary

Relative Level
of Significance
(High,
Medium, Low)

Table 7-2: Evaluation of the Mainline Widening
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High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Factor

Technical
Considerations

Natural
Environment

SocioEconomic
Environment

Cultural
Environment

◕

◐

●

●

●

●

◐

◐

●
●

Alternative 2
Single Span
(64m) Steel Box
Girder

Alternative
1
3 Span
(24-42-24m)
CPCI

○



●

Alternative 2 results in slightly greater filling of lands within the Credit River floodplain, which
is identified as having archaeological potential. As such, Alternative 1 is slightly preferred
from a Cultural Environment perspective.

Alternative 2 results in a less desirable Highway 401 profile (a grade raise of approximately 1.5
m) relative to Alternative 1, which requires a grade raise of approximately 0.9 m. The
construction costs for Alternatives 1 and 2 are similar ($24 million and $27 million,
respectively). As such, Alternative 1 is preferred from a Technical perspective.
Both alternatives accommodate the projected meander (bank-full width) of the channel and
have similar potential effects on fish habitat. Alternative 1 provides a greater total opening (90
m), which better accommodates any channel migration that may occur in the future. The
increased profile raise associated with Alternative 2 results in slightly greater filling within the
Credit River floodplain relative to Alternative 1. Alternative 1 also provides a wider opening
for wildlife passage (an openness ratio of 4.5 versus 3.2 associated with Alternative 2). As
such, Alternative 1 is preferred from a Natural Environment perspective.
Both alternatives will accommodate the farm vehicle access and proposed multi-use trail which
is located on the east side of the river under the bridge. As such, Alternatives 1 and 2 are
equally preferred from Socio-Economic Environment perspective.

Comments

May 2013
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Alternative 2 (single-span steel-box girder bridge with a 64-m total span) requires a grade raise of approximately 1.5 m on Highway 401 which causes greater filling
within the Credit River floodplain and is not compatible with the profile requirements to the east of the crossing. Alternative 2 also has a shorter total span, which
provides a narrower opening for wildlife passage and less flexibility to accommodate further changes in the migration of the Credit River. Alternative 2 is also
approximately 10% more expensive to construct. Alternative 1 (3-span CPCI girder bridge with a 42-m interior span and two 24-m outer spans) requires a grade raise of
approximately 0.9 m on Highway 401 which reduces infilling in the floodplain and achieves the highway profile requirements east of the Credit River relative to
Alternative 2. Alternative 1 also has a larger total span, which provides a wider opening for wildlife conveyance and better accommodates any future movement of the
Credit River relative to Alternative 2. As such, Alternative 1 is the preferred bridge alternative for the Credit River crossing.

Least Preferred
Most Preferred
Denotes not a decision relevant factor
Both Alternatives are equally preferred from a socio-economic perspective as well as their ability to accommodate the projected meander (bank-full width) of the channel
and potential impacts to fish habitat.

Summary

Relative Level
of Significance
(High, Medium,
Low)

Table 7-3: Evaluation of the Credit River Bridge Alternatives
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High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Factor

Technical
Considerations

Natural
Environment

SocioEconomic
Environment

Cultural
Environment

●

●

◐

●

●

●

●

●

◐
●

Alternative 2
Realignment
to the East

Alternative
1
Existing
Alignment

◕

●

●

●

◕

Alternative 3
Realignment
to the West

○



●

All alternatives avoid impacts to adjacent land use as they are situated within
the existing MTO ROW and are therefore equally preferred from a SocioEconomic Environment perspective.
All alternatives avoid impacts to built heritage features and cultural landscapes.
Alternative 2 results in minor impacts to lands with archaeological potential at
the southeast quadrant and is therefore slightly less preferred from a Cultural
Environment perspective. Alternatives 1 and 3 do not impact areas of
archaeological potential and are therefore equally preferred from a Cultural
Environment perspective.

All alternatives avoid impacts to adjacent natural features and are therefore
equally preferred from a Natural Environment perspective.

Although Alternative 1 maintains a tangent alignment, it is the least preferred
from a Technical perspective because it requires full closure of Creditview Road
during construction. Both Alternatives 1 and 3 impact utilities (Enersource –
Hydro Transmission Lines). Alternative 2 is preferred from a Technical
perspective as it is the most desirable alternative in terms of constructability,
minimizes impacts to hydro transmission lines / towers and provides ideal
grades of 5%.

Comments

May 2013
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Although Existing Alignment maintains a tangent alignment, it is the least preferred from a technical perspective because it requires full closure of Creditview Road
during construction (which would create substantial out of way travel for the local residential community and area businesses). Realignment to the East and Realignment
to the West only require short-term closures during construction of tie-in points. Both Existing Alignment and Realignment to the West impact utilities (i.e. hydro
transmission lines / towers). Realignment to the East results in the least impact to utilities. Given that Realignment to the East is the most desirable alternative in terms of
constructability, minimizes impacts to hydro transmission lines / towers and provides a more desirable horizontal alignment and ideal grades of 5%, Realignment to the
East is preferred.

Least Preferred
Most Preferred Denotes not a decision relevant factor
All three alternatives results in similar negligible impacts to the natural, socio-economic and cultural environments as these works can generally be accommodated within
the existing ROW.

Summary

Relative Level
of Significance
(High,
Medium, Low)

Table 7-4: Evaluation of Creditview Road Underpass Alternatives
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High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Factor

Technical
Considerations

Natural
Environment

SocioEconomic
Environment

Cultural
Environment

●

●

◕

◕

●

●

●

●

◕
●

Alternative
2

Alternative
1

○


●

Although Alternative 2 is slightly more expensive to construct than Alternative 1, it provides significant
improvements to all ramps of the Winston Churchill Boulevard interchange whereas Alternative 1 only
provides significant improvements to the primary ramp (E-N/S) of the Winston Churchill Boulevard
interchange. In addition, Alternative 2 can better accommodate a future carpool lot at this interchange.
As such, Alternative 2 is preferred from a Technical perspective.
Both Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 avoid impacts to terrestrial vegetation communities and Species at
Risk, and results in similar impacts to fish habitat at a low sensitivity unnamed tributary of East Sixteen
Mile Creek. As such, Alternatives 1 and 2 are equally preferred from a Natural Environment
perspective.
Alternative 2 results in greater impacts to the City of Mississauga’s designated Business Employment
land (northeast quadrant of the interchange, ~0.4 ha more) and existing commercial / industrial areas
(~55% more). As such, Alternative 1 is preferred from a Socio-Economic Environment
perspective.
Neither Alternative 1 nor Alternative 2 results in impact to lands that require Stage 2 Archaeological
Assessment, built heritage features and cultural landscapes. As such, Alternatives 1 and 2 are equally
preferred from a Cultural Environment perspective.

Comments

May 2013
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Least Preferred
Most Preferred
Denotes not a decision relevant factor
Although Alternative 1 results in less impact to designated employment lands and the existing commercial land, and is slightly less expensive to construct, this alternative
only improves one out of the four interchange ramps. The advantages associated with Alternative 1 (i.e. reduced footprint impacts) are outweighed by the transportation
improvements associated with Alternative 2. In addition, Alternative 2 can better accommodate a future carpool lot at this interchange. As such, Alternative 2 is the
preferred interchange alternative.

Summary

Relative
Level of
Significance
(High,
Medium,
Low)

Table 7-5: Evaluation of Winston Churchill Boulevard Interchange Alternatives
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8. THE RECOMMENDED PLAN
8.1. Summary of the Recommended Plan
The Recommended Plan (refer to Figure 8-1 and Appendix D) includes the following
improvements:
•

Widen Highway 401 to a 12-lane core-collector system; including two HOV lanes and ten
GPLs, from Credit River to Winston Churchill Boulevard.

•

Widen Highway 401 to a 10-lane simple freeway (no collectors); including two HOV lanes
and eight GPLs, from Winston Churchill Boulevard to 407ETR.

•

Widen Highway 401 to a 12-lane core-collector; including two HOV lanes and ten GPLs,
from 407ETR to east of Trafalgar Road.

•

Bridge replacements at Credit River, Creditview Road and Canadian Pacific Rail.

•

Widen Derry Road Overpass to accommodate the widening of Highway 401.

•

Construct a new bridge west of 407ETR for Highway 401 westbound transfer lanes.

•

Geometric improvements to the Winston Churchill Boulevard interchange ramps.

•

Adjustments to ramps at the 407ETR and Mississauga Road interchanges to accommodate
the proposed Highway 401 widening.

•

Expand / improve the existing Mississauga Road carpool lot and add a new Winston
Churchill Boulevard carpool lot.

•

Drainage improvements and culvert extensions.

•

Intelligent Transportation Systems such as cameras, changeable message signs, etc.

•

Utility relocations.

•

Overhead signing.

•

Provisions for sidewalks and/or a multi-use trail as well as future municipal road widenings
(subject to municipal funding and approvals under the Municipal Class EA).
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Figure 8-1a: Summary of the Recommended Plan
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Figure 8-1b: Summary of the Recommended Plan
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9. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES, EFFECTS,
MITIGATION MEASURES AND
COMMITMENTS
This section focuses on the direct and indirect environmental impacts (natural, socio-economic
and cultural), as well as transportation impacts, associated with the Recommended Plan. It also
describes the mitigation measures that will be implemented to avoid or minimize these impacts.
Mitigation measures include planning decisions, design features, and construction requirements
and constraints. The mitigation measures and commitments outlined in this report will be
refined in greater detail during the detail design phase of this project. Specific environmental
controls based on these detailed mitigation measures will then be included in the contract
documents to address specific environmental and operational concerns during the preparation of
the contract documents in the detail design phase.

9.1. Natural Environment
9.1.1. Fish and Fish Habitat
The proposed works primarily related to bridge replacement and widening over the Credit River,
extension of culverts at Mullet Creek and the unnamed tributaries of East Sixteen Mile Creek
will result in the following potential impacts on these watercourses:
•

The extension of culverts can result in a decrease in exposed natural channel and result in
loss of invertebrate habitat and overhanging vegetation;

•

Removal of the existing Credit River bridge will require work to be conducted in “the dry”
and may result in sediment entering the watercourse or barriers to fish passage;

•

Culverts could potentially create migratory barriers to fish through grade separations or the
removal of substrates in culverts;

•

Construction staging during sensitive ecological periods could result in greater disturbance to
critical life stages of resident fish populations; and

•

Construction activity can have potential negative impacts to stream quality, which can
include:
o Increased siltation and instability in channel banks;
o Changes in stream channel structure and water clarity;
o Increase in stream temperatures as a result of roadside drainage and the removal of
riparian vegetation; and
o Associated pollutants as a result of highway and ditch maintenance.
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There are seven crossings in the study area which are considered to represent direct or indirect
fish habitat and will have potential to be impacted as a result of the proposed works as listed in
Table 9-1.
Table 9-1: Summary of Proposed Works for Watercourse Crossings

Watershed

Sixteen
Mile Creek

Credit River

Proposed Works
North of Highway 401
South of Highway 401
(culvert inlet)
(culvert outlet)

Crossing
No

Requires Work
in Wetted
Creek
(permanent /
temporary)

Extension
Length (m)

Extension
Area (m2)

Extension
Length (m)

Extension
Area (m2)

C-02

Permanent

N/A

N/A

13.8

27.5

C-03

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

C-04

Permanent

7.9

15.4

N/A

N/A

C-05

Permanent

2.3

4.4

N/A

N/A

C-06

Permanent

C-10
(Mullet
Creek)
B-01
(Credit
River)

Culvert will be replaced / relocated 90 m to the west of the
existing culvert location. The new culvert dimensions will
be 207.03 m x 206.56 m.

Permanent

12.6

88.5

17.0

119.8

Permanent

24.4

2,538.4

25.4

2,624.8

These crossings have been assessed using Preliminary Fisheries Assessments or Comprehensive
Fisheries Assessments to determine if this project has a risk of resulting in a Harmful Alteration
Disruption or Destruction (HADD) of fish habitat. Preliminary fisheries assessments are based
on the works and habitat conditions alone and do not take into account potential mitigation
strategies, such as erosion control and restoration works, but can result in redesign and relocation
of works to mitigate risk. Comprehensive fisheries assessments are required where the
preliminary fisheries assessment indicates a moderate, high or unknown risk of potential impacts
to fish and fish habitat. The comprehensive assessments take into account mitigation measures
including erosion and sediment control, channel rehabilitation measures, flow management and
timing to avoid or minimize harmful effects.
A rationale for a No HADD decision is provided in Table 9-2. Based on the results of the
Preliminary Assessment, the proposed works at Crossings C-03 and B-01 will result in low risk
of potential impacts to fish and fish habitat. These crossings can be considered not likely to
result in a HADD of fish habitat and do not require further comprehensive assessment.
Crossings where permanent in-water works will occur (Crossings C-02, C-04, C-05, C-06 and C10) require a Comprehensive Fisheries Assessment. Through application of the DFO Risk
Management Framework, it was determined that the project works associated with this project
will not result in a HADD as the proposed works will result in minor levels of impact to fish and
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fish habitat during construction and through mitigation efforts the impacts will be temporary and
will not result in meaningful residual negative effects. Therefore Fisheries Authorization is not
anticipated. The project design is currently at a preliminary level, and as such a confirmatory
assessment of fish habitat impacts should be completed at detail design.
Table 9-2: Summary of No HADD and HADD Determinations

The proposed works planned for the Highway 401 improvements will result in variable levels of
impact to fish and fish habitat. However, through mitigation efforts, the impacts will be
temporary and are not anticipated to result in long-term negative effects. Proposed design
considerations including general mitigation measures are as follows:
•

Operate and store all materials and equipment in such a manner that prevents any deleterious
substance from entering the water;

•

Incorporate appropriate timing constraints to ensure work avoids critical life stages:

•

All culvert crossings within the study area will require all in-water construction to be
completed during the warmwater window of July 1 to March 31; and

•

The Credit River bridge crossing will require all in-water construction (i.e. removal of the
existing bridge piers) to be completed during the warmwater / coldwater window of July 1 to
September 15 to accommodate the coldwater migratory species present.

•

Consider construction staging such that spills and leaks into the watercourse will be avoided
or minimized;

•

Apply standard Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) measures (e.g. silt fence, silt curtain,
sedimentation basins, etc.) consistent with MTO Best Management Practices and Ontario
Provincial Standards and Specifications (OPSS) to ensure no effects to the surface waters.
The control measures shall be implemented prior to work and shall be maintained during
construction and until disturbed areas have been effectively stabilized with permanent
vegetation cover;

•

Minimize the disturbance or removal of riparian vegetation;
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•

Promptly stabilize and re-vegetated all disturbed areas of the work site, and/or treat the area
with appropriate erosion protection materials. In riparian and aquatic habitats, all
temporarily disturbed areas will be reinstated to original condition, or better, upon
completion of works;

•

Store and stabilize any stockpiled materials away from the water;

•

Design crossings to minimize loss of functional channel bed and maintain groundwater
discharge;

•

Integrate deeper water habitat into any inlet or outlet treatments;

•

Isolate work area to facilitate work in “the dry”;

•

Capture any fish trapped within the isolated construction area and release them downstream
of the site;

•

Any stockpiled materials shall be stored and stabilized at least 30 m away from the
watercourse. A single row of silt fencing (double row in the event that SAR are present) will
be installed along the down slope perimeter to prevent the mobilization of the stockpile; and

•

Any equipment entering the water shall be free of fluid leaks and externally cleaned or
degreased to prevent contamination of the water.

Mitigation Measures for Dewatering Activities
•

Dewatering activities where fish are present will include fish removal;

•

Pumps shall be fitted with screens or barriers to effectively prevent fish entrainment during
dewatering;

•

All stranded fish are to be captured and relocated to adjacent channels sections outside the
work area;

•

Silt laden discharge water from dewatering activities will be directed away from the
watercourse in such a way as to minimize sedimentation. The discharge outlets will be
located a minimum of 30 m from a watercourse and within a vegetated area. The discharge
drainage must not flow through the construction site. Filter rings and filter bags may be
utilized for the outflow; and

•

The discharge from the dewatering will be monitored to ensure changes to the flow path or
scour does not develop and result in sediment entering any watercourse.

Works at Mullet Creek (north side between Highway 401 and Derry Road)
•

Armoring the side slopes / banks to avoid impacts to the creek and floodplain are proposed to
mitigate the need for channel realignment; and

•

In the event that creek realignment is required, a fluvial assessment as well as an assessment
of impacts to fish and fish habitat shall be undertaken during detail design.
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9.1.2. Soil Disturbance / Erosion
Soil disturbance associated with construction activities may result in erosion and the potential
discharge of contaminants and/or sediment-laden water into watercourses. Potential impacts to
watercourses include short-term water quality deterioration. These impacts will be mitigated by
employing an erosion and sediment control (ESC) plan, which will include the following
standard approved techniques:
•

Install temporary ESC measures (i.e. silt fences) prior to construction and maintain
throughout construction, as required;

•

Install flow checks and ground stabilization as necessary;

•

Routinely inspect ESC structures, including after storms, and repair as required;

•

All ESC measures shall be monitored by a qualified environmental inspector. Inspections are
to be conducted during in water construction activities until the site is stabilized and until the
silt fencing is removed; and

•

All exposed soils shall be treated with appropriate erosion protection to prevent sediment
laden water from entering any water body.

9.1.3. Groundwater
The potential impacts from the Highway 401 improvements to the local groundwater system
include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Changes to recharge / discharge regimes resulting from the disturbance of the ground surface,
ground clearing, compaction, road cuttings, placement of fill and the presence of the
completed impervious layers of road surface;

•

Dewatering impacts that include a reduction in groundwater level and flow to the nearby
private wells and groundwater dependent water bodies;

•

Vibration from construction activities could result in temporary siltation and water level
reduction in the nearby water wells;

•

Potential spills of hydrocarbons and other chemicals used during construction activities could
impact the groundwater aquifer and groundwater-dependant water bodies;

•

Construction of embankments, foundations, footings, abutments and piers for bridges, which
intersect and interfere with the local aquifer systems, could obstruct groundwater flow and
limit groundwater availability for nearby water wells and groundwater-dependent water
bodies (i.e. areas where cutting below the water table will be required are at structure
foundations, particularly Credit River and Mullet Creek, and at the area on the south side of
Highway 401 in the vicinity of the hydro corridor crossing west of Winston Churchill
Boulevard).; and

•

The future use of more salt for road salting in winter seasons.

The following mitigation measures are proposed to manage the above noted potential impacts:
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•

A pre-construction water well survey shall be conducted to document the baseline conditions
of water wells within the study area;

•

Any wells to be removed during the highway improvement activities will have to be
decommissioned properly as per the Ontario Wells Regulation (R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 903);

•

Limit the depth of excavation and minimize the need for dewatering during construction,
particularly in areas designated as having a high potential for groundwater impact (i.e. where
creeks and their tributaries cross Highway 401);

•

If dewatering is required, dewatering activities shall be conducted in accordance with
approved control procedures; a Permit to Take Water must be obtained from MOE if the
amount of water taken exceeds 50 m3/day;

•

Minimize disturbance to existing vegetation and grassed slopes where re-grading is required
(disturbed areas shall be re-vegetated as quickly as possible after completion of construction
activities);

•

Implement stormwater management measures to protect water quality that may infiltrate
groundwater resources (see Section 9.1.4 for details);

•

Prepare and implement a spill prevention and control management plan; and

•

Follow best management practices for road de-icing applications.

9.1.4. Drainage and Hydrology
The total increase in pavement area associated with the Recommended Plan is approximately
23.93 ha and the preliminary stormwater management (SWM) strategy will treat 200% of new
impervious area. The SWM was developed to meet water quality and quantity control criteria set
by Conservation Halton / CVC, MTO, MOE, MNR and DFO, and includes the following:
•

Use of enhanced grass swales including flat bottom ditches generally between Winston
Churchill Boulevard and the Credit River and “V” shaped ditches between 407ETR and
Winston Churchill Boulevard;

•

Use of existing SWMPs at the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange where practical; and

•

Implement on-site SWM controls for the expanded / improved and proposed carpool lots.

9.1.4.1. Credit River Bridge Meander Belt and Fluvial Assessment
A meander belt and fluvial assessment (which considers the natural migration of the Credit
River) was undertaken to inform the design of the proposed replacement of the Credit River
bridge.
The assessment included an examination of the general geomorphic characteristics of the Credit
River valley, and the determination of the local meander belt and 100 year erosion rates. The
assessment was undertaken in general accordance with the meander belt delineation procedures
provided by the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority.
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The opening through the centre span of the existing bridge is confined at 27 m. The Credit River
at the Highway 401 crossing is very stable with minimal evidence of bank erosion over the past
65 years.
Given the lack of erosion and the lack of axis shift at the Highway 401 crossing, a proposed
bridge opening based on bankfull width was considered. Based on field evaluations of bankfull
widths, the Credit River has an average bankfull width of approximately 34 m within this reach.
Given that the opening through the centre span of the existing bridge structure is approximately
27 m, it is less than the average bankfull width for this reach.
Based upon the meander analysis completed, the following conclusions have been reached and
have been incorporated into the design of the Credit River bridge (refer to Figure 7-2):
•

The average local bankfull width of the channel is 34 m;

•

There is minimal bank erosion within the meanders immediately upstream and downstream
of the bridge;

•

A minimum clear opening width of approximately 36-40 m would accommodate the channel
bankfull width and the local 100 year erosion rates (as well as a Factor of Safety); and

•

The proposed bridge will be centred on the existing meander axis of the channel.

9.1.5. Terrestrial Ecosystems
The majority of the highway improvements do not expand significantly outside of the existing
MTO ROW, with the exception of the realigned ramps (new basketweave structure) at the
northwest quadrant of the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange, which will extend the ROW up to
approximately 85 m. In some instances, grading to accommodate the highway improvements
will extend the area of impact outside of the ROW.

9.1.5.1. Vegetation
The majority of the highway improvements will include expanding the footprint within the
existing ROW, which is dominated by herbaceous species, such as grasses and asters, with
sections of planted trees and shrubs. There are some planted trees and shrubs that exist within
the medians and roadsides which will be impacted by the proposed highway works. Woody
vegetation (trees, shrubs) within the impact areas is comprised of commonly planted ornamental
and/or landscape species, particularly Manitoba Maple (Acer platanoides) and Blue Spruce
(Picea pungens).
The realigned ramps (basketweave structure) at the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange will pass
through the outer edge of a small Bur Oak Deciduous Forest at Eighth Line. The ramp
encroaches slightly into the forest edge habitat that abuts the more mature portions of the forest
block farther from the road.
Overall, the project will result in the permanent removal of approximately 310,137 m2 (31.02 ha)
of lands within MTO’s ROW due to paving, and the temporary removal of 200,999 m2 (20.10
ha) due to grading, including the removal of approximately 927 planted tree / shrubs (Table 9-3).
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Table 9-3: Summary of Vegetation Removal
Location of
Proposed Works
WB – project west
limit to 407ETR
EB – project west
limit to 407ETR

WB – 407ETR to
Winston Churchill
Boulevard
EB – 407ETR to
Winston Churchill
Boulevard
WB – Winston
Churchill
Boulevard to
Mississauga Road
EB – Winston
Churchill
Boulevard to
Mississauga Road
WB – Mississauga
Road to east of
Credit River
EB – Mississauga
Road to east of
Credit River

Size of Area
(m2)
34,146 (paved)
12,175 (graded)
31,658 (paved)

Vegetation Community

Approximate Number of
Trees to be Removed

Planted Row – Blue Spruce
Bur Oak Deciduous Forest
Planted Row – Blue Spruce
Bur Oak Deciduous Forest

60
60
33
45

Planted Row – Norway Maple

14,033 (graded)

55
10
17

Planted Row – Deciduous
Planted Row – Deciduous +
Evergreen
Planted Row – Blue Spruce
Planted Row – Deciduous +
Evergreen
ROW – Grass
Planted Row – Spruce
Planted Row – Norway Maple
Planted – Deciduous
Planted Row – Evergreen

0
15
6
25
116

Planted Row – Norway Maple

53 trees / shrubs

52,379 (paved)

Planted – Deciduous

21

43,039 (graded)

Planted – Deciduous

105

57,137 (paved)

Planted – Deciduous
Planted Row – Deciduous +
Evergreen
Planted – Deciduous
Planted – Deciduous
Planted – Deciduous
Lowland Riparian
(Hybrid Willow, Bur Oak)

100 trees / shrubs

22,982 (paved)

20,119 (graded)
11,369 (paved)
20,042 (graded)
67,843 (paved)
41,135 (graded)

27,086 (graded)
32,625 (paved)
23,370 (graded)

10
74
5

24
23
4
57
9

* WB: Westbound, EB: Eastbound

Within the study area, the Credit River is bordered by a lowland riparian community of large
Hybrid Willow trees and to a lesser extent, Bur Oak. Small patches of deciduous forest also
occur throughout the study area, including a patch of Bur Oak Deciduous Forest at Eighth Line,
and a small Oak-Maple-Hickory Deciduous Forest near Winston Churchill Boulevard.
Similarly, a small Sugar Maple-Beech Deciduous Forest was identified on the north side of
Highway 401, just west of Derry Road. The similarity in composition suggests that the two
Sugar Maple-Beech Deciduous Forest communities identified on each side of the highway were
likely once one larger forested tract that has now been fragmented by development.
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Given the context of the study area, the remaining Sugar Maple-Beech Deciduous Forest is a
notable terrestrial feature. The forest, and other remaining woodlots will be delineated and
marked in the field, and disturbance to these areas will be minimized or avoided during
construction. Where tree or vegetation protection is required, exclusion zones will be delineated
with appropriate fencing prior to construction works. Tree exclusion zones will consider
sensitive species and set dripline boundaries appropriately as required. Temporarily disturbed
areas (i.e. those to be graded) will be restored and restoration seeding / planting will include
appropriate native species.

9.1.5.2. Wildlife
The proposed highway improvements include culvert extensions along Highway 401, as well as
replacement / widening of the Credit River bridge. Urban tolerant wildlife species will nest on
bridges, buildings and the gravel-shoulders of the highway. During site investigations evidence
of breeding birds was observed within the study area, and nests were identified amongst bridge
structures (i.e. Rock Pigeon nests were observed under the bridge at Ninth Line and a Cliff
Swallow nesting colony was identified at the Credit River bridge). The proposed Credit River
bridge replacement and culvert works associated with the highway improvements may therefore
impact nesting wildlife individuals.
The Migratory Birds Convention Act (MBCA 1994) makes it unlawful to pursue, hunt, take,
capture, kill or sell birds listed therein (“migratory birds”). Compliance with the MBCA
regulations and guidelines for vegetation clearing or demolition, as recommended by
Environment Canada, needs to be considered during the project’s construction and operation
phases. In order to minimize the potential for incidental take of any nesting migratory birds,
clearing of vegetation and any proposed work activities in migratory bird habitat will be
undertaken outside of the active breeding season (mid-May to August 1 for Southern Ontario). If
clearing (or other work) is required during the nesting season, a nest survey will be conducted by
a qualified avian biologist immediately (i.e. within two days) prior to commencement of the
works to identify and locate active nests of species covered by the MBCA.
A white-tailed deer population is known to cross Highway 401 along the Credit River. The
proposed design of the Credit River bridge will enhance wildlife crossing (the proposed design
has a 90-m opening and an openness ratio of 4.5). Suitable substrate (ground cover) will be
provided under the Credit River bridge to accommodate deer passage.

9.1.6. Species at Risk (SAR)
As the majority of the study area is comprised of anthropogenically disturbed habitats, the
greater part of the study area does not possess suitable habitat for SAR and as a result, the
probability of occurrence of those species is low. Species that exhibit tolerance and adaptation to
human disturbance and have suitable habitat available to them within the study area have been
identified as having moderate to high potential to occur in the study area. This includes the Barn
Swallow, Snapping Turtle and Monarch butterfly.
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MNR correspondence indicates that Barn Swallows are known to reside in the area and
individuals of this species and their nests were observed during field investigations. The Barn
Swallow nests were observed at two separate locations; at the RONA building off of Argentia
Road, just west of Winston Churchill Boulevard and within a culvert west of Highway 401 and
407ETR. An assessment of the preliminary design of the Recommended Plan indicates that
there will be no alteration to existing buildings, however the culvert where the Barn Swallow
nests were found is proposed to be extended on both the north and south sides of Highway 401.
The Barn Swallow is protected under the provincial species at risk legislation (designed as a
threatened species) which prohibits destroying critical or essential habitat for threatened and
endangered SAR. The provincial Endangered Species Act (ESA 2007) applies to provincially
designated SAR, including habitat regulation for each endangered and threatened species in
Ontario. In order to avoid adverse effects to the Barn Swallow and its habitat, mitigation
measures for the Barn Swallow are applied which includes adhering to breeding bird season
restrictions. Additional consultation with MNR will be undertaken during detail design to
discuss potential permitting requirements under the ESA.
The Snapping Turtle (provincially and federally designated as Special Concern) is relatively
tolerant of polluted waterways and individuals are commonly observed in urbanized water
bodies. Due to their tolerance for human disturbance and the presence of aquatic habitat in the
form of creeks and drainage, the Snapping Turtle has a moderate to high likelihood of occurring
within the study area. The Monarch butterfly (also provincially and federally designated as
Special Concern) was observed within the study area. Monarchs exist primarily wherever
milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) and other wildflowers exist. This includes abandoned farmland,
along roadsides and other open spaces where these plants grow. Suitable habitat exists
throughout the study area for this species.
The Monarch butterfly and Snapping Turtle are both listed as Special Concern. As such, these
species are not officially protected under the provincial or federal SAR legislations; however the
Monarch receives protection under the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act (FWCA 1997) as a
“specially protected invertebrate”. The FWCA prohibits hunting and trapping of “specially
protected wildlife”. Efforts will be made to avoid any inadvertent injury to this species.
Additional SAR screening will be required by the Contractor prior to commencement of works to
confirm that there are no SAR in the work area as wildlife SAR can move into an area at any
given time. Consultation with MNR will be undertaken during detail design to ensure that any
newly regulated SAR potentially interacting with construction activities are considered.

9.2. Socio-Economic Environment
9.2.1. Property Impacts
The ROW will expand by 0 – 10 m west of Winston Churchill Boulevard (with the exception of
the Highway 401 / 407ETR basketweave structure which will expand the ROW by up to 85 m).
The ROW will expand by 0 – 20 m between Winston Churchill Boulevard and the Credit River.
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The Recommended Plan requires approximately 17 ha from 53 properties (Table 9-4). Refer to
Appendix D for details.
Table 9-4: Summary of Property Requirements
Recommended Highway 401 Improvements

Property Requirements


Mainline Widening




~3.6 ha from six agricultural parcels between
Trafalgar Road and 407ETR and in the vicinity
of Credit River;
~4.1 ha from 45 commercial / industrial parcels
between Winston Churchill Boulevard and
Creditview Road; and
~0.8 ha from eight parcels of open space.

407ETR Interchange

~7.8 ha from nine agricultural parcels in the
vicinity of the interchange.

Winston Churchill Boulevard Interchange

~1.3 ha from eight commercial / industrial parcels
in the vicinity of the interchange

Creditview Road Underpass

~0.014 ha from the parcel in the southeast
quadrant.

Mississauga Road Interchange

~1.1 ha from seven commercial / industrial parcels
in the vicinity of the interchange

The construction works will temporarily affect access for the farm operation that owns and farms
the lands on each side of Highway 401 east of Credit River. Further consultation with this land
owner / farm operator will be undertaken during detail design regarding the specific design
treatments for the crossing and construction details.
Efforts have been made, where appropriate at key locations, to minimize the extent of additional
property that is required to accommodate the proposed highway improvements by including
retaining walls, curb and gutter and other measures in the Recommended Plan. MTO will
negotiate the transfer of all necessary properties prior to construction. Affected owners will be
consulted when the property plans are being finalized. Potentially impacted property owners
were contacted as part of this study. Compensation will be based on fair market value of
properties required.

9.2.2. Waste Management and Contamination
Although the Contamination Overview Study undertaken as part of this study did not reveal
evidence of actual environmental site contamination within the study area, high potential for
environmental site contamination was identified for 40 properties along the Highway 401
corridor given the industrial and commercial nature of the properties, while 21 commercial
and/or light industrial properties are identified as having moderate potential for environmental
contamination.
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As per the MTO’s Environmental Standards and Practices User Guide dated December 2006, a
Preliminary Site Screening (PSS) will be undertaken for properties required to accommodate the
proposed improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor. Based on the information
obtained to date, it is expected that Phase I Environmental Site Assessments will be required on
the selected industrial / commercial properties required for the proposed highway improvements.
The PSS and Phase I Environmental Site Assessments will be conducted prior to the purchase of
the required properties.
In addition, four locations within the study area which had significant historical spills, are also
considered as having high potential for contamination. If highway improvement work (i.e.
excavation) is conducted in the vicinity of the spill locations, special attention shall be paid to the
soil and groundwater in the area for any visual evidence of contamination (i.e. discoloration,
odour or free product); if visual evidence of contamination is noted, further investigation work of
the soil and/or groundwater quality in the area will be required.

9.2.3. Aesthetics / Landscape Composition
The recommended improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor will be built along
the existing highway corridor and result in a minor change to existing views and vistas. The
Recommended Plan will result in minor edge impact to a small Bur Oak Deciduous Forest at
Eighth Line. Refer to Appendix E for the Landscape Opportunities Plan.

9.2.4. Navigable Waters Protection Act
Transport Canada has determined that the provisions of the Navigable Waters Protection Act
(NWPA) apply to the Credit River and therefore an Approval will be required for the
replacement of the Credit River bridge. An application under the NWPA will be prepared and
approval will be sought during detail design.

9.2.5. Air Quality
The air quality assessment undertaken as part of this study examined criteria air contaminants
(nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide and particulate matter) and key volatile organic compounds
(benzene, 1, 3-Butadiene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein). The results of the analysis
(refer to Table 9-5) indicated that, for most contaminants, the predicted maximum emissions at
sensitive receptors near Highway 401 are within applicable air quality thresholds. The
exceptions are PM10 (coarse particulate matter) and TSP (total suspended particulate matter).
The following outlines the key conclusions and recommendations from the air quality
assessment:
•

The maximum combined concentrations for the future build scenario were all below their
respective MOE guidelines or Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment Canada
Wide Standards, with the exception of PM10 and TSP.
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•

Frequency Analysis determined that the project exceeded the PM10 and TSP guidelines one
and zero additional days, respectively, over the five year period. This equates to <1% of the
time.

•

The potential for chronic health concerns are low.

•

The maximum change in O3 (ground-level ozone) and PM2.5 (fine particulate matter)
concentration on a regional air quality basis was very minor.

•

Mitigation measures are not warranted, due to the fact that only one additional day above the
guideline for PM10 is predicted over a 5-year period.

9.2.5.1. Air Quality During Construction
Construction activities will involve heavy equipment that generates air pollutants and dust,
however, these impacts are temporary in nature. The emissions are highly variable and difficult
to predict, depending on the specific activities that are taking place and the effectiveness of the
mitigation measures. The best manner to deal with these emissions is through the
implementation of operating procedures, such as application of dust suppressants, reduced travel
speeds for heavy vehicles, efficient staging of activities and minimization of haul distances,
covering stockpiles, etc. In order to minimize potential air quality impacts during construction,
the contract package will include requirements for implementing best management practices for
control of dust and other emissions.
Table 9-5: Summary of 2031 Future Build Results
5-Year Statistical Summary

% of Guideline
Future Build
Scenario:
NO2 (1-hr)
39%
NO2 (24-hr)
52%
CO (1-hr)
10%
CO (8-hr)
19%
PM2.5
83%
PM10
160%
TSP
124%
Acetaldehyde <1%
Acrolein
20%
Benzene
52%
1,3-Butadiene
1%
Formaldehyde 7%

Note: The PM2.5 results are in compliance with the Canada Wide Standards (CWS).
The highest 3-year rolling average of the yearly 98th percentile combined
concentrations was calculated to be 24.78 µg/m3 (years 2006 to 2008) or 83% of
the CWS.
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9.2.6. Noise
9.2.6.1. Future Traffic Operation Noise
A total of 13 Noise Sensitive Areas (NSAs) were identified to represent the study area (refer to
Table 4-9). Ten out of the 13 NSAs were found to have receptors with noise level increases
(Table 9-6), which fall under two categories:
•

The relative change in sound level at a given receptor of greater than or equal to 5 dBA over
the predicted future ambient level.

•

The absolute sound level at a given receptor of greater than or equal to 65 dBA for the
predicted future with undertaking condition.

Table 9-6: Predicted Noise Levels and Impact Summary
Future Ambient

NSA

NSA
-1
NSA
-2
NSA
-3
NSA
-4
NSA
-5
NSA
-6
NSA
-7
NSA
-8
NSA
-9
NSA
-10
NSA
-11
NSA
-12
NSA
-13

Future with Undertaking

# of Impacted
Dwelling Units

Range
(Leq 24,
dBA)

Change due
to
Undertaking
(Leq 24,
dBA)

# of Impacted
Dwelling Units

53 – 69

1

54 – 74

0–5

2

SFR

53 – 66

1

55 – 68

0–2

1

SFR, Church

52 – 73

None

54 – 75

2–3

1

SFR

56 – 57

None

58 – 59

1–2

None

SFR

54 – 70

2

55 – 72

1–3

2

SFR, Hotel,
Church,
School

55 – 73

None

55 – 74

-2 – 2

None

Park

67

None

68

1

None

Park

67

None

67

0

None

SFR, Hotel

62 – 70

None

61 – 70

-1 – 0

None

SFR

54 – 55

None

55 – 60

0–6

13

SFR

59

None

62

3

None

SFR, MFR

51 – 58

None

51 – 61

1–4

None

SFR

55

None

64

9

1

Land
Use

Range
(Leq 24,
dBA)

SFR, Church,
Cemetery
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SFT – Single Family Residence, MFT – Multi-Family Residential
In Table 9-5 above “Range” includes values for most exposed side of receptors even if an OLA is present, while
“Impact” does not since mitigation impact is determined by OLA.

Each NSA with impacted receptors was assessed for mitigation using MTO guidelines for
feasibility. The technical, economic and administrative feasibility of providing mitigation is
required to be reviewed, as follows:
•

Technical feasibility: Review the constructability of the noise mitigation (i.e. design of wall,
roadside safety, shadow effect, topography, achieve a 5-dBA reduction, ability to provide a
continuous barrier, etc.).

•

Economic feasibility: Carry out a cost / benefit assessment of the noise mitigation (i.e.
determine cost per benefited receiver).

•

Administrative feasibility: Determine the ability to locate the noise mitigation on the lands
within the public ownership (i.e. provincial or municipal ROW).

No noise mitigation was proposed for any of the impacted NSAs. Table 9-7 contains a summary
list of impacted NSAs, along with the recommendation for mitigation associated with the NSAs.
Table 9-7: Noise Impact and Mitigation Summary
NSA
1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

Impact Type

Mitigation Recommendation

Absolute (≥ 65
Mitigation unable to meet the MTO typical cost allowance per benefitted
dBA), Increase (≥ dwelling unit (not economically feasible). Therefore, mitigation is not
5 dBA)
proposed.
Mitigation unable to meet the MTO typical cost allowance per benefitted
Absolute (≥ 65
dwelling unit (not economically feasible). Therefore, mitigation is not
dBA)
proposed.
Mitigation unable to meet the MTO typical cost allowance per benefitted
Absolute (≥ 65
dwelling unit (not economically feasible). Therefore, mitigation is not
dBA)
proposed.
Impacts are caused by non-project roadways (407ETR and Winston Churchill
Absolute (≥ 65
Boulevard), mitigation along highway ROW will not result in significant
dBA)
noise reduction (not administratively feasible). Therefore, mitigation is not
proposed.
There are no residences impacted at this NSA, only external areas of multiple
Absolute (≥ 65
hotels and a church, which do not by themselves qualify for noise abatement
dBA)
according to MTO guidelines as they do not contain outdoor living areas.
Therefore, mitigation is not proposed.
There are no residences impacted at this NSA, only a recreational park, which
Absolute (≥ 65
does not by itself qualify for noise abatement according to MTO guidelines.
dBA)
Therefore, mitigation is not proposed.
There are no residences impacted at this NSA, only a recreational sports park,
Absolute (≥ 65
which does not by itself qualify for noise abatement according to MTO
dBA)
guidelines. Therefore, mitigation is not proposed.
There are no residences impacted at this NSA, only external areas of multiple
Absolute (≥ 65
hotels, which do not by themselves qualify for noise abatement according to
dBA)
MTO guidelines as they do not contain outdoor living areas. Therefore,
mitigation is not proposed.
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10

Increase (≥ 5
dBA)

13

Increase(≥ 5
dBA)
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Mitigation Recommendation
Impacted receptors are located along Creditview Road and Argentia Road and
would not benefit from mitigation placed at the MTO ROW (not
administratively feasible). Therefore, mitigation is not proposed.
Mitigation unable to meet the recommended MTO typical cost allowance per
benefitted dwelling unit (not economically feasible). Therefore, mitigation is
not proposed.

9.2.6.2. Noise During Construction
In addition to traffic noise produced by the operation of vehicles on Highway 401, interchanges
and crossing roads, noise during the construction phase was considered. Unlike operational
traffic noise, construction noise is temporary, lasting from a few weeks to several months at any
particular location, and is dependent upon the type of construction equipment and processes
used, and the time of day that the construction will take place. Construction activities that are
expected to occur to implement the recommended plan that generate noise include but are not
limited to removing pavement, construction of the road base, addition of new lanes, paving,
construction of structures (including pile driving).
During construction, the Contractor will be required to abide by any municipal noise control bylaws, keep idling of construction equipment to a minimum, maintain equipment in good working
order to reduce noise from construction activities and be available to address any concerns that
may arise with respect to noise during construction. Furthermore, complaints will be
investigated according to the provisions of the MTO Environmental Guide for Noise (October
2006). Any initial complaint from the public requires verification by MTO that the general noise
control measures agreed to are in effect. If not, MTO will advise the Contractor of any
problems, and enforce its contract.
During detail design, construction noise impacts, mitigation measures and the need for noise bylaw exemptions from local municipalities will be determined.

9.2.7. Utilities
All potentially affected utility companies will be contacted to develop a utility relocation plan
prior to construction during detail design. Furthermore, all utility relocations will be completed
before construction of this project is initiated. If it is necessary to complete utility relocations
during construction, the Contractor will be required to coordinate the timing of each operation to
ensure that they are carried out independently. Special provisions will be included in the
contract during detail design to address this, and to ensure that care and precautions are taken to
safeguard existing utilities from damage.
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9.3. Cultural Environment
9.3.1. Archaeological
The Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment undertaken as part of this study entailed the review of
the development history of properties that intersect the Highway 401 corridor, the 19th and 20th
century land uses, and assesses the potential to encounter deeply buried pre-contact Aboriginal
deposits. Results of the research suggest that while some properties are not in close enough
proximity to archaeological or natural resources to require Stage 2 testing, other properties are in
close proximity to these resources (e.g. previously assessed sites, waterways, or historic
developments, among other resources) and are thus considered areas of archaeological potential.
In light of these results, the following measures shall be addressed during the detail design and
construction stages:
1. Should the proposed improvements to Highway 401 result in the encroachment upon
previously undisturbed lands determined to have archaeological site potential, a Stage 2
Archaeological Assessment should be conducted in accordance with MTCS’ Standards
and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (2011) prior to any land disturbing
activities. The purpose of this work would be to identify and assess any archaeological
remains that may be present.
2. No additional archaeological assessment is required within the remainder of the study
area, and those areas that do not exhibit archaeological site potential may be considered
clear of further archaeological concern. No grading or other activities that may result in
the destruction or disturbance of an archaeological site are permitted until notice of
MTCS approval has been received.
3. Should deeply buried archaeological remains be found during construction activities, the
Heritage Operations Unit, MTCS will be notified immediately. In the event that human
remains are encountered during construction, the Contractor / MTO will immediately
contact both MTCS and the Registrar or Deputy Registrar of the Cemeteries Regulation
Unit, Ontario Ministry of Government Services.

9.3.2. Heritage Resources
Two Cultural Heritage Landscapes (CHLs) were identified and an initial assessment of
significance and potential impact was carried out. CHL 01: the Cowin Farm, now the Halton
Equestrian Centre, at Steeles Avenue straddles the boundary line of the study area, with
approximately one third of the property (including part of the horse barn) lying within it. The
proposed ROW encroaches on this property and as such, a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report
(CHER) will be prepared during detail design to determine the specific values of the farm
residence and other buildings within their landscape setting.
CHL 02: the Hustler Farm and farm at Tenth Line, Mississauga, has been designated under the
Ontario Heritage Act as a highly significant property for architectural, historical, cultural and
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landscape reasons. The Recommended Plan will avoid direct impacts to this heritage property.
Some urbanization of the cross section is proposed to mitigate / avoid expansion of the existing
MTO ROW in this area.

9.4. Transportation
9.4.1. Traffic Disruption and Construction Staging
A preliminary construction staging plan has been developed as part of this study and will be
refined during a future detail design study. It is anticipated that generally three lanes on mainline
Highway 401 in each direction will remain open during construction. Localized temporary lane
restrictions and closures (i.e. nighttime or weekend) will be required at overpasses and
underpasses to facilitate structural works as well as at interchange ramps to transfer traffic from
existing to new travel lanes.

9.4.2. Carpool Lots
The Recommended Plan includes an expanded and improved carpool lot at Mississauga Road as
well as a new carpool lot at Winston Churchill Boulevard. In addition, the north side of
Meadowpine Boulevard, east of Winston Churchill Boulevard will be considered as an
alternative carpool lot location to a carpool lot at the Winston Churchill Boulevard interchange
(to be determined in detail design).

9.4.3. Canadian Pacific (CP) Rail
The CP Rail bridge which crosses Highway 401 west of Creditview Road requires replacement.
Agreements regarding the proposed bridge design will be sought with CP Rail during detail
design.

9.5. Summary of Environmental Effects, Mitigation and
Commitments to Future Work
The proposed mitigation measures and commitments to future work to address specific concerns
associated with the Recommended Plan are listed in Table 9-8.
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Table 9-8: Summary of Environmental Concerns, Mitigating Measures and Commitments to Future Work
DFO: Fisheries and Oceans Canada
MNR: Ministry of Natural Resources
MTO: Ministry of Transportation Ontario
CA: Conservation Authority
MOE: Ministry of the Environment

ID#

1

Legend
MUN: Municipalities
RES / BUS: Area residents and/or businesses
UTIL: Utilities
MTCS: Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
CP Rail: Canadian Pacific Rail

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
AND POTENTIAL IMPACT

Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat
(Bridge replacement / widening and
culvert extensions, Mullet Creek
realignment)

CONCERNED
AGENCIES

DFO
MNR
MTO
CA

MITIGATION / COMMITMENT TO FUTURE WORK
Proposed design considerations including general mitigation measures are as follows:
 Operate and store all materials and equipment in such a manner that prevents any deleterious substance from entering the water;
 Incorporate appropriate timing constraints to ensure work avoids critical life stages:
o All culvert crossings within the study area will require all in-water construction (i.e. removal of the existing bridge piers) to be completed during the
warmwater window of July 1 to March 31; and
o The Credit River bridge crossing will require all in-water construction to be completed during the warmwater / coldwater window of July 1 to September
15 to accommodate the coldwater migratory species present.
 Consider construction staging such that spills and leaks into the watercourse will be avoided or minimized;
 Apply standard Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) measures (e.g. silt fence, silt curtain, sedimentation basins, etc.) consistent with MTO Best Management
Practices and Ontario Provincial Standards and Specifications (OPSS) to ensure no effects to the surface waters. The control measures shall be implemented
prior to work and shall be maintained during construction and until disturbed areas have been effectively stabilized with permanent vegetation cover;
 Minimize the disturbance or removal of riparian vegetation;
 Promptly stabilize and re-vegetated all disturbed areas of the work site, and/or treat the area with appropriate erosion protection materials. In riparian and
aquatic habitats, all temporarily disturbed areas will be reinstated to original condition, or better, upon completion of works;
 Store and stabilize any stockpiled materials away from the water;
 Design crossings to minimize loss of functional channel bed and maintain groundwater discharge;
 Integrate deeper water habitat into any inlet or outlet treatments;
 Isolate work area to facilitate work in “the dry”;
 Capture any fish trapped within the isolated construction area and release them downstream of the site;
 Any stockpiled materials shall be stored and stabilized at least 30 m away from the watercourse. A single row of silt fencing (double row in the event that
SAR are present) will be installed along the down slope perimeter to prevent the mobilization of the stockpile; and
 Any equipment entering the water shall be free of fluid leaks and externally cleaned or degreased to prevent contamination of the water.
Mitigation Measures for Dewatering Activities
 Dewatering activities where fish are present will include fish removal;
 Pumps shall be fitted with screens or barriers to effectively prevent fish entrainment during dewatering;
 All stranded fish are to be captured and relocated to adjacent channels sections outside the work area;
 Silt laden discharge water from dewatering activities will be directed away from the watercourse in such a way as to minimize sedimentation. The discharge
outlets will be located a minimum of 30 m from a watercourse and within a vegetated area. The discharge drainage must not flow through the construction
site. Filter rings and filter bags may be utilized for the outflow; and
 The discharge from the dewatering will be monitored to ensure changes to the flow path or scour does not develop and result in sediment entering any
watercourse.

2

Erosion and Sediment

MOE

Works at Mullet Creek (north side between Highway 401 and Derry Road)
 Armoring the side slopes / banks to avoid impacts to the creek and floodplain are proposed to mitigate the need for channel realignment; and
 In the event that creek realignment is required, a fluvial assessment as well as an assessment of impacts to fish and fish habitat shall be undertaken during
detail design.
 Install temporary ESC measures (i.e. silt fences) prior to construction and maintain throughout construction, as required;
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3

4

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
AND POTENTIAL IMPACT

CONCERNED
AGENCIES

(Potential impacts to watercourses
include short-term water quality
deterioration)

MNR
MTO
MUN

Groundwater

MOE
MNR
MTO
MUN

Drainage and Hydrology

MNR
MTO
CA
MUN

May 2013

MITIGATION / COMMITMENT TO FUTURE WORK




Install flow checks and ground stabilization as necessary;
Routinely inspect ESC structures, including after storms, and repair as required;
All ESC measures shall be monitored by a qualified environmental inspector. Inspections are to be conducted during in water construction activities until the
site is stabilized and until the silt fencing is removed; and
 All exposed soils shall be treated with appropriate erosion protection to prevent sediment laden water from entering any water body.
The following mitigation measures are proposed to manage the potential impacts:
 A pre-construction water well survey shall be conducted to document the baseline conditions of water wells within the study area; any wells to be removed
during the highway improvement activities will have to be decommissioned properly as per the Ontario Wells Regulation (R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 903);
 Limit the depth of excavation and minimize the need for dewatering during construction, particularly in areas designated as having a high potential for
groundwater impact (i.e. where creeks and their tributaries cross Highway 401);
 If dewatering is required, dewatering activities shall be conducted in accordance with approved control procedures; a Permit to Take Water must be obtained
from MOE if the amount of water taken exceeds 50 m3/day;
 Minimize disturbance to existing vegetation and grassed slopes where re-grading is required (disturbed areas shall be re-vegetated as quickly as possible after
completion of construction activities);
 Implement stormwater management measures to protect water quality that may infiltrate groundwater resources;
 Prepare and implement a spill prevention and control management plan; and
 Follow best management practices for road de-icing applications.




Use of enhanced grass swales (flat bottom ditches and V-shaped ditches);
Use of existing SWMPs at the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange where practical; and
Implement on-site SWM controls for the expanded/ improved and proposed carpool lots.




Forests and woodlots will be delineated and marked in the field, and disturbance to these areas will be minimized or avoided during construction;
Where tree or vegetation protection is required, exclusion zones will be delineated with appropriate fencing prior to construction works. Tree exclusion zones
will consider sensitive species and set dripline boundaries appropriately as required;
Temporarily disturbed areas (i.e. those to be graded) will be restored and restoration seeding / planting will include appropriate native species;
Vegetation clearing will be kept to a minimum necessary to access and complete the approved design. Tree removal and vegetation clearing adjacent to the
drainage features will consist of cutting of woody vegetation and leaving roots left in place (no grubbing) where possible;
All disturbed areas of the work site shall be stabilized and re-vegetated promptly, and/or treated with appropriate erosion protection materials. In riparian and
aquatic habitats, all temporarily disturbed areas will be reinstated to original condition, or better, upon completion of works;
Native seed mix will be used to stabilize exposed soils. Seed restoration that is to occur late in the growing season may include a nurse crop;
Conduct vegetation removal and protection measures in accordance with OPSS 201 (tree clearing) and OPSS 565 (tree protection);
In the event that wildlife encountered during construction does not move from the construction zone, the Contract Administrator will be notified;
Implement environmental inspection during construction to make sure that protection measures are implemented, maintained and repaired and to make sure
remedial measures are implemented where warranted;
Landscaping will be considered to protect / enhance roadside vegetated areas. A landscaping plan will be developed during detail design, which will include
consideration of snow hedge requirements;
All migratory bird species and their nests are protected under the Migratory Bird Convention Act (MBCA 1994) and therefore, vegetation clearing efforts must
be avoided during their breeding season (April 15 to July 15). The songbird breeding season extends from mid-May until late July; and
Vegetation removal (including trees, shrubs and grasslands) will be undertaken through the late summer, fall and winter months (where possible) to avoid
disrupting any species during their nesting season (MBCA 1994; Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 1997). If removal of vegetation must occur during the
breeding season, an extensive nest search of the area to be affected must be done to ensure that no birds or their nests are destroyed during construction.





5

Terrestrial Ecosystems
(Removal of edge vegetation within
forest communities and ornamental
vegetation / hedgerows)

MNR
MTO
MUN
CA









6

Wildlife

7

Species at Risk

MNR
MTO
CA
MTO
MNR
CA



Suitable substrate (ground cover) will be provided under the Credit River bridge to accommodate deer passage.



In order to avoid adverse effects to the Barn Swallow and its habitat, mitigation measures for the Barn Swallow will be applied, including adhering to breeding
bird season restrictions. Additional consultation with MNR will be undertaken during detail design to discuss potential permitting requirements under the
ESA;
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
AND POTENTIAL IMPACT

May 2013

CONCERNED
AGENCIES

MITIGATION / COMMITMENT TO FUTURE WORK



8

Property Impacts

MTO
Impacted Property Owners
MUN

9

Waste Management and Contamination

MTO
MOE

10

Air Quality

MTO
MOE
RES / BUS

11

Noise During Construction

MTO
MOE
RES / BUS

12

Sidewalks and Bicycle Lanes on
Structures

MTO
MUN

Utilities

MTO
UTIL

13

Snapping Turtle currently does not have habitat protection under Ontario’s ESA. Efforts will be made to avoid any inadvertent injury to this species;
Monarch Butterflies prefer open grasslands with abundant milkweed. It is considered a specially protected invertebrate under the FWCA 1997 and efforts will
be made to avoid any inadvertent injury to this species; and
 Additional SAR screening will be required by the Contractor prior to commencement of works to confirm that there are no SAR in the work area as wildlife
SAR can move into an area at any given time. Consultation with MNR will be undertaken during detail design to ensure that any newly regulated SAR
potentially interacting with construction activities are considered and the need for approvals under the Endangered Species Act will be confirmed at that time.
 Efforts have been made, where appropriate at key locations, to minimize the extent of additional property that is required to accommodate the proposed
highway improvements by including retaining walls, curb and gutter and other measures in the Recommended Plan.
 The construction works will temporarily affect access for the farm operation that owns and farms the lands on each side of Highway 401 east of Credit River.
Further consultation with this land owner / farm operator will be undertaken during detail design regarding the specific design treatments for the crossing and
construction details.
 MTO will negotiate the transfer of all necessary properties prior to construction. Affected owners will be consulted when the property plans are being
finalized. Potentially impacted property owners were contacted as part of this study. Compensation will be based on fair market value of properties required.
 A Preliminary Site Screening (PSS) will be undertaken for properties required to accommodate the proposed improvements to this section of the Highway 401
corridor;
 Phase I Environmental Site Assessments will be required on the selected industrial / commercial properties required for the proposed highway improvements;
 If highway improvement work (i.e. excavation) is conducted in the vicinity of the spill locations, special attention shall be paid to the soil and groundwater in
the area for any visual evidence of contamination (i.e. discoloration, odour or free product); if visual evidence of contamination is noted, further investigation
work of the soil and/or groundwater quality in the area will be required; and
 In addition, should any contaminated materials be encountered during the undertaking, caution will be exercised while handling and disposing of contaminated
materials. Excess materials will be managed in accordance with standard MTO practices (as governed by OPSS 180).
 Construction related dust and other emissions will be addressed through diligent implementation Best Management Practices (standard operating procedures)
such as application of dust suppressants, reduced travel speeds for heavy vehicles, efficient staging of activities and minimization of haul distances, covering
stockpiles, etc.
During construction, the Contractor will be required to:
 Abide by any municipal noise control by-laws;
 Keep idling of construction equipment to a minimum;
 Maintain equipment in good working order to reduce noise from construction activities;
 Be available to address any concerns that may arise with respect to noise during construction; AND
 Complaints will be investigated according to the provisions of the MTO Environmental Guide for Noise (October 2006). Any initial complaint from the
public requires verification by MTO that the general noise control measures agreed to are in effect. If not, MTO will advise the Contractor of any problems,
and enforce its contract.


MTO will explore municipal requests for construction of sidewalks and bicycle lanes on selected structures (subject to municipal funding) during detail design.



All potentially affected utility companies will be contacted to develop a utility relocation plan prior to construction during detail design. Furthermore, all
utility relocations will be completed before construction of this project is initiated. If it is necessary to complete utility relocations during construction, the
Contractor will be required to coordinate the timing of each operation to ensure that they are carried out independently. Special provisions will be included in
the contract during detail design to address this, and to ensure that care and precautions are taken to safeguard existing utilities from damage.
Should the proposed improvements to Highway 401 result in the encroachment upon previously undisturbed lands determined to have archaeological site
potential, a Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment should be conducted in accordance with MTCS’ Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists
(2011) prior to any land disturbing activities. The purpose of this work would be to identify and assess any archaeological remains that may be present;
No additional archaeological assessment is required within the remainder of the study area, and those areas that do not exhibit archaeological site potential
may be considered clear of further archaeological concern. No grading or other activities that may result in the destruction or disturbance of an archaeological
site are permitted until notice of MTCS approval has been received; and
Should deeply buried archaeological remains be found during construction activities, the Heritage Operations Unit, MTCS will be notified immediately. In the
event that human remains are encountered during construction, the Contractor / MTO will immediately contact both MTCS and the Registrar or Deputy
Registrar of the Cemeteries Regulation Unit, Ontario Ministry of Government Services.



14

Archaeological

MTO
MTCS
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
AND POTENTIAL IMPACT

15

Heritage Resources

16

Aboriginal Community Consultation

17
18
19

Traffic Disruption and Construction
Staging
CP Rail
(bridge replacement)
Navigable Waters Protection Act

May 2013

CONCERNED
AGENCIES
MTO
MTCS
MUN
MTO
Aboriginal Communities
MUN
MTO
MTO
CP Rail
MTO
Transport Canada

MITIGATION / COMMITMENT TO FUTURE WORK


The proposed ROW encroaches the Cowin Farm and as such, a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER) will be prepared during detail design to
determine the specific values of the farm residence and other buildings within the Cowin Farm’s landscape setting.



Continued consultation and interaction with identified Aboriginal Communities / organizations during detail design.



A preliminary construction staging plan has been developed as part of this study and will be refined during a future detail design study.



Agreements regarding the proposed bridge design will be sought with CP Rail during detail design.



The provisions of the NWPA apply to the Credit River for the bridge replacement / widening. An application under the NWPA will be prepared and approval
will be sought during detail design.
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9.6. Monitoring
9.6.1. Project Specific Monitoring
During construction, MTO or its agent will ensure that the implementation of the mitigation
measures and key design features are consistent with the contract. In addition, MTO or its agent
will assess the effectiveness of its environmental mitigation measures to ensure the following:
•

Individual mitigation measures are providing the expected control and/or protection;

•

Composite control and/or protection provided by mitigation measure is adequate;

•

Additional mitigation measures are provided as required for any unanticipated environmental
conditions which may develop during construction; and

•

Information is available for the overview assessment of mitigation measures.

Environmental monitoring, after a project is completed, may involve follow-up monitoring of
significant measures and/or significant concerns.

9.6.2. Project Specific Class EA Monitoring
During the planning and design stage, MTO or its agent ensures compliance with the Class EA
process before MTO or its agent issues an “environmental clearance” for project implementation.
During construction, MTO or its agent ensures that external notification and consultations are
consistent with any commitments that may have been made earlier. Following construction,
monitoring will ensure that any follow-up information is provided to external agencies as per any
outstanding environmental commitments.

9.6.3. Implementation
Framework

of

Environmental

Monitoring

Construction is subject daily to general on-site inspection to ensure the execution of the
environmental component of the work and to deal with environmental problems that develop
during construction. This is the primary method for compliance monitoring. Inspection by
Construction Administration staff will occur during construction and will be part of
commitments during detail design.
Construction projects with mitigation measures / concerns are subject to periodic site visits by
Construction Administration environmental staff. The timing and frequency of such site visits
are determined by the schedule of construction operations, the sensitivity of environmental
concerns and the development of any unforeseen environmental problems during construction.
MTO staff will be available should difficulties arise.
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APPENDIX A

Correspondence and Minutes of Meetings

ONTARIO GOVERNMENT NOTICE
NOTICE OF STUDY COMMENCEMENT
HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS
FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO EAST OF TRAFALGAR ROAD
W.O. 07-20021
THE PROJECT
URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental
Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and
the Town of Halton Hills, in the Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.

The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this section of the Highway 401 corridor and to
consider provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and transit. Possible improvements that will be investigated as part of this study
include structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications.
THE PROCESS
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class Environmental Assessment for
Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30day public review period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the generation, assessment and
evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of
consultation undertaken throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in this newspaper and
mailed to those on the project mailing list.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held for the public to discuss the project and provide input to the Project Team. PIC#1
will focus on the alternatives developed to address the required Highway 401 improvements and PIC#2 will present the recommended plan.
Notification, advertising the time and location of the PICs, will be published in this newspaper.
COMMENTS
To obtain additional information, provide comments, or to be placed on the study mailing list please contact the Project Team as follows:
Olga Garces, P.Eng.
Senior Project Engineer
Ontario Ministry of Transportation
Central Region
th
Bldg ‘D’, 4 Flr, 1201 Wilson Ave
Downsview, ON M3M 1J8
Tel: 416-235-4952
Fax: 416-235-3576
olga.garces@ontario.ca

Tim Sorochinsky, P.Eng.
Project Manager
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Dr E
Markham, ON L3T 7N9
Tel: 905-882-4401 ext. 522
Fax: 905-882-4399
tim_sorochinsky@urscorp.com

Tyler Drygas
Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Dr E
Markham, ON L3T 7N9
Tel: 905-882-4401 ext. 147
Fax: 905-882-4399
tyler_drygas@urscorp.com

There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project Team including comments and
information regarding the study. Comments are being collected to assist MTO in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment
Act. This material will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in project documentation. Information collected will be
used in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments will
become part of the public record.
Des renseignements sont
karen_cooper@urscorp.com.

disponibles

en

français

en

composant

905-882-4401

poste

253

(Karen

Cooper),

Courriel:

AVIS DE COMMENCEMENT D’ÉTUDE
Élargissement de l’autoroute 401
Depuis l’est de la rivière Credit jusqu’à la rue Trafalgar
WO. 07-20021
LE PROJET
Le ministère des Transports de l’Ontario (MTO) a retenu les services d’URS Canada pour entreprendre un avant-projet sommaire et une étude
d’évaluation environnementale de portée générale (ÉE de portée générale) concernant l’élargissement de l’autoroute 401 depuis l’est de la
rivière Credit vers l’est de la rue Trafalgar (9,7 km) dans la ville de Milton et la ville Halton Hills, région de Halton, ainsi que dans la ville de
Mississauga, région de Peel.

L’objet de l’étude est d’établir la capacité provisoire et finale de même que les besoins opérationnels de cette section du corridor de l’autoroute
401, et de prendre en considération la création de voies réservées aux véhicules à occupation multiple (VOM) et au transport en commun. Entre
autres améliorations possibles qui seront prises en compte dans le cadre de l’étude, mentionnons des améliorations à la structure, à l’éclairage,
au système de drainage et à l’échangeur.
LE PROCESSUS
Cette étude se déroulera selon le processus approuvé en matière de planification environnementale pour les projets du groupe << B.>>, tel que
prescrit dans le Document sur les ÉE de portée générale pour les installations provinciales de transport (2000). Au terme de l’étude, on rédigera
un Rapport d’étude environnementale pour le transport (RÉET), que le public pourra examiner pour une période de 30 jours. Le rapport
énoncera les possibilités de transport, la production et l’évaluation d’alternatives, le plan recommandé, un sommaire des enjeux
environnementaux et des mesures d’atténuation possibles, de même qu’un sommaire des consultations tenues durant l’étude. Des avis relatifs
à la présentation du RÉET et à la période d’examen public paraîtront dans ce journal et seront postés à ceux dont le nom figure sur la liste de
distribution.
CONSULTATION PUBLIQUE
Deux séries de séances d’information publique (SIP) auront lieu pour permettre au public de discuter avec l’équipe de projet et de faire valoir son
re
e
opinion. La 1 SIP portera sur les alternatives élaborées pour donner suite aux améliorations requises sur l’autoroute 401, tandis que la 2 SIP
visera à présenter le plan recommandé. Nous publierons dans ce journal des avis indiquant l’heure et l’endroit où auront lieu les SIP.
COMMENTAIRES
Pour obtenir de l’information additionnelle, fournir des commentaires ou voir votre nom s’ajouter à la liste de distribution de l’étude, vous pouvez
joindre les membres ci-dessous de l’équipe de projet:
Olga Garces, ing.
Chargée de projet principale
Ministère des Transports de l’Ontario
Région du Centre
e
Édifice D, 4 étage, 1201, avenue
Wilson
Downsview (Ontario) M3M 1J8
Tél. : (416) 235-4952
Téléc. : (416) 235-3576
Courriel : olga.garces@ontario.ca

Tim Sorochinsky, ing.
Chargé de projet
URS Canada Inc.
75, montée Commerce Valley Est
Markham (Ontario) L3T 7N9
Tél. : (905) 882-4401, poste 522
Téléc. : (905) 882-4399
Courriel :
tim_sorochinsky@urscorp.com

Tyler Drygas
Urbaniste principal en
environnement
URS Canada Inc.
75, montée Commerce Drive Est
Markham (Ontario) L3T 7N9
Tél. : (905) 882-4401, poste 147
Téléc. : (905) 882-4399
Courriel :
tyler_drygas@urscorp.com

Les personnes intéressées auront l’occasion, à tout moment durant l’étude, de donner leur opinion et demander de l’information à l’équipe de
projet. Le MTO mettra à profit ces commentaires pour se conformer aux prescriptions de la Loi sur les évaluations environnementales de
l’Ontario. Ce matériel sera conservé au dossier durant l’étude et pourrait être intégré à la documentation de projet. Les renseignements seront
recueillis dans le respect de la Loi sur l’accès à l’information et la protection de la vie privée. Exception faite des renseignements personnels,
tous les commentaires feront partie du dossier public.
Des renseignements sont
karen_cooper@urscorp.com.
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September 28, 2010
«Contact»
«First_Nation_CommunityContact»
«Address»
Dear «Contact»:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to East of Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region, and City of Mississauga, Region
of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and Town of Halton
Hills, Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, Region of Peel.

The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this
section of the Highway 401 and to consider provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and
transit. Possible improvements that will be ingested as part of this study include structural, illumination,
drainage and interchange modifications.
The purpose of this letter is to notify you of project start-up and inquire if your community has an
interest in this study. We would also ask that you please confirm who will act as the main contact for

1

Aboriginal Community Letter
your community on the attached Contact Information Form. This individual’s name will be added to our
project mailing list, and as such, the contact will be notified of key project milestones. We also welcome
the opportunity to meet with you to discuss this project. A reply by October 1st, 2010 would be
appreciated.
As part of this study, a Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment will be undertaken and an inventory of built
heritage and cultural landscapes within the study area will be completed. A Stage 1 Archaeological
Assessment Report will be prepared to document the results of all background research and fieldwork,
and will contain all necessary photographic and cartographic documentation, including recommendations
for Stage 2 work, should it be required. A Built Heritage and Cultural Landscapes Summary Report will
also be prepared to document the survey findings, potential impacts of the various alternatives developed,
and recommendations for further assessment, should it be required.
The Project Team will also be conducting a natural sciences review of the study area. Background
information relating to natural heritage features will be collected to characterize the vegetation
communities, fish and fish habitat, as well as wildlife and wildlife habitat. Aquatic and Terrestrial
Ecosystems Reports will be prepared to support the examination of alternatives.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the
Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the
generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of
environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken
throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
Two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held for the public to discuss the project and
provide input to the Project Team. The first PIC will provide the opportunity to review and comment on
existing environmental and transportation conditions, the identified problems and opportunities, the
alternatives to be considered and the criteria proposed to evaluate alternatives. The second PIC will
present the evaluation of alternatives, plans of the preferred alternatives, and proposed measures to
minimize potential environmental and community impacts. Notification advertising the time and location
of the PICs will be published in local newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
We are interested in hearing any comments you have about this study and any potential impacts to the
features of interest to your community. Your input will be addressed as the study progresses and will be
maintained on file for use during the project and may be included in project documentation. Information
collected will be used in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Projection of Privacy Act.
With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
Olga Garces, P. Eng.
MTO Project Engineer
Cc.

T. Sorochinsky
S. Merriam
T. Drygas

- URS Project Manager
- MTO Environmental Planner
- URS Environmental Planner

Encl.

Contact Information Form
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HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS
EAST OF CREDIT RIVER TO EAST OF TRAFALGAR ROAD
TOWN OF MILTON AND TOWN OF HALTON HILLS, HALTON REGION
CITY OF MISSISSAUGA, REGION OF PEEL
W.O. 07-20021
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1.) Does your organization wish to participate in this study and continue to receive notices of project
activities and information as this study progresses?

Yes

No

2.) If your organization wishes to participate in this study, please specify who will act as the Project Team's
contact.
NAME:
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT:
ORGANIZATION:
MAILING ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:
FAX:
E-MAIL ADDRESS:
3.) Please indicate if the above noted project will affect the delivery of your organization’s programs or
services, and/or any other relevant information in this regard.

Your information and comments will be kept on file for use during the study. Please submit this form to:
Olga Garces, P. Eng.
Submitted By:
Senior Project Engineer
Ontario Ministry of Transportation
4th Floor, Bldg. D, 1201 Wilson Avenue
Downsview, ON M3M 1J8
Fax: (416) 235-3576
Email: olga.garces@ontario.ca

EXTERNAL LETTER

September 28, 2010
«Contact_Name»
«Organization»
«Address»
Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to East of Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region, and City of Mississauga, Region
of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton
Hills, in the Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this
section of the Highway 401 corridor and to consider provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
and transit. Possible improvements that will be investigated as part of this study include structural,
illumination, drainage and interchange modifications.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the
Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the
generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of
environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken
throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in this
newspaper and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
Two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held for the public to discuss the project and
provide input to the Project Team. PIC#1 will focus on the alternatives developed to address the required
Highway 401 improvements and PIC#2 will present the recommended plan. Notification, advertising the
time and location of the PICs, will be published in this newspaper.
The purpose of this letter is to notify your office of the start-up of the project (refer to the enclosed
“Notice of Study Commencement”). On the attached Contact Information Form, please indicate whether
your organization has an interest in this project and who will act as your agency’s contact for this project.
In order to assist us with our planning process, would you also please indicate if the above noted project
will affect the delivery of your organization’s programs or services.
A reply by October 1st, 2010 would be appreciated. Should you require further information regarding
this request, please feel free to contact me at 905-882-4401 ext.147.

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

O. Garces
S. Merriam
S. Sorochinsky

- MTO Project Engineer
- MTO Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.

Notice of Study Commencement
Contact Information Form
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HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS
EAST OF CREDIT RIVER TO EAST OF TRAFALGAR ROAD
TOWN OF MILTON AND TOWN OF HALTON HILLS, HALTON REGION
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W.O. 07-20021
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1.) Does your organization wish to participate in this study and continue to receive notices of project
activities and information as this study progresses?

Yes

No

2.) If your organization wishes to participate in this study, please specify who will act as the Project Team's
contact.
NAME:
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT:
ORGANIZATION:
MAILING ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:
FAX:
E-MAIL ADDRESS:
3.) Please indicate if the above noted project will affect the delivery of your organization’s programs or
services, and/or any other relevant information in this regard.

Your information and comments will be kept on file for use during the study. Please submit this form to:
Tyler Drygas
Submitted By:
Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, Ontario, L3T 7N9
Fax: (905) 882-4399
E-mail: tyler_drygas@urscorp.com

INAC Letter

September 28, 2010
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»

Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to East of Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region, and City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a Preliminary
Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from east of the Credit
River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills, in the Halton
Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this section of
the Highway 401 corridor and to consider provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and transit.
Possible improvements that will be investigated as part of this study include structural, illumination, drainage
and interchange modifications.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class
Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation Environmental
Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review period at the completion
of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the generation, assessment and evaluation of
alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and
a summary of consultation undertaken throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review
period will be advertised in this newspaper and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
Two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held for the public to discuss the project and provide
input to the Project Team. PIC#1 will focus on the alternatives developed to address the required Highway 401
improvements and PIC#2 will present the recommended plan. Notification, advertising the time and location of
the PICs, will be published in this newspaper.
The Project Team has mailed letters notifying of study commencement to the Mississauga of Scugog Island,
Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, Chippewas of Mnjikaning First Nation, Hiawatha First Nation,
Beausoleil First Nation, Alderville First Nation, Curve Lake First Nation, Mississauga of New Credit First
Nation, Six Nations Confideracy, Six Nations of the Grand River, Métis Consultation Unit and the Ministry of
Aboriginal Affairs. We would appreciate your help in identifying any other Aboriginal Communities who
may have an interest in this project, so that we may engage them in consultation. A reply by October 1st,
2010 would be appreciated.
There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project Team
including comments and information regarding the study. If you would like to provide comments, or if you
require further information regarding this study, please feel free to contact me at 905-882-4401 ext. 147.
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

O. Garces
S. Merriam
S. Sorochinsky

- MTO Project Engineer
- MTO Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.

Notice of Study Commencement
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MAA Letter

September 28, 2010
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»

Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to East of Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region, and City of Mississauga, Region
of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton
Hills, in the Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this
section of the Highway 401 corridor and to consider provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
and transit. Possible improvements that will be investigated as part of this study include structural,
illumination, drainage and interchange modifications.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the
Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the
generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of
environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken
throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in this
newspaper and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
Two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held for the public to discuss the project and
provide input to the Project Team. PIC#1 will focus on the alternatives developed to address the required
Highway 401 improvements and PIC#2 will present the recommended plan. Notification, advertising the
time and location of the PICs, will be published in this newspaper.
The Project Team has mailed letters notifying of study commencement to the Mississauga of Scugog
Island, Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, Chippewas of Mnjikaning First Nation, Hiawatha
First Nation, Beausoleil First Nation, Alderville First Nation, Curve Lake First Nation, Mississauga of
New Credit First Nation, Six Nations Confideracy, Six Nations of the Grand River, Métis Consultation
Unit and the Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. We would appreciate your help in identifying any
other Aboriginal Communities who may have an interest in this project, so that we may engage
them in consultation. A reply by October 1st, 2010 would be appreciated.

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project
Team including comments and information regarding the study. If you would like to provide comments,
or if you require further information regarding this study, please feel free to contact me at 905-882-4401
ext. 147.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

O. Garces
S. Merriam
S. Sorochinsky

- MTO Project Engineer
- MTO Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.

Notice of Study Commencement
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Transport Canada_NWPP Letter

September 28, 2010
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»
Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to East of Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region, and City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a Preliminary
Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from east of the Credit
River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills, in the Halton
Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this section of
the Highway 401 corridor and to consider provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and transit.
Possible improvements that will be investigated as part of this study include structural, illumination, drainage
and interchange modifications.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class
Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation Environmental
Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review period at the completion
of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the generation, assessment and evaluation of
alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and
a summary of consultation undertaken throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review
period will be advertised in this newspaper and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
Two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held for the public to discuss the project and provide
input to the Project Team. PIC#1 will focus on the alternatives developed to address the required Highway 401
improvements and PIC#2 will present the recommended plan. Notification, advertising the time and location of
the PICs, will be published in this newspaper.
There are three (3) watercourses crossings within the limits of the proposed study area. To provide area context,
several photos of the study area and a key map have been enclosed with this letter. To assist our planning
process, we kindly request Transport Canada to confirm the navigability and the associated navigable
clearance requirements for the following watercourses:
•
•
•

East Sixteen Mile Creek;
Credit River; and
Mullet Creek.

A reply by October 1st, 2010 would be appreciated.

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

Transport Canada_NWPP Letter

If you require further information regarding this study, please feel free to contact me at 905-882-4401 ext. 147.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Senior Consultant Environmental Planner
Cc.

O. Garces
S. Merriam
S. Sorochinsky

Encl.

Study Area Map
Photos of Study Area

- MTO Project Engineer
- MTO Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager
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Map of the Study Area

East Sixteen Mile Creek
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Credit River

Mullet Creek
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Public Letter

October 22, 2010
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»
Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to East of Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region, and City of Mississauga, Region
of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to east of Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton
Hills, in the Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this
section of the Highway 401 corridor and to consider provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
and transit. Possible improvements that will be investigated as part of this study include structural,
illumination, drainage and interchange modifications.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the
Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the
generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of
environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken
throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in this
newspaper and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
Two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held for the public to discuss the project and
provide input to the Project Team. PIC#1 will focus on the alternatives developed to address the required
Highway 401 improvements and PIC#2 will present the recommended plan. Notification, advertising the
time and location of the PICs, will be published in this newspaper.
The purpose of this letter is to notify your office of the start-up of the project. Please refer to the enclosed
“Notice of Study Commencement.”
There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project
Team including comments and information regarding the study. Comments are being collected to assist
MTO in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. This material will be maintained
on file for use during the study and may be included in project documentation. Information collected will
be used in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the
exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

If you would like to provide comments, or if you require further information regarding this study, please
feel free to contact me 905-882-4401 ext. 147.
Des renseignements sont disponibles en français en composant 905-882-4401 poste 253 (Karen Cooper),
Courriel: karen_cooper@urscorp.com.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

O. Garces
S. Merriam
S. Sorochinsky

- MTO Project Engineer
- MTO Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.

Notice of Study Commencement
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ONTARIO GOVERNMENT NOTICE
NOTICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #1
HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS
FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
W.O. 07-20021
THE PROJECT
URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental
Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town
of Halton Hills, in the Region of Halton, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.

The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this section of the Highway 401 corridor.
Potential improvements that will be investigated as part of this study include structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications, as
well as provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.
THE PROCESS
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class Environmental Assessment for
Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30day public review period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the generation, assessment and
evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of
consultation undertaken throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in this newspaper and
mailed to those on the project mailing list.
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
The public is invited to attend the first of two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) for this study. The purpose of PIC#1 is to present and
receive input on the need for improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor, the alternatives under consideration, and the proposed
process and criteria for evaluating alternatives. PIC#1 will be held on:

Monday March 21, 2011
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
A brief presentation will be given at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Four Points Sheraton Hotel – Meadowvale Room
2501 Argentia Road, Mississauga
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre. Representatives from the MTO and the project‟s consultant team will be available to answer
questions, receive comments and discuss the next steps in this study. You are encouraged to attend the PIC and provide the Project Team with
your views and comments so that they can be considered as the study progresses.
COMMENTS
To obtain additional information, provide comments, or to be placed on the study mailing list please contact the Project Team as follows:
Rebecca Li, P.Eng.
Project Manager
Ontario Ministry of Transportation
Central Region
Bldg „D‟, 4th Flr, 1201 Wilson Ave
Downsview, ON M3M 1J8
Tel: 416-235-5271
Fax: 416-235-3576
rebecca.li@ontario.ca

Tim Sorochinsky, P.Eng.
Project Manager
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Dr E
Markham, ON L3T 7N9
Tel: 905-882-4401 ext. 522
Fax: 905-882-4399
tim_sorochinsky@urscorp.com

Tyler Drygas
Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Dr E
Markham, ON L3T 7N9
Tel: 905-882-4401 ext. 147
Fax: 905-882-4399
tyler_drygas@urscorp.com

The displays for PIC#1 will be available on the Project Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-totrafalgar.com) after March 21, 2011.
There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project Team including comments and
information regarding the study. Comments are being collected to assist MTO in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment
Act. This material will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in project documentation. Information collected will be
used in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments will
become part of the public record.
Des renseignements sont disponibles en français en composant 905-882-4401 poste 193 (Geoff Coy), Courriel: geoff_coy@urscorp.com

AVIS DU GOUVERNEMENT DE L’ONTARIO
AVIS DE PREMIÈRE SÉANCE D’INFORMATION PUBLIQUE
AMÉLIORATIONS DE L’AUTOROUTE 401
DE L’EST DE LA RIVIÈRE CREDIT AU CHEMIN TRAFALGAR
W.O. 07-20021
LE PROJET
Le ministère des Transports de l’Ontario (MTO) a retenu les services de l’entreprise URS Canada Inc. pour entreprendre un avant-projet
sommaire et une évaluation environnementale de portée générale quant aux améliorations à l’autoroute 401 de l’est de la rivière Credit au
chemin Trafalgar (9,7 km) dans la ville de Milton, la ville de Halton Hills (région de Halton) et dans la ville de Mississauga (région de Peel).

L’étude a pour but de déterminer la capacité provisoire et finale ainsi que les besoins opérationnels de cette section du corridor de l’autoroute
401. Les améliorations éventuelles qu’on traitera dans le cadre de l’étude comprennent la structure, l’éclairage, le système de drainage et les
modifications à l’échangeur, ainsi que les dispositions touchant les voies réservées aux véhicules à occupation multiple (VOM).
LE PROCESSUS
L’étude se déroulera conformément au processus approuvé en matière de planification environnementale pour les projets du groupe « B » aux
termes de L’évaluation environnementale de portée générale pour les installations provinciales de transport (2000). Un rapport d’étude
environnementale pour le transport (RÉET) sera préparé et rendu accessible pendant une période d’examen public de trente (30) jours après
l’achèvement de l’étude. Ce rapport énoncera les possibilités de transport, la production et l’évaluation des solutions de rechange, le plan
recommandé, un sommaire des enjeux environnementaux et des mesures d’atténuation éventuelles, ainsi qu’un sommaire des consultations
menées durant l’étude. Des avis relatifs à la présentation du RÉET et la période d’examen public seront annoncés dans le présent journal et
envoyés par la poste à ceux dont le nom figure sur la liste de distribution.
CONSULTATION PUBLIQUE
Le public est invité à participer à la première de deux séries de séances d’information publique (SIP) liées à l’étude. La première SIP a pour but
de présenter et de recevoir les commentaires sur le besoin d’améliorations à cette section du corridor de l’autoroute 401, sur les solutions de
rechange à l’étude, de même que sur le processus et les critères proposés d’évaluation des solutions de rechange. Voici les renseignements
concernant la première SIP :

Le lundi 21 mars 2011
De 16 h à 20 h
Un bref exposé sera présenté à 17 h et à 21 h
Hôtel Four Points Sheraton – Salle Meadowvale
2501, chemin Argentia, Mississauga
La SIP prendra la forme d’un centre de consultation officieux. Les représentants du MTO et l’équipe d’experts-conseils du projet seront sur place
pour répondre aux questions, recevoir les commentaires et discuter des prochaines étapes de l’étude. Vous êtes invités à participer à la SIP et à
faire valoir auprès des membres de l’équipe du projet vos points de vue et vos commentaires de sorte qu’ils puissent être pris en compte au
cours de l’étude.
COMMENTAIRES
Pour obtenir de plus amples renseignements, fournir des commentaires ou faire ajouter votre nom à la liste de distribution de l’étude, veuillez
communiquer avec l’équipe du projet , dont les coordonnées figurent ci-dessous :
Rebecca Li, ing.
Chargée de projet
Ministère des Transports de l’Ontario
Région du Centre
Édifice D, 4e étage,
1201, avenue Wilson
Downsview (Ontario) M3M 1J8
Tél. : (416) 235-5271
Téléc. : (416) 235-3576
rebecca.li@ontario.ca

Tim Sorochinsky, ing.
Chargé de projet
URS Canada Inc.
75, montée Commerce Valley Est
Markham (Ontario) L3T 7N9
Tél. : (905) 882-4401, poste 522
Téléc. : (905) 882-4399
tim_sorochinsky@urscorp.com

Les affiches de la première SIP seront disponibles sur le site
(http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) à compter du 21 mars 2011.

de

Tyler Drygas
Urbaniste principal en environnement
URS Canada Inc.
75, montée Commerce Valley Est
Markham (Ontario) L3T 7N9
Tél. : (905) 882-4401, poste 147
Téléc. : (905) 882-4399
tyler_drygas@urscorp.com

partage

des

documents

du

projet

À tout moment au cours de l’étude, les personnes intéressées pourront communiquer avec l’équipe du projet, pour lui fournir notamment des
commentaires et des renseignements à propos de l’étude. Les commentaires sont colligés afin d’aider le MTO à satisfaire aux exigences de la
Loi sur les évaluations environnementales. Le matériel sera conservé au dossier aux fins d’utilisation durant l’étude et pourrait être inclus dans la
documentation du projet. Les renseignements recueillis seront utilisés en vertu de la Loi sur l’accès à l’information et la protection de la vie
privée. À l’exception des renseignements personnels, tous les commentaires feront partie du dossier public.
Des renseignements sont disponibles en français en composant 905-882-4401 poste 193 (Geoff Coy), Courriel: geoff_coy@urscorp.com

ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY LETTER
Ministry of
Transportation

Ministére des
Transports

Highway Engineering
Peel / Halton
th
4 Floor, Bldg. D
1201 Wilson Avenue
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Tel:
(416) 235-5271
Fax:
(416) 235-3576
Email: rebecca.li@ontario.ca

Génie Routiér
Peel et Halton
4e étage, édifice D
1201 avenue Wilson
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Tél:
(416) 235-5271
Télec: (416) 235-3576
Eémail: rebecca.li@ontario.ca

March 4, 2011
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»

Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #1
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills,
in the Region of Halton, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel (refer to the enclosed “Notice
of Public Information Centre #1”).
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this
section of the Highway 401 corridor. Potential improvements that will be investigated as part of this
study include structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications, as well as provisions for
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the
Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study. Notice of TESR submission will be advertised in the local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the first of two rounds of Public Information Centres
(PICs) has now been scheduled for this study. The purpose of PIC#1 is to present and receive input on
the need for improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor, the alternatives under
consideration, and the proposed process and criteria for evaluating alternatives.

ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY LETTER
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre. We are interested in your thoughts regarding this project and
would like to invite you and the Council to view the plans prior to the commencement of the formal
PIC#1 as part of our External Team. You are invited to attend the session on:
Monday March 21, 2011
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Four Points Sheraton Hotel – Meadowvale Room
2501 Argentia Road, Mississauga
Following the External Team session, PIC#1 will be held from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. A brief
presentation will be given by the Project Team at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to provide a study overview.
We would appreciate your posting of the attached brochure for members of your community to view.
If you would like to provide comments or if you require further information regarding this study, please
feel free to contact me at 416-235-5271. The displays for PIC#1 will be available on the Project
Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) after March 21, 2011. In
addition, if you are interested in meeting as a result of receiving this letter, please contact myself to
arrange for a meeting at your earliest convenience.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
Ministry of Transportation

Rebecca Li, P. Eng
MTO Project Manager
Cc.

G. Ivanoff
S. DeDecker
T. Sorochinsky
T. Drygas

- MTO Environmental Planner
- MTO Regional Archaeologist
- URS Project Manager
- URS Environmental Planner

Encl.

Notice of Public Information Centre #1

MPP Letter
Ministry of
Transportation

Ministére des
Transports

Highway Engineering
Peel / Halton
th
4 Floor, Bldg. D
1201 Wilson Avenue
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Tel:
(416) 235-5271
Fax:
(416) 235-3576
Email: rebecca.li@ontario.ca

Génie Routiér
Peel et Halton
4e étage, édifice D
1201 avenue Wilson
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Tél:
(416) 235-5271
Télec: (416) 235-3576
Eémail: rebecca.li@ontario.ca

March 4, 2011
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»

Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #1
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills,
in the Region of Halton, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel (refer to the enclosed “Notice
of Public Information Centre #1”).
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this
section of the Highway 401 corridor. Potential improvements that will be investigated as part of this
study include structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications, as well as provisions for
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the
Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study. Notice of TESR submission will be advertised in the local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.

1

MPP Letter
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the first of two rounds of Public Information Centres
(PICs) has been scheduled. The purpose of PIC#1 is to present and receive input on the need for
improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor, the alternatives under consideration, and the
proposed process and criteria for evaluating alternatives. PIC#1 will be held on:
Monday March 21, 2011
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
A brief presentation will be given at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Four Points Sheraton Hotel – Meadowvale Room
2501 Argentia Road, Mississauga
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre. Representatives from the MTO and the project’s consultant
team will be available to answer questions, receive comments and discuss the next steps in this study.
The enclosed “Notice of Public Information Centre #1” will appear in English in the Milton Canadian
Champion on Tuesday March 8, 2011, the Globe and Mail and the Mississauga News on Wednesday
March 9, 2011, the Georgetown Independent on Thursday March 10, 2011, and in French in the
Mississauga le Metropolitain on March 16, 2011.
There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project
Team including comments and information regarding the study. Comments are being collected to assist
MTO in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. This material will be maintained
on file for use during the study and may be included in project documentation. Information collected will
be used in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the
exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.
If you would like to provide comments, or if you require further information regarding this study, please
feel free to contact me at 416-235-5271. The displays for PIC#1 will be available on the Project
Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) after March 21, 2011.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,

Rebecca Li
MTO Project Manager
Cc.

G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky
T. Drygas

- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager
- URS Environmental Planner

Encl.

Notice of Public Information Centre #1
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EXTERNAL LETTER
March 4, 2011
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»

Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #1
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401
from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of
Halton Hills, in the Region of Halton, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel (refer to the
enclosed “Notice of Public Information Centre #1”).
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this
section of the Highway 401 corridor. Potential improvements that will be investigated as part of this
study include structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications, as well as provisions
for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the
Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study. Notice of TESR submission will be advertised in the local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the first of two rounds of Public Information
Centres (PICs) has been scheduled. The purpose of PIC#1 is to present and receive input on the
need for improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor, the alternatives under
consideration, and the proposed process and criteria for evaluating alternatives.
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre. Representatives from the MTO and the project’s
consultant team will be available to answer questions, receive comments and discuss the next steps in
this study.
Prior to the official commencement of this PIC, the Project Team has made arrangements for members
of the External Team to view the displays. Your organization is invited to attend the session on:
Monday March 21, 2011
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Four Points Sheraton Hotel – Meadowvale Room
2501 Argentia Road, Mississauga

You are encouraged to attend the External Team Meeting and to provide us with your views and
concerns so that they can be addressed in the study. Following the External Team session, PIC#1 will
be held from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. A brief presentation will be given by the Project Team at 5:00
p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to provide a study overview.
Comments are being collected to assist MTO in meeting the requirements of the Environmental
Assessment Act. This material will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included
in project documentation. Information collected will be used in accordance with the Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments
will become part of the public record.
If you would like to provide comments or if you require further information regarding this study,
please feel free to contact the undersigned at 905-882-4401 ext. 147. The displays of PIC#1 will be
available on the Project Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com)
after March 21, 2011.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

R. Li
G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky

- Ministry of Transportation Project Manager
- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.

Notice of Public Information Centre #1
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PUBLIC LETTER

March 4, 2011
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»

Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #1
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills,
in the Region of Halton, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel (refer to the enclosed “Notice
of Public Information Centre #1”).
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs for this
section of the Highway 401 corridor. Potential improvements that will be investigated as part of this
study include structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications, as well as provisions for
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.
This study will follow the approved environmental planning process for Group “B” projects under the
Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study. Notice of TESR submission will be advertised in the local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the first of two rounds of Public Information Centres
(PICs) has been scheduled. The purpose of PIC#1 is to present and receive input on the need for
improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor, the alternatives under consideration, and the
proposed process and criteria for evaluating alternatives. PIC#1 will be held on:
Monday March 21, 2011
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
A brief presentation will be given at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Four Points Sheraton Hotel – Meadowvale Room
2501 Argentia Road, Mississauga
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre. Representatives from the MTO and the project’s consultant
team will be available to answer questions, receive comments and discuss the next steps in this study.

There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project
Team including comments and information regarding the study. Comments are being collected to assist
MTO in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. This material will be maintained
on file for use during the study and may be included in project documentation. Information collected will
be used in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the
exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.
If you would like to provide comments, or if you require further information regarding this study, please
feel free to contact the undersigned at 905-882-4401 ext. 147. The displays of PIC#1 will be available on
the Project Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) after March 21,
2011.
Des renseignements sont disponibles en français en composant 905-882-4401 poste 193 (Geoff Coy),
Courriel: geoff_coy@urscorp.com.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

R. Li
G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky

- Ministry of Transportation Project Manager
- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.

Notice of Public Information Centre #1

ONTARIO GOVERNMENT NOTICE
NOTICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #2
HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
W.O. 07-20021
THE PROJECT
URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental
Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of
Halton Hills, in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.

The study has identified the capacity and operational needs for this section of the Highway 401 corridor. The recommended improvements include
widening this section of the Highway 401 corridor, incorporation of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and improvements to an existing as well as a
new commuter parking lot. Structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications are also proposed as part of the recommended highway
improvements.
THE PROCESS
This study has followed the approved planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation
Facilities (2000). A Transportation Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review period at the
completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the
recommended plan, a summary of environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken throughout the
study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in this newspaper and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
The public is invited to attend the second and the final Public Information Centre (PIC) for this study. The purpose of PIC #2 is to present and receive
input on the evaluation of alternatives, the preliminary details of the recommended plan and the proposed mitigation strategies to minimize potential
environmental and community impacts. PIC #2 will be held on:
Wednesday October 3, 2012
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
A brief presentation will be given at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Mississauga – Trudeau Room
2565 Argentia Road, Mississauga
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre with a short presentation at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. Representatives from the MTO and the project’s
consultant team will be available to answer questions, receive comments and discuss the next steps in this study. You are encouraged to attend the PIC
and provide the Project Team with your views and comments on the recommended highway improvements so that they can be considered prior to study
completion.
COMMENTS
To obtain additional information, provide comments, or to be placed on the study mailing list please contact the Project Team as follows:
Rebecca Li, P.Eng.
Project Manager
Ontario Ministry of Transportation
Central Region
Bldg ‘D’, 4th Flr, 1201 Wilson Ave
Downsview, ON M3M 1J8
Tel: 416-235-5271
Fax: 416-235-3576
rebecca.li@ontario.ca

Tim Sorochinsky, P.Eng.
Project Manager
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Dr E
Markham, ON L3T 7N9
Tel: 905-882-3522
Fax: 905-882-4399
tim.sorochinsky@urs.com

Tyler Drygas
Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Dr E
Markham, ON L3T 7N9
Tel: 905-882-4401 ext. 147
Fax: 905-882-4399
tyler.drygas@urs.com

The displays for PIC #2 will be available on the Project Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) after October 3,
2012.
There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project Team including comments and information
regarding the study. Comments are being collected to assist MTO in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. This material will
be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in project documentation. Information collected will be used in accordance with the
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.
Des renseignements sont disponibles en français en composant 905-882-4401 poste 193 (Geoff Coy), Courriel: geoff.coy@urs.com.

AVIS DU GOUVERNEMENT DE L’ONTARIO
AVIS DE DEUXIÈME SÉANCE D’INFORMATION PUBLIQUE
AMÉLIORATIONS DE L’AUTOROUTE 401, DE L’EST DE LA RIVIÈRE CREDIT À TRAFALGAR ROAD
W.O. 07-20021
LE PROJET
Le ministère des Transports de l’Ontario (MTO) a confié à URS Canada Inc. la réalisation d’une étude préliminaire et d’une évaluation environnementale
de portée générale pour des améliorations de l'autoroute 401, de l'est de la rivière Credit à Trafalgar Road (sur 9,7 km), dans les villes de Milton et de
Halton Hills (région de Halton), et dans la ville de Mississauga (région de Peel).

Cette étude a déterminé la capacité ainsi que les besoins opérationnels de cette section du corridor de l'autoroute 401. Les modifications
recommandées incluent l'élargissement de l'autoroute 401, l'intégration de voies réservées aux véhicules multioccupants (VMO), l'amélioration d'un parc
de stationnement pour navetteurs existant et l'aménagement d'un nouveau parc de stationnement. Des modifications de la structure, de l'éclairage, du
drainage et des échangeurs font aussi partie des améliorations recommandées.
LE PROCESSUS
Cette étude s'est déroulée conformément au processus approuvé pour la planification des projets du groupe « B », conformément à l'Évaluation
environnementale de portée générale pour les installations provinciales de transport (2000). Un rapport d’étude environnementale pour les transports
(RÉET) sera préparé et mis à la disposition du public pour examen pendant 30 jours après l'achèvement de l'étude. Ce rapport portera sur les
possibilités de transport, la création, l'étude et l'évaluation de solutions de rechange, le plan recommandé, un sommaire des enjeux environnementaux
et des mesures possibles d'atténuation ainsi qu'un résumé des consultations menées durant l'étude. Des avis relatifs à la présentation du RÉET et la
période d’examen public seront annoncés dans ce journal et envoyés par la poste aux personnes inscrites sur la liste de distribution de ce projet.
SÉANCE D'INFORMATION PUBLIQUE
Le public est invité à assister à la deuxième et dernière séance d'information publique (SIP) pour cette étude. Cette séance a pour but de présenter
l'évaluation des solutions de rechange, les détails préliminaires du plan recommandé ainsi que les stratégies d'atténuation recommandées pour
minimiser les possibles impacts environnementaux et communautaires. Cette 2e séance d'information aura lieu le :
Mercredi 3 octobre 2012
de 16 h à 20 h
Un bref exposé sera présenté à 17 h et 19 h
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Mississauga – Salle Trudeau
2565 Argentia Road, Mississauga
Cette séance se déroulera sous la forme d’un centre d'information informel, avec un bref exposé à 17 h et 19 h. Les représentants du MTO et l’équipe
d’experts-conseils du projet seront sur place pour répondre aux questions, recevoir les commentaires et discuter des étapes suivantes de l'étude. Nous
vous encourageons à assister à cette séance d'information et à communiquer à l'équipe chargée du projet vos avis et commentaires sur les
améliorations recommandées pour l'autoroute, afin qu'ils puissent être pris en considération avant l'achèvement de l'étude.
COMMENTAIRES
Pour obtenir des renseignements additionnels, fournir des commentaires ou vous faire inscrire sur la liste de diffusion de l'étude, veuillez communiquer
avec l'un ou l'autre des membres de l'équipe du projet dont les coordonnées figurent ci-dessous :
Rebecca Li, ing.
Chef de projet
Ministère des Transports de l'Ontario
Région du Centre
Bâtiment D, 4e étage, 1201, avenue Wilson
Downsview (Ontario) M3M 1J8
Tél. : 416-235-5271
Téléc. : 416 235-3576
rebecca.li@ontario.ca

Tim Sorochinsky, ing.
Chef de projet
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Dr E
Markham (Ontario) L3T 7N9
Tél. : 905 882-3522
Téléc. : 905 882-4399
tim.sorochinsky@urs.com

Tyler Drygas
Planificateur environnementaliste principal
URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Dr E
Markham (Ontario) L3T 7N9
Tél. : 905 882-4401 poste 147
Téléc. : 905 882-4399
tyler.drygas@urs.com

Les affiches de cette deuxième séance d’information publique seront disponibles sur le site de partage des documents du projet
(http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) à compter du 3 octobre 2012.
À tout moment au cours de l’étude, les personnes intéressées peuvent communiquer avec l’équipe du projet, pour lui fournir notamment des
commentaires et des renseignements à propos de l’étude. Les commentaires sont recueillis afin d'aider le MTO à respecter les exigences de la Loi sur
les évaluations environnementales. Ces renseignements seront conservés au dossier pour les besoins de l'étude et pourront être inclus dans la
documentation du projet. L’information recueillie sera utilisée conformément à la Loi sur l’accès à l’information et la protection de la vie privée. À
l'exception des renseignements personnels, tous les commentaires seront versés au dossier public.
Des renseignements sont disponibles en français en composant le 905 882-4401, poste 193 (Geoff Coy); Courriel : geoff.coy@urs.com.

ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY LETTER
Ministry of
Transportation

Ministére des
Transports

Highway Engineering
Peel / Halton
th
4 Floor, Bldg. D
1201 Wilson Avenue
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Tel:
(416) 235-5271
Fax:
(416) 235-3576
Email: rebecca.li@ontario.ca

Génie Routiér
Peel et Halton
4e étage, édifice D
1201 avenue Wilson
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Tél:
(416) 235-5271
Télec: (416) 235-3576
Eémail: rebecca.li@ontario.ca

September 14, 2012
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»
Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #2
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills,
in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The study has identified the capacity and operational needs for this section of the Highway 401 corridor.
The recommended improvements include widening Highway 401 from six lanes to a 12-lane Core
Collector system, with the exception of Highway 401 at the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange area,
incorporation of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and improvements to an existing as well as a new
commuter parking lot. Structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications are also proposed
as part of the recommended highway improvements.
This study has followed the approved planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class
Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000).
A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the
generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of
environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken
throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the second and final Public Information Centre (PIC)
has been scheduled. The purpose of PIC #2 is to present and receive input on the evaluation of
alternatives, the preliminary details of the recommended plan and the proposed mitigation strategies to
minimize potential environmental and community impacts.

ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY LETTER
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre with a short presentation at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Representatives from the MTO and the project’s consultant team will be available to answer questions,
receive comments and discuss the next steps in this study. We are interested in your thoughts regarding
this project and would like to invite you and the Council to view the plans prior to the commencement of
the formal PIC #2 as part of our External Team. You are invited to attend the session on:
Wednesday October 3, 2012
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Mississauga – Trudeau Room
2565 Argentia Road, Mississauga
Following the External Team session, PIC #2 will be held from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. A brief
presentation will be given by the Project Team at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to provide a study overview.
We would appreciate your posting of the attached brochure for members of your community to view.
If you would like to provide comments or if you require further information regarding this study, please
feel free to contact me at 416-235-5271. The displays for PIC #2 will be available on the Project
Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) after October 3, 2012. In
addition, if you are interested in meeting as a result of receiving this letter, please contact myself to
arrange for a meeting at your earliest convenience.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
Ministry of Transportation
Rebecca Li, P. Eng
MTO Project Manager
Cc.

G. Ivanoff
S. DeDecker
T. Sorochinsky
T. Drygas

- MTO Environmental Planner
- MTO Regional Archaeologist
- URS Project Manager
- URS Environmental Planner

Encl.
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Ministry of
Transportation

Ministére des
Transports

Highway Engineering
Peel / Halton
th
4 Floor, Bldg. D
1201 Wilson Avenue
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Tel:
(416) 235-5271
Fax:
(416) 235-3576
Email: rebecca.li@ontario.ca

Génie Routiér
Peel et Halton
4e étage, édifice D
1201 avenue Wilson
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Tél:
(416) 235-5271
Télec: (416) 235-3576
Eémail: rebecca.li@ontario.ca

September 14, 2012
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»
Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #2
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills,
in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The study has identified the capacity and operational needs for this section of the Highway 401 corridor.
The recommended improvements include widening Highway 401 from six lanes to a 12-lane Core
Collector system, with the exception of Highway 401 at the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange area,
which will be widened to 10 lanes, incorporation of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and
improvements to an existing as well as a new commuter parking lot. Structural, illumination, drainage
and interchange modifications are also proposed as part of the recommended highway improvements.
This study has followed the approved planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class
Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000).
A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the
generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of
environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken
throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the second and final Public Information Centre (PIC)
has been scheduled. The purpose of PIC #2 is to present and receive input on the evaluation of
alternatives, the preliminary details of the recommended plan and the proposed mitigation strategies to
minimize potential environmental and community impacts. PIC #2 will be held on:

1

MPP Letter

Wednesday October 3, 2012
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
A brief presentation will be given at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Mississauga – Trudeau Room
2565 Argentia Road, Mississauga
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre with a short presentation at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Representatives from the MTO and the project’s consultant team will be available to answer questions,
receive comments and discuss the next steps in this study.
The enclosed “Notice of Public Information Centre #2” will appear in English in the Milton Canadian
Champion and Georgetown Independent on Thursday September 20, 2012, the Globe and Mail and
Mississauga News on Friday September 21, 2012, and in French in the Toronto le Métropolitain on
Wednesday September 19, 2012.
If you would like to provide comments, or if you require further information regarding this study, please
feel free to contact me at 416-235-5271. The displays for PIC #2 will be available on the Project
Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) after October 3, 2012.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
Rebecca Li
MTO Project Manager
Cc.

G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky
T. Drygas

- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager
- URS Environmental Planner

Encl.
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EXTERNAL LETTER
September 14, 2012
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»
Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #2
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401
from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of
Halton Hills, in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The study has identified the capacity and operational needs for this section of the Highway 401
corridor. The recommended improvements include widening Highway 401 from six lanes to a 12-lane
Core Collector system, with the exception of Highway 401 at the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange
area, which will be widened to 10 lanes, incorporation of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and
improvements to an existing as well as a new commuter parking lot. Structural, illumination, drainage
and interchange modifications are also proposed as part of the recommended highway improvements.
This study has followed the approved planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class
Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the
generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of
environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken
throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the second and final Public Information Centre
(PIC) has been scheduled. The purpose of PIC #2 is to present and receive input on the evaluation of
alternatives, the preliminary details of the recommended plan and the proposed mitigation strategies to
minimize potential environmental and community impacts.
This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre with a short presentation at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Representatives from the MTO and the project’s consultant team will be available to answer questions,
receive comments and discuss the next steps in this study.
Prior to the official commencement of this PIC, the Project Team has made arrangements for members
of the External Team to view the displays. Your organization is invited to attend the session on:

Wednesday October 3, 2012
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Mississauga – Trudeau Room
2565 Argentia Road, Mississauga
You are encouraged to attend the External Team Meeting and to provide us with your views and
concerns so that they can be addressed in the study. Following the External Team session, PIC #2 will
be held from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. A brief presentation will be given by the Project Team at 5:00
p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to provide a study overview.
If you would like to provide comments or if you require further information regarding this study,
please feel free to contact the undersigned at 905-882-4401 ext. 147. The displays of PIC #2 will be
available on the Project Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com)
after October 3, 2012.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

R. Li
G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky

- Ministry of Transportation Project Manager
- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.
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PUBLIC LETTER

September 14, 2012
«Name»
«Organization»
«Address»
Dear «Greeting»:
RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #2
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to undertake a
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements to Highway 401 from
east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills,
in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The study has identified the capacity and operational needs for this section of the Highway 401 corridor.
The recommended improvements include widening Highway 401 from six lanes to a 12-lane Core
Collector system, with the exception of Highway 401 at the Highway 401 / 407ETR interchange area,
incorporation of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes and improvements to an existing as well as a new
commuter parking lot. Structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications are also proposed
as part of the recommended highway improvements.
This study has followed the approved planning process for Group “B” projects under the Class
Environmental Assessment for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000).
A Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared and made available for a 30-day public review
period at the completion of the study, which will document the transportation opportunities, the
generation, assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the recommended plan, a summary of
environmental issues and potential mitigation measures, and a summary of consultation undertaken
throughout the study. Notice of TESR submission and public review period will be advertised in local
newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that the second and final Public Information Centre (PIC)
has been scheduled. The purpose of PIC #2 is to present and receive input on the evaluation of
alternatives, the preliminary details of the recommended plan and the proposed mitigation strategies to
minimize potential environmental and community impacts. PIC #2 will be held on:
Wednesday October 3, 2012
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
A brief presentation will be given at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Mississauga – Trudeau Room
2565 Argentia Road, Mississauga

This PIC will be an informal drop-in centre with a short presentation at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Representatives from the MTO and the project’s consultant team will be available to answer questions,
receive comments and discuss the next steps in this study. You are encouraged to attend the PIC and
provide the Project Team with your views and comments on the recommended highway improvements so
that they can be considered prior to study completion.
There is an opportunity at any time during the study for interested persons to provide input to the Project
Team including comments and information regarding the study. Comments are being collected to assist
MTO in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. This material will be
maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in project documentation. Information
collected will be used in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.
If you would like to provide comments, or if you require further information regarding this study, please
feel free to contact the undersigned at 905-882-4401 ext. 147. The displays of PIC #2 will be available on
the Project Document Sharing site (http://www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) after October 3,
2012.
Des renseignements sont disponibles en français en composant 905-882-4401 poste 193 (Geoff Coy),
Courriel: geoff.coy@urs.com.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

R. Li
G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky

- Ministry of Transportation Project Manager
- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.
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Master Contact List

Group

Organization

First Nation

Contact Name
Chief Tracy Gauthier / Rhonda Coppaway

First Nation Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation Chief Donna Big Canoe
First Nation Chippewas of Mnjikaning First Nation

Chief Sharon Stinson Henry
Lori Ritter
Lands Resource Worker
Beausoleil First Nation
Chief Rodney Monague Jr.
Karry Sandy-McKenzie
Williams Treaties First Nations
Barrister & Solicitor and Cooridnator
Alderville First Nation
Chief James (JimBob) Marsden
Councillor Ted Coppaway / Chief Keith
Curve Lake First Nation
Knott
Mississauga of New Credit First Nation
Chief Bryan Laforme / Margaret Sault
Six Nations Confederacy
Leroy Hill
Six Nations of the Grand River
Chief William K. Montour
Métis Consultation Unit
Sir/Madam
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
David Didluck
Land Claims and Negotiations Branch
Director
Aboriginal and Ministry Relationships
Pam Wheaton
Branch Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
Director
Aboriginal and Ministry Relationships
Francois Lachance
Branch Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
Senior Policy Advisor
Donna Patterson
Transport Canada - Ontario Region (PHE) Navigable Waters Protection Information
Management Supervisor
Paula Kulpa
Ministry of Tourism and Culture
A/Heritage Planner
Darryl Lyons
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
Senior Planner
Barbara Konyi
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
Manager
Lindsey Savage
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
Assistant Planner
Ministry of Natural Resources
Debbie Pella Keen
Aurora District Office
District Manager
Ministry of Natural Resources
Jackie Burkart
Aurora District Office
District Planner
Ministry of the Environment
Tina Dufresne, District Manager
Ministry of the Environment - Central
Daniel Delaquis
Region
EA and Planning Coordinator

First Nation Hiawatha First Nation
First Nation
First Nation
First Nation
First Nation
First Nation
First Nation
First Nation
First Nation
MAA
MAA
MAA
Transport
Canada_
NWPP
External
External
External
External
External
External
External
External
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External

Conservation Halton

External

Credit Valley Conservation Authority

External

Credit Valley Conservation Authority

External
External

Credit Valley Conservation Authority
GO Transit

External

CP Rail

External

CP Rail

External

The Bruce Trail Conservancy

External

Halton Catholic District School Board

External

Halton District School Board

External

Peel District School Board

Katie Jane Stewart, Environmental Planner
Gary Murphy
Director of Planning Departmnet
Liam Marray
Senior Planner/Ecologist
Rizwan Haq
Mike Wolczyk
Li-Lian Lui
Public Works Specialist
Jack Carello
Specialist Public Works
Beth Kümmling
Executive Director
Heather Palmquist, Manager of
Transportation
Domenico Renzella
Manager of Planning
Paul Mountford
Intermediate Planning Officer
Planning + Accommodation

4/20/2013

Master Contact List

Group
External

Dufferin-Peel Catholic District School
Board

External

Milton Transit Services

External

Mississauga Transit

External

Ministry of Transportation

External
External

Credit River Anglers Association
Halton North Peel Naturalists Club

External

Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club

External
External
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Organization

Credit Valley Meadows Residents
Association
Meadowvale Village Community
Association

Contact Name
Thane Munn
Acting Manager of Planning Department
Tony D'Alessandro
Coordinator, Transit
Sir/Madam
Geddes Mahabir
Area Engineer – MTO Planning and Design
Oli Hajny
Sir/Madam
Ken Geddes and Jim Wenger
President
Larry Stevens
Dave Moir

External

407 ETR

Craig White
VP of Highway Operations and Tolling

External

407 ETR

Jeff Booker
Manager of Highway Engineering Services

External

Miltongreen

External

Milton Rural Residents Association

Municipal

Halton Region

Municipal

Halton Region

Municipal

Halton Region

Municipal

Halton Region

Municipal

Halton Region

Municipal

Halton Region

Municipal

Halton Region

Municipal

Halton Region

Municipal

Town of Milton

Municipal

Town of Milton

Municipal

Town of Milton

Municipal

Town of Milton

Municipal

Town of Milton

Municipal

Town of Milton

Municipal

Town of Milton

Municipal

Town of Milton

Municipal

Town of Milton

Jim Steeves
Chair Person
Mike Grimwood
President
Jeffrey Reid
Senior Transportation Planner
Alicia Jakaitis
Transportation Coordinator
Ron Glenn
Director of Planning Services & Chief
Planning Official
Gina van den Burg
Deputy Clerk and Supervisor of Council &
Committee Services
Dave Collum, P. Eng
Design Engineer
Patrick Monaghan
Brian Hudson
Senior Planner
Haiqing Xu
William Mann
Director
Paul Cripps
Director
Troy McHarg
Town Clerk
Stephanie Jarvis
Environmental Planner
Tony Lambert
Local & Regional Councillor
Colin Best
Local & Regional Councillor
Sharon Barkley
Local Councillor
Greg Nelson
Local Councillor
Rick Malboeuf
Local Councillor

4/20/2013

Master Contact List

Group

Organization

Contact Name

Municipal

Town of Halton Hills

Municipal

Town of Halton Hills

Municipal

Town of Halton Hills

Municipal

Town of Halton Hills

Municipal

Town of Halton Hills

Municipal

Town of Halton Hills

Municipal

Town of Halton Hills

Municipal

Town of Halton Hills

Municipal

Region of Peel

Municipal

Region of Peel

Municipal

Region of Peel

Municipal

City of Brampton

Municipal

City of Brampton

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal

City of Mississauga

Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Emergency
Services
Emergency
Services
Emergency
Services

City of Mississauga
City of Mississauga
City of Mississauga
City of Mississauga
City of Mississauga
City of Mississauga

John Linhardt
Director of Planning, Development &
Sustainability
Chris Mills
Director of Infrastructure Services & Town
Engineer
Debbie Edmonds
Acting Town Clerk
Ted Drewlo
Manager of Engineering Services
Infrastructure Services
Doug Penrice
Economic Development Officer
Dennis Perlin
Chief Administrative Officer
Suzanne Jones
Town Clerk
Clark Somerville
Councillor
Arvin Prasad
Director of Planning
Hillary Calavitta
Transportation Planner
Carol Reid
Regional Cleark and Director Clear's
Chris Duyvestyn
Manager of Infrastructure Planning
David Kuperman
Long Range Transportation Planning
Steve Barret
Manager, Transportation Asset
Management
John Calvert
Director, Policy Planning Division
John Britto
Legislative Coordinator, Office of the City
Clerk
Lalita Paray
Park Planner
Abdul Shaikh
Pat Saito
Councillor
George Carlson
Councillor
Robert Sasaki
Manager, Transportation Planning
Elaine Eigl
Heritage Coordinator
Dand Marcucci
Roger Da Cunha
Leslie Green
Joan McGlone
Laura Waldie
Matthew Wilkinson

Halton Regional Police Service

Chief Gary Crowell

Halton Regional Police Service

Superintendent Signy Pittman

Halton Region EMS

Christine Barber
Deputy Chief, Operations
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Master Contact List

Group
Emergency
Services
Emergency
Services
Emergency
Services
Emergency
Services
Emergency
Services
MP and MPP
MP and MPP
MP and MPP

Organization

Brian Ellsworth
Fire Chief
John A. McDougall
Mississauga Fire and Emergency Services
Fire Chief
Peter Dundas
Peel Regional Paramedic Services
Director
Mike Metcalf
Peel Regional Police
Chief Police
Milton Fire Department

Ontario Provincial Police

Luis Mendoza

MPP - Halton
MPP - Wellington-Halton Hills
MPP - Mississauga-Streetville

Ted Chudleigh
Ted Arnott
Bob Delaney
Jacques Otis
Plant Manager
Gerry Cote
David Small

Utilities

TransCanada Energy

Utilities
Utilities

TransCanada Energy
TransCanada Energy
Hydro One Networks Inc Assessment &
Taxation Real

Utilities

Contact Name

Utilities

Union Gas Limited

Utilities

Union Gas Limited

Utilities

Bell Canada

Utilities

Rogers Communications Inc.

Utilities

Cogeco Data Services

Utilities

Enbridge
Natural Gas Pipelines

Utilities

Enbridge
Natural Gas Pipelines

Utilities

Enbridge
Natural Gas Pipelines

Sir/Madam
Bridget Jones
Manager, Land Services
John Blakely
Construction Project Manager
Heather Rivet
Bernie Visser
Planner
James Busher
Network Specialist
Jim Arnott
Municipal Coordination Advisor
Lisa-Marie Dumond
EHS Specialist | Environment, Health &
Safety
Russ McLean
Manager, GIS and Record Administration

Public
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December 7, 2010
Conservation Halton
2596 Britannia Road West
Burlington, ON
L7P 0G3
Attention:

Jennifer Lawrence, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Environmental Planning

Dear Ms. Lawrence:
Re:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Class Environmental Assessment and Preliminary Design Study
Town of Milton, Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region
City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

On behalf of the Highway 401 Improvements from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road Project Team,
thank you for providing Conservation Halton’s preliminary comments regarding this study, as well as the
mapping of water features regulated by Conservation Halton under Ontario Regulation 162/06. The
following outlines our response to each of the points raised in your letter dated November 4, 2010.
Ontario Regulation 162/06
1

The Environmental component of this study will co-ordinate with Highway Engineering,
Drainage and Hydrology Engineering, and Bridge Engineering components for optimum
integration of recommendations. Issues regarding drainage and hydrology, erosion and
watercourse crossing design considerations, and potential impacts within the study area will be
examined as part of this study.

2

Opportunities for ongoing communication with the Project Team will be provided throughout
the study. Conservation Halton will have the opportunity to provide input on the generation
and evaluation of alternatives, as well as proposed mitigation strategies at the agency portion of
the planned Public Information Centres (PICs) for the project. Commitments to future work
and consultation during the detail design stage of this project will be identified in the
Transportation Environmental Study Report.

3

With regard to the requirements of Policy 3.51 (Public Infrastructure – Utilities, Trails and
Transportation) of Conservation Halton’s Policies Procedures and Guidelines for the
Administration of Ontario Regulation 162/06 and Land Use Planning Policy Document, the
Project Team will examine drainage, erosion and sedimentation, and habitat connectivity issues
in the development of the preliminary design of the preferred alternative and associated
mitigation strategies, and ensure they are consistent with provincial policies and guidelines (i.e.,

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

MTO Environmental Standards and Practices, MTO Drainage Manual, etc.).
4

Thank you for providing the Approximate Regulation Limit (ARL) mapping for the study area.
As the study progresses, floodplain boundaries will be taken into consideration at the
preliminary design phase of the study.

5

Drainage features, watercourses, ditchlines, culverts, etc, will be examined as part of this study
and appropriately included in study documentation.

6/7

Thank you for providing the link to the Data Request Form. The Project Team has already
contacted Conservation Halton for the flood plain and regulation limits data.

8

The Project Team will take potential impacts to natural hazards (flooding and/or erosion
hazards) into consideration during the generation and evaluation of alternatives. However,
drainage analysis will only be undertaken for the preferred alternative.

9

The Project Team will review the MNR’s 2002 Technical Guide: River & Stream Systems –
Flooding Hazard Limit and incorporate it into the study where appropriate.

10

The need for a fluvial geomorphology assessment will be determined subsequent to the
evaluation of alternatives, in view of the drainage assessment and structural analysis of the
Credit River crossing.

Natural Heritage
11

The inventory of natural environment conditions, assessment of impacts and development of
mitigation measures will be undertaken as per MTO’s Environmental Standards and Practices,
MTO Reference for Highway Design and applicable MNR policies / guidelines.

12

The identification of wildlife corridors will be undertaken as part of the terrestrial ecosystem
assessment work. The need to enhance opportunities for wildlife passage along this section of
the Highway 401 corridor will be investigated during study, in consultation with MNR and
Conservation Halton.

13/14

Thank you for providing the contact information of Melinda Thompson-Black of the MNR’s
Aurora District. The identification and assessment of SAR habitat and any other significant
wildlife habitat will be undertaken as part of the terrestrial ecosystem assessment work and the
Project Team has consulted with MNR in this regard.

15/16

The Project Team will take potential impacts to valleylands and woodlands within the study
area into consideration during the generation and evaluation of alternatives, assessment of the
preferred alternative, and the development of proposed mitigation strategies.

17

Consistent with the MTO Environmental Reference for Highway Design (2006), the study area
for the inventory of existing conditions and assessment of impacts will include the existing
highway right-of-way and adjacent lands within 120 metres of the corridor.
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18

The Project Team will utilize Ecological Land Classification where appropriate to map natural
and semi-natural features to vegetation type and develop proposed mitigation strategies.

19/20

Thank you for providing the links to Conservation Halton’s Environmental Impact Study
Guidelines and Landscape Guidelines.
Fieldwork will be undertaken as per MTO
Environmental Standards and Practices and the Environmental Reference for Highway Design.

Fish Habitat
21

The Project Team will assess impacts and develop appropriate mitigation measures to address
identified potential effects on fisheries and aquatic habitat as per the MTO / MNR / DFO
Fisheries Protocol. All fish passage requirements and issues will be addressed at the detail
design phase of this study.

22

Fisheries mapping will be undertaken as per the Environmental Guide for Fish and Fish
Habitat (2006).

23

The Project Team will examine all drainage features / hydrologic connections within the study
area as part of the fisheries and aquatic ecosystem assessment work.

24

The Project Team will contact the DFO subsequent to the HADD / No HADD determination.

Groundwater
The identification and assessment of groundwater recharge / discharge areas and potential hydrological
impacts will be undertaken as part of this study. Appropriate mitigation measures to address identified
potential effects on groundwater and infiltration will be developed as part of this study. The Project Team
will take Policies 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 of the Provincial Policy Statement into consideration.
Stormwater Management / Drainage
29/30

This study will examine issues related to stormwater quantity, erosion potential and stormwater
quality associated with the preferred alternative for improvements to this section of the
Highway 401 corridor. Appropriate mitigation strategies will be developed to address any
identified potential adverse effects on thermal impacts and stormwater quality, as well as
quantity control. The Project Team will review the Halton Hills 401 Corridor Scoped
Subwatershed Study and the North Sixteen District Subwatershed Study and incorporate them
into the study when appropriate.

31

The identification and assessment of existing and proposed drainage areas will be undertaken as
part of this study.

Other
32

Additional property requirements will be identified at the preliminary design phase of this study
and appropriate mitigation / compensation strategies will be developed as part of this study.
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33

Conceptual details of utility relocations and the associated potential impacts on the natural
environment will be identified as part of the development of the preliminary design of the
preferred alternative.

34

Please note that MTO is exempt from approvals under the Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act.
The Project Team will consult with MNR regarding impacts and mitigation strategies for the
recommended plan improving this section of the Highway 401 corridor.

Should you have additional comments regarding the study or require more information, please feel free to
contact me at extension 147.

Yours very truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Senior Environmental Planner

cc.

O. Garces
S. Merriam
T. Sorochinsky

- MTO Project Manager
- MTO Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager
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ALDERVILLE FIRST NATION
P.O. Box 46
11696 Second Line
Roseneath, Ontario K0K 2X0

Chief:
Councillor:
Councillor:
Councillor:
Councillor:

James R. Marsden
Dave Mowat
Pam Crowe
Leonard Gray
Randall Smoke

March 24, 2011

Att: Rebecca Li, P.Eng.
Re: Notice of Public Information Centre #1
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of
Mississauga, Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021
Dear Rebecca,
Thank you for your consultation request to Alderville First Nation regarding the Highway
401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road , which is being
proposed within our Traditional and Treaty Territory. We appreciate the fact that the
Ministry of Transportation recognizes the importance of First Nations Consultation and
that your office is conforming to the requirements within the Duty to Consult Process.
As per the Alderville First Nation Consultation Protocol, your proposed project is deemed
a level 3, having minimal potential to impact our First Nations’ rights, therefore, please
keep Alderville apprised of any archaeological findings, burial sites or any environmental
impacts, should any occur. I can be contacted at the mailing address above or
electronically via email, at the email address below.

In good faith and respect,
Dave Simpson
Lands and Resources
Communications Officer
Alderville First Nation

dsimpson@aldervillefirstnation.ca
Tele: (905) 352-2662
Fax: (905) 352-3242

July 18, 2011
Jennifer Lawrence, MCIP, RPP
Conservation Halton
2596 Britannia Road West
Burlington, ON L7P 0G3

Dear Ms. Lawrence:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region, and City of Mississauga, Region
of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

On behalf of the Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road Project
Team, thank you for taking the time to provide your input regarding the above noted project.
The Project Team has prepared a comment response matrix based on your letter dated April 29, 2011.
Please see below for the comment response matrix.
Comment

Response

The Project Team has noted these regulated natural
features within the study area.
During the
assessment and evaluation of alternatives, the
Project Team will assess the potential impacts each
alternative has on the natural environment,
including terrestrial habitat, fisheries and aquatic
habitat, wetlands, designated natural areas, surface
water and groundwater, and Species at Risk.
Impacts associated with the preferred alternatives
will be identified and appropriate mitigation
measures will be developed.
Please ensure that the review of alternatives The Project Team will consider flooding and
considers potential flooding and erosion impacts erosion impacts that will result from the proposed
that will result from proposed road widening and Highway 401 widening and interchange
improvements.
interchange improvements.
The identified study area includes crossings of
three regulated watercourses (the East Branch of
Sixteen Mile Creek and two branches of a tributary
of Sixteen Mile Creek, known as Lisgar Creek).
Highway expansion may also impact two additional
regulated features, including wetland and
watercourse floodplain.

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

Comment

Response
Thank you for your support for the improvement
alternatives.

Staff note that the identified alignment for the
additional off ramp from Highway 407 to the WB
Highway 401 appears to minimize additional
disturbance to the tributary of Lisgar Creek, and
would likely involve minimal lengthening of the
existing culvert as opposed to the installation of a
secondary culvert a short distance downstream.
Staff are supportive of this approach from a
hydraulic perspective.
We continue to highlight that Highway 401 is a
major barrier to the north-south movement of
plants and terrestrial wildlife. As such, any
rehabilitation or replacement of structures should
investigate the feasibility of improving wildlife
passage.

Measures to accommodate wildlife crossings are
being considered as part of the structural
alternatives and design for the Credit River.

We recommend that this be considered when
developing the EA study and the feasibility of such
investigated prior to the subsequent detailed design
so that budget can be adjusted accordingly.
Staff continue to recommend that only locally
native, non-invasive species suitable for the site’s
conditions be proposed in areas adjacent to or
within the Natural Heritage System.

The Project Team has noted Conservation Halton’s
request. A conceptual landscape plan will be
prepared as part of this study and finalized during
Detail Design. The TESR will address the use of
native, non-invasive species for re-vegetation of
We request that this be a commitment of the EA natural areas. This will be a commitment for future
especially for lands adjacent to the Sixteen Mile work, which will be documented in the TESR.
Creek Valley.
Stuff request that all field data sheets be included The Project Team has noted Conservation Halton’s
for review as an appendix of the EA document.
request. Field data sheets will be included in the
Natural Science reports which will form the
appendices of the TESR
Should you have any questions or require further information regarding this study, please feel free to
contact me at 905-882-4401 ext. 147.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
2

Cc.

R. Li
G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky

- Ministry of Transportation Project Manager
- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager
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Tyler Drygas/Toronto/URSCorp

To Joanne Wang/Toronto/URSCorp@URSCorp

25/07/2011 04:39 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Fw: Highway 401 Improvements from East of Credit River to
Trafalgar Road - Your File WO. 07-20021

----- Forwarded by Tyler Drygas/Toronto/URSCorp on 07/25/2011 04:39 PM ----"Burkart, Jackie (MNR)"
<Jackie.Burkart@ontario.ca>
07/25/2011 03:59 PM

To "Li, Rebecca (MTO)" <Rebecca.Li@ontario.ca>,
<tim_sorochinsky@urscorp.com>,
<tyler_drygas@urscorp.com>
cc "Thompson-Black, Melinda (MNR)"
<Melinda.Thompson-Black@ontario.ca>
Subject Highway 401 Improvements from East of Credit River to
Trafalgar Road - Your File WO. 07-20021

Good afternoon all,
I am not sure if you have received comment from the Ministry of Natural Resources on the
subject EA Notice of PIC that was circulated to us earlier this year.
There appears to be numerous watercourses in the study area. Some of the watercourses may
provide Redside Dace habitat. Redside Dace is designated as threatened by the provincial
Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario (COSSARO). The presence or absence of
Redside Dace should be confirmed with Melinda Thompson‐Black of this office.
We provide the following comments with respect to study requirements for the preparation of
the TESR:
Watercourse crossing should be designed as open span structures outside of the
•
bank‐full channel.
Culvert placement should be such that there are no impediments to fish movement
•
through them.
• All in‐water work should be completed between TIMING WINDOW.
Stormwater management measures for water quality control should be incorporated
•
into the design for the road upgrades.
Works involving alteration to a watercourse may require a work permit under the
•
Public Lands Act (PLA).
Exposed areas should be kept to a minimum at all times in order to minimize the
•
potential for erosion. All exposed surfaces should be re‐stabilized and re‐vegetated as soon
as possible after construction.
Appropriate erosion and sediment controls must be used both during and after
•
construction in order to minimize erosion and migration of silt off of the site. Erosion and
sediment control measures must meet of exceed the requirements outlined in the Ministry

of Transportation’s Erosion and Sedimentation Control, Drainage Manual, Chapter F, and
the Ministry of Natural Resources’ Technical Guidelines for Erosion and Sediment Control.
Jackie Burkart
District Planner
Aurora District Ministry of Natural Resources
50 Bloomington Road
Aurora, ON L4G 0L8
Jackie.Burkart@ontario.ca
905‐713‐7368

Wang, Joanne
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wang, Joanne
Friday, October 26, 2012 3:23 PM
'Dana.Banke@peelregion.ca'
Rebecca.Li@ontario.ca; Sorochinsky, Tim
RE: W.O. 07-20021

Dear Dana,
Thank you for taking the time to provide your comments.
Details of the construction staging plan, including any changes to access / egress will be determined during the detail
design stage of this project. Emergency Service Providers will be consulted regarding these design and construction
details during this subsequent stage of the project.
You have been added to the project mailing list and will be notified of all future consultation activities.
A Transportation Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be prepared as part of this study to document the
Recommended Plan, the planning process and the identified effects and proposed mitigation measures. You will be
notified when the TESR is available for public review.
Thank you again for your interest in this study and we encourage you to continue participating in this process.
Regards,
Joanne
Sent on behalf of Tim Sorochinsky, P.Eng
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

Joanne Wang, MES
Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc. – Consulting Engineers & Geoscientists
75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, ON, Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401, ext. 175 Fax: 905.882.4399
E-mail: joanne.wang@urs.com ww w.urs. ca
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

From: Banke, Dana [mailto:Dana.Banke@peelregion.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 11:05 AM
To: 'rebecca.li@ontario.ca' <rebecca.li@ontario.ca>; Sorochinsky, Tim
Subject: W.O. 07-20021
Thank you for your notification of Public Meeting regarding the above noted project.
We do not have any specific concerns with the conduct of the survey or any subsequent construction, our only interest is
that of being kept advised of any impact that either may have on the ability of our service to respond to requests for
emergency service, either on the roadways, within the construction area or through use of the roadways to residences
and commercial properties within the project area. As such, we request that we be advised in advance of any changes to
ingress/egress to any of the roadways and the areas the road networks serve, including proposed detour routes.
Regards,
1

D. R. Banke
Dana Ralph Banke MEmergMgt BHSc(Pre-Hospital Care)
Supervisor, Risk and Audit
Peel Regional Paramedic Services
5299 Maingate Drive
Mississauga, ON L4W 1G6
Tel: 905-791-7800 ext 3931
Fax: 905-206-9738
Cell: 416-678-9546
dana.banke@peelregion.ca
www.peelregion.ca

R E G I O N O F P E E L ■■■ working for you
This message, including any attachments, is privileged and intended only for the person(s) named above. This material
may contain confidential or personal information which may be subject to the provisions of the Municipal Freedom of
Information & Protection of Privacy Act and/or the Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA). Any other
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient or have received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by telephone, fax or e-mail and permanently delete the original
transmission from us, including any attachments, without making a copy. Thank you.
This e-mail and any attachments contain URS Corporation confidential information that may be proprietary or privileged. If you
receive this message in error or are not the intended recipient, you should not retain, distribute, disclose or use any of this
information and you should destroy the e-mail and any attachments or copies.
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Wang, Joanne
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Drygas, Tyler
Sunday, September 30, 2012 5:02 PM
; rebecca.li@ontario.ca; Sorochinsky, Tim
Wang, Joanne
RE: W.O. 07-20021, Highway 401 Widening at Mississauga Road.

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hi Doug,
We've added you to the contact list for this study.
Regards,

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

Tyler Drygas

Manager of Environmental Planning
Sustainable Transportation Group
URS Canada Inc. – Consulting Engineers & Geoscientists
75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, ON, Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401 ext. 147 Fax: 905.882.4399
E-mail: tyler.drygas@urs.com www.urs.ca
Please note my new email address and update your contacts!
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

From:
Sent: September 20, 2012 1:43 PM
To: rebecca.li@ontario.ca; Sorochinsky, Tim; Drygas, Tyler
Subject: W.O. 07-20021, Highway 401 Widening at Mississauga Road.
Please add my contact information to your mailing list for all material being distributed related to this project.
Bentall Kennedy is the owners representative for many of the properties in this area especially on the north side of the
401 east of Mississauga Road including the Royal Bank facility.

Bentall Kennedy (Canada) LP
6880 Financial Drive | Mississauga, Ontario L5N 7Y5
Office: 905.819.6752
Email:

This message (and any associated files) may contain confidential, proprietary and/or privileged material and access to these materials by anyone other than the
intended recipient is unauthorized. Unauthorized recipients are required to maintain confidentiality. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of
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September 27, 2012
Thank you for circulating Infrastructure Ontario (formerly the Ontario Realty Corporation) on your
Notice. Infrastructure Ontario (IO) is the strategic manager of the provincial government's real
estate property with a mandate of maintaining and optimizing value of the portfolio, while ensuring
real estate decisions reflect public policy objectives of the government.
As you may be aware, IO is responsible for managing real estate property that is owned by Her
Majesty the Queen in Right of Ontario as represented by the Minister of Infrastructure (MOI).
There is a potential that IO manages lands that fall within your study area. As a result, your
proposal may impact IO managed properties and/or the activities of tenants present on IOmanaged lands. In order to determine if IO property is within your study area, IO requires that the
proponent of the project conduct a title search by reviewing parcel register(s) for adjoining lands,
to determine the extent of ownership by MOI or it’s predecessors (listed below) ownership.
Please contact IO if any ownership of provincial government lands are known to occur within your
study area and are proposed to be impacted. IO is obligated to complete due diligence for any
realty activity on IO managed lands and this should be incorporated into all project timelines. IO
managed lands can include within the title but is not limited to variations of the following: Her
Majesty the Queen/King, OLC, ORC, Public Works, Hydro One, PIR, MGS, MBS, MOI, MTO,
MNR and MEI*. Please ensure that a copy of your notice is also sent to the ministry/agency on
title. As an example, if the study area includes a Provincial Park, then MNR is to also to be
circulated notices related to your project.
Potential Negative Impacts to IO Tenants and Lands
General Impacts
Negative environmental impacts associated with the project design and construction, such as the
potential for dewatering, dust, noise and vibration impacts, and impacts to natural heritage
features/habitat and functions, should be avoided and/or appropriately mitigated in accordance
with applicable regulations best practices and Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) and Ministry
of the Environment (MOE) standards. Avoidance and mitigation options that characterize
baseline conditions and quantify the potential impacts should be present as part of the EA project
file.
Details of appropriate mitigation, contingency plans and triggers for implementing
contingency plans should also be present.
Impacts to Land holdings
Negative impacts to land holdings, such as the taking of developable parcels of IO managed land
or fragmentation of utility or transportation corridors, should be avoided. If the potential for such
impacts is present as part of this undertaking, you should contact the undersigned to discuss
these issues at the earliest possible stage of your study.
If takings are suggested as part of any alternative these should be appropriately mapped and
quantified within EA report documentation. In addition, details of appropriate mitigation and or
next steps related to compensation for any required takings should be present. IO requests
circulation of the draft EA report prior to finalization if potential impacts to IO-managed lands are
present as part of this study.

Heritage Management Process & Class Environmental Assessment (EA) Process
Should the proposed activities impact cultural heritage features on IO managed lands, a request
to examine cultural heritage issues which can include the cultural landscape, archaeology and
places of sacred and secular value could be required. The IO (formerly Ontario Realty
Corporation) Heritage Management Process should be used for identifying and conserving
heritage properties in the provincial portfolio (this document can be downloaded from the Heritage
section of our website: http://www.ontariorealty.ca/What-We-Do/Heritage.htm). Through this
process, IO identifies, communicates and conserves the values of its heritage places. In addition,
the Class EA ensures that IO considers the potential effects of proposed undertakings on the
environment, including cultural heritage.
Potential Triggers Related to MOI’s Class EA
IO is required to follow the MOI Class Environmental Assessment Process for Realty Activities
Not Related to Electricity Projects (MOI Class EA). The MOI Class EA applies to a wide range of
realty and planning activities including leasing or letting, planning approvals, dispostion, granting
of easements, demolition and property maintenance/repair. For details on the MOI Class EA
please visit the Environment and Heritage page of our website found at
http://www.infrastructureontario.ca/What-We-Do/Buildings/Realty-Services/EnvironmentalManagement/Class-EAs/
Please note that completion of any EA process does not necessarily provide an approval for IO’s
EA process unless the alternative EA incorporates IO’s applicable Class EA requirements.
If the MOI Class EA is triggered, and deferral to another ministry’s or agency’s Class EA or
individual EA is requested, the alternative EA will be subject to a critical review prior to approval
for any signoff of a deferral by the proponent. The alternative EA needs to fulfill the minimum
criteria of the MOI Class EA. When evaluating an alternative EA there must be explicit reference
to the corresponding undertaking in the MOI Class EA (e.g., if the proponent identifies the need
to acquire land owned by MOI, then “acquisition of MOI-owned land”, or similar statement, must
be referenced in the EA document). Furthermore, sufficient levels of consultation with MOI’s/IO’s
specific stakeholders, such as the MNR, must be documented with the relevant information
corresponding to MOI’s/IO’s undertaking and the associated maps. In addition to archaeological
and heritage reports, a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA), on IO lands should also
be incorporated into the alternative EA study. Deficiencies in any of these requirements could
result in an inability to defer to the alternative EA study and require completing MOI’s Class EA
prior to commencement of the proposed undertaking.
In summary, the purchase of MOI-owned/IO-managed lands or disposal of rights and
responsibilities (e.g. easement) for IO-managed lands triggers the application of the MOI Class
EA. If any of these realty activities affecting IO-managed lands are being proposed as part of any
alternative, please contact the Sales and Marketing Group through IO’s main line (Phone: 416327-3937, Toll Free: 1-877-863-9672), and contact the undersigned at your earliest convenience
to discuss next steps.

Specific Comments
If an EA for this project is currently being undertaken and only if the undertaking directly affects
all or in part any IO-managed property, please send the undersigned a copy of the DRAFT EA
report and allow sufficient time (minimum of 30 calendar days) for comments and discussion prior
to finalizing the report to ensure that all MOI Class EA requirements can be met through the EA
study.
Please remove IO from your circulation list, with respect to this project, if there are no IO
managed lands in the study area. In addition, in the future, please send only electronic copies
of notices for any projects impacting IO managed lands to:
Keith.Noronha@infrastructureontario.ca
Thank you for the opportunity to provide initial comments on this undertaking. If you have any
questions on the above I can be reached at the contacts below.

Sincerely,

Lisa Myslicki
Environmental Advisor, Environmental Management
Infrastructure Ontario
1 Dundas Street West,
Suite 2000, Toronto, Ontario
M5G 2L5
(416) 212-3768
lisa.myslicki@infrastructureontario.ca
* Below are the acronyms for agencies/ministries listed in the above letter
OLC: Ontario Lands Corporation
ORC: Ontario Realty Corporation
PIR: Public Infrastructure and Renewal
MGS: Ministry of Government Services
MBS: Management Board and Secretariat
MOI: Ministry of Infrastructure
MTO: Ministry of Transportation
MNR: Ministry of Natural Resources
MEI: Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure

Ministry of Tourism,
Culture and Sport

Ministère du Tourisme,
de la Culture et du Sport

Culture Programs Unit
Programs and Services Branch
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700
Toronto, ON M7A 0A7
Telephone: (416)-314-7691
Facsimile: (416)-314-7175
Email : Ian.Hember@ontario.ca

Unité des programmes culturels
Direction des programmes et des services
401 Rue Bay, Bureau 1700
Toronto, ON M7A 0A7
Téléphone: (416)-314-7691
Télécopieur: 416- 314-7175
Email: Ian.Hember@ontario.ca

October 12, 2012

Charlton Carscallen
URS Canada Inc,
60 Marycroft Avenue, Unit 5
Woodbridge, ON
L4L 5Y5

RE:

Entry into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports:
Archaeological Assessment Report Entitled, “Stage 1 Archaeological
Assessment Highway 401 Widening, Class EA Study East of the Credit
River to Trafalgar Road,” Dated 31 January 2012, Received by MTC Toronto
Office on 1 February 2012, MTC Project Information Form Number P088031-2010, MTC RIMS Number 401H111

Dear Charlton,
This office has reviewed the above-mentioned report, which has been submitted to this
Ministry as a condition of licensing in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage
Act, R.S.O. 1990, c 0.18. This review has been carried out in order to determine whether
the licensed professional consultant archaeologist has met the terms and conditions of
their licence, that the licensee assessed the property and documented archaeological
resources using a process that accords with the 1993 Archaeological Assessment
Technical Guidelines set by the Ministry, and that the archaeological fieldwork and report
recommendations are consistent with the conservation, protection and preservation of
the cultural heritage of Ontario.*
The report indicates that the subject property (or portions thereof) has archaeological
potential and, consequently, recommends that it should be subject to a Stage 2
archaeological assessment.
Based on the information contained in the report, the ministry is satisfied that the
fieldwork and reporting for the archaeological assessment is consistent with the
ministry's 1993 Archaeological Assessment Technical Guidelines and the terms and
conditions for archaeological licences. This report will be entered into the Ontario Public
Register of Archaeological Reports. Please note that the ministry makes no

representation or warranty as to the completeness, accuracy or quality of reports in the
register.
I trust this information is of assistance. Should you require any further information
regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

Ian Hember
Archaeology Review Officer
c.

*

Archaeological Licensing Office

In no way will the Ministry be liable for any harm, damages, costs, expenses, losses, claims or
actions that may result: (a) if the Report(s) or its recommendations are discovered to be
inaccurate, incomplete, misleading or fraudulent; or (b) from the issuance of this letter. Further
measures may need to be taken in the event that additional artifacts or archaeological sites are
identified or the Report(s) is otherwise found to be inaccurate, incomplete, misleading or
fraudulent.

Wang, Joanne
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Drygas, Tyler
Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:01 AM
Savage, Lindsey (MAH)
McKee, Caroline (MAH); Ivanoff, George (MTO) (George.Ivanoff@ontario.ca); Li, Rebecca
(MTO) (Rebecca.Li@ontario.ca); Wang, Joanne
RE: Highway 401 Improvements (Credit River to Trafalgar Road)

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hi Lindsey,
Thank you for providing your comments on the above noted study relative to the Parkway Belt West Plan.
We have included you on the project contact list and you will receive notice of the TESR review opportunity (which is
anticipated to occur in early 2013).
Regards,
Tyler

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

Tyler Drygas

Manager of Environmental Planning
Sustainable Transportation Group
URS Canada Inc. – Consulting Engineers & Geoscientists
75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, ON, Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401 ext. 147 Fax: 905.882.4399
E-mail: tyler.drygas@urs.com www.urs.ca
Please note my new email address and update your contacts!
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

From: Savage, Lindsey (MAH) [mailto:Lindsey.Savage@ontario.ca]
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 5:48 PM
To: Drygas, Tyler
Cc: McKee, Caroline (MAH)
Subject: Highway 401 Improvements (Credit River to Trafalgar Road)

RE:

Notice of Public Information Centre #2
Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
W.O. 07‐20021

Dear Tyler,
I am in receipt of your Notice of Public Information Centre #2, dated September 14, 2012, with respect to the Highway
401 improvements noted above. Upon review of the PIC display boards available online, it appears that the proposed
improvements west of Winston Churchill Boulevard are within the Parkway Belt West Plan, located on Map 4: Northern
1

Link (Milton‐Woodbridge). For your information, a consolidated version of the Parkway Belt West Plan is available on
the Ministry website at www.mah.gov.on.ca under Land Use Planning.
Based on a preliminary review of the materials available, it appears as though the proposed improvements are largely
located within the “Road” designation and possibly other designations within the broader Public Use Area of the
Plan. Section 5.4.1 outlines the permitted uses within the Public Use Area of the Plan. Please note that Section 5.4.1 b)
of the Plan was modified by Amendment No. 147, approved on November 10, 2000, to permit the following linear
facilities: “linear transportation, communication and utility facilities, including necessary accessory facilities and
installations such as interchanges, transit including stations, parking, maintenance/storage yards, transformer stations,
and treatment plants that are part of the linear distribution or collection networks.”
Section 6.4 states the specific objectives and implementing actions for lands located within Map 4: Northern Link
(Milton‐Woodbridge). One of the objectives of the Plan in this area is to recognize the existing Highway 401 and provide
for its future widening. More specifically, Section 6.4.3 a) i) restricts the number and location of transportation routes
crossing the Link to existing facilities and their essential expansion. Further, Section 6.4.3 c) provides a right‐of‐way of
approximately 100 feet for the widening of Highway 401.
If you have any questions respecting the Parkway Belt West Plan, please do not hesitate to contact me at 416‐585‐
6554. I would be happy to provide you with additional information or mapping should it be required.
Can you please add me to the project mailing list and notify me when the Transportation Environmental Study Report
(TESR) is complete?
Best Regards,
Lindsey
Lindsey Savage
Assistant Planner
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
Municipal Services Office ‐ Central Ontario
777 Bay Street, 2nd Floor, Toronto, ON M5G 2E5
Tel: 416.585.6554
Fax: 416.585.6882
Email: lindsey.savage@ontario.ca

This e-mail and any attachments contain URS Corporation confidential information that may be proprietary or privileged. If you
receive this message in error or are not the intended recipient, you should not retain, distribute, disclose or use any of this
information and you should destroy the e-mail and any attachments or copies.
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Wang, Joanne
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Drygas, Tyler
Monday, November 26, 2012 2:18 PM
Wang, Joanne
FW: Highway 401 Widening Credit River to Trafalgar Road - W.O.07-20021

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Joanne – Can you note this contact change for CP Rail on our contact list.
Thanks!
TYler
From: Jack Carello [mailto:Jack_Carello@cpr.ca]
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 1:58 PM
To: Coy, Geoff
Cc: Sorochinsky, Tim; Hussaini, Syed; Drygas, Tyler; Li-Lian Lui
Subject: RE: Highway 401 Widening Credit River to Trafalgar Road - W.O.07-20021

I’ve cc’d Li‐Lian Lui Public Works Specialist (905) 803‐5989 whom replaced David Lukianow.
From: Coy, Geoff [mailto:geoff.coy@urs.com]
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 1:38 PM
To: Jack Carello
Cc: Sorochinsky, Tim; Hussaini, Syed; Drygas, Tyler
Subject: Highway 401 Widening Credit River to Trafalgar Road - W.O.07-20021

Mr. Carello:
Upon his retirement, David Lukianow informed us that you would be assuming his duties and would be our
primary contact for this study. Please let me know if this is no longer the case.
We are nearing the point in our study where we will have a preliminary G.A. drawing for your review for the
overhead structure at Highway 401, east of Mississauga Road. In order to initiate this, I understand that a P.O.
may be necessary. Please let me know what you require so that I can get MTO started on this.
If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to give me a call.
Thanks very much.
Geoff
Please update your address book with my new e-mail address: geoff.coy@urs.com . Thanks.
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

Geoff Coy, P.Eng.
Transportation Planning & Preliminary Design
Sustainable Transportation Group
URS Canada Inc. – Consulting Engineers & Geoscientists
75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, ON, Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401, ext. 193 Fax: 905.882.4399
E-mail: geoff.coy@urs.com w ww. urs.c a
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
1

From: David Lukianow [mailto:David_Lukianow@cpr.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Geoff_Coy@URSCorp.com
Cc: Tim_Sorochinsky@URSCorp.com
Subject: RE: Highway 401 Widening Credit River to Trafalgar Road - W.O.07-20021 Keyword: XB,501,21-20,151
The two track cross section should be maintained in the design of the new structure .
Vertical and horizontal clearances should meet the requirements of the attached clearance diagram.

David M. Lukianow, P.Eng.
Canadian Pacific Railway

From: Geoff_Coy@URSCorp.com [mailto:Geoff_Coy@URSCorp.com]
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 4:46 PM
To: David Lukianow
Cc: Tim_Sorochinsky@URSCorp.com
Subject: Highway 401 Widening Credit River to Trafalgar Road - W.O.07-20021 Keyword: XB,501,21-20,1-51

Mr. Lukianow:
As you are already aware, MTO is currently undertaking an Environmental Assessment and Preliminary Design
for the widening of Highway 401 between Credit River and Trafalgar Road.
As part of the work currently underway, we have identified that the CP Rail overhead structure west of the Credit
River will likely need to be replaced (see attached key plan sketch). We would appreciate if you could let us know
what rail cross-section we should accommodate (i.e. future track, maintenance access, etc.) We note that the
existing structure was built to accommodate a future track which has not yet been implemented. Are provisions
for a second track still required?
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Cheers.
Geoff Coy, Deputy Project Manager

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
Geoff Coy, M.Eng.Sc., P.Eng.
Transportation Planning and Preliminary Design
Sustainable Transportation Group
URS Canada Inc.
Consulting Engineers & Geoscientists
75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401, ext. 193 Fax: 905.882.4399
E-mail: geoff_coy@urscorp.com

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
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January 9, 2013
Maureen Van Ravens, Manager of Transportation Planning and Operations
Halton Region
1151 Bronte Road
Oakville, ON L6M 3L1

Dear Ms. Van Ravens:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

On behalf of the Project Team, please find the following responses to the comments raised in your letter
dated November 21st, 2012:
•

The study report should recognize the future Halton Peel Boundary connection and the
impact that it will have on future demand along the corridor.
The future Halton Peel Boundary connection was not considered as part of this study as it is not
an approved environmental assessment study. However this connection is considered within the
GTA West Corridor Study, also by MTO, in the development of the Transportation Development
Strategy.

•

Consideration should also be given to acquiring and protecting land for a complete 12-lane
facility (i.e. core collector) through this entire section of Highway 401 in order to prevent a
future “bottle neck” along this vital corridor for the movement of goods and people through
Halton Region and beyond.
The traffic demand forecast work for the section of Highway 401 between Winston Churchill
Boulevard and 407ETR indicated the need for ten lanes. Additional traffic analysis indicated that
expected travel times associated with a localized 10-lane basic cross section (on Highway 401)
through the 407ETR interchange area to Winston Churchill Boulevard would not be significantly
different through this section of the Highway 401 corridor as compared to a continuous 12-lane
core-collector system. In addition, the Recommended Plan optimizes the use of existing
infrastructure by utilizing the existing bridges at the Highway 401 / 407ETR and Winston
Churchill Boulevard interchanges, results in fewer utility impacts, presents considerably less
construction challenges and provides a cost savings of approximately $150 million compared to a
continuous core-collector system through this area.

URS Canada Inc.
4th Floor, 30 Leek Crescent
Richmond Hill, ON Canada L4B 4N4
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

Please feel free to contact the undersigned at 905-882-4401 ext. 1758 if you have any questions.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

R. Li
G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky

- Ministry of Transportation Project Manager
- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager
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Please ensure that the TESR considers potential flooding and erosion
impacts that will result from the road widening and interchange
improvements and documents the proposed stormwater management
strategies.
Conservation Halton requests the opportunity to review and provide
comments on the Fluvial Assessment and Drainage and Hydrology
Report with respect to watercourses in our jurisdiction.

Potential flooding and erosion impacts, and proposed mitigation
measures, including stormwater management strategies, are being
addressed as part of the drainage and hydrology work for this study
and will be included and documented in the TESR.
A fluvial assessment has only been undertaken for the Credit River
bridge as it is the only watercourse where a bridge is proposed to be
replaced. The Project Team will provide relevant details of the
Drainage and Hydrology Report for the areas within the Sixteen Mile
Creek watershed.
Staff are also interested in the opening widths on all existing Highway Please see the attached table (Inventory of Existing Culverts).
401 crossing structures on these watercourses.
Staff request a comprehensive rationale as to why crossings of the Culvert inspection was undertaken as part of this study. Culverts
watercourses in our jurisdiction are not being replaced, except crossing within Conservation Halton’s jurisdiction (Crossings C‐01 to C‐06) are
deemed to be in good condition, as a result, replacement of these
C‐2.
culverts is not required (including Crossing C‐02). Culvert extensions
are required to accommodate the proposed Highway 401 widening.
It is suggested that the new C‐2 crossing structure be open bottom in A new Crossing C‐02 culvert at the 407ETR westbound off‐ramp is
nature if feasible and that its span, at a minimum, should be the proposed to be an open bottom culvert in order to facilitate a more
bankfull channel width of the watercourse to facilitate fish and wildlife natural channel for fish. The culvert is proposed to be 1.8 m in width
passage.
to accommodate flows through this intermittent channel.
Information about the extent to which fish passage is presently Please see the attached table (Existing Fish and Fish Habitat Summary
occurring at crossings C2‐C5 is requested as all identified watercourses Table).
that are considered fish habitat.
Mitigation for impacts on terrestrial habitat connectivity should be Mitigation for impacts on terrestrial habitat connectivity will be
addressed in the table on pages 19‐20.
included and documented in the TESR.
We request supporting information related to the Jefferson MNR correspondence resulted in record of Jefferson Salamander
Salamander occurrence shown east of Trafalgar Road, as our records within the general vicinity of the study area. This species requires
do not indicate the presence of this species at this location.
deciduous or mixed woodlands containing ponds and suitable
microclimates. Based on the terrestrial analysis undertaken for the
Highway 401 study to the west (from Trafalgar Road to Regional Road
25), it was determined that the southeast quadrant of Highway 401
and Trafalgar Road might be potential habitat for Jefferson
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The Project Team has noted Conservation Halton’s request to examine
opportunities to improve terrestrial wildlife passage at this crossing.
The existing culverts which cross Highway 401 provide opportunities
for wildlife to cross the highway. The need to provide enhanced
linkage for wildlife has not been identified given the level of habitat
disturbance and fragmentation. These culverts are not expected to
impede the movement of urban tolerant species.

Salamander. However, suitable habitat for Jefferson Salamander was
not encountered during the November 2010 and June 2011 field
investigations. As such, Jefferson Salamander is deemed to have a low
likelihood of occurring within the study area.
Staff question whether culvert C‐1 is proposed for replacement or Crossing C‐01 is an ephemeral drainage swale. The culvert at this
extension. Staff request that measures to improve terrestrial wildlife crossing will be extended on both sides of Highway 401 (by
approximately 16 m north of Highway 401 and 26 m south of Highway
passage be specifically examined at this crossing.
401) to accommodate the proposed Highway 401 widening.

COMMENT
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January 9, 2013
Sacha Smith, Legislative Coordinator
City of Mississauga, Office of the City Clerk
300 City Centre Drive
Mississauga, ON L5B 3C1

Dear Sacha Smith:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

On behalf of the Project Team, please find the following responses to the comments raised in your letter
dated December 7, 2012:
•

MTO be requested to further consider providing a full 12-lane Core-Distributor system on
Highway 401 from the Credit River to Trafalgar Road and that City staff discuss the
impacts associated with providing a full 12-lane Core-Distributor system with MTO.
Traffic demand forecast work for the section of Highway 401 between Winston Churchill
Boulevard and 407ETR indicated the need for ten lanes. Additional traffic analysis indicated that
expected travel times associated with a localized 10-lane basic cross section (on Highway 401)
through the 407ETR interchange area to Winston Churchill Boulevard would not be significantly
different through this section of the Highway 401 corridor as compared to a continuous 12-lane
core-collector system. In addition, the Recommended Plan optimizes the use of existing
infrastructure by utilizing the existing bridges at the Highway 401 / 407ETR and Winston
Churchill Boulevard interchanges, results in fewer utility impacts, presents considerably less
construction challenges and provides a cost savings of approximately $150 million compared to a
continuous core-collector system through this area.

•

MTO be requested to consider constructing the widening of Highway 401 from the Credit
River to Trafalgar Road as soon as possible.
This Preliminary Design and Class EA Study is anticipated to be completed in 2013. Highway
widening through the City of Mississauga is identified in the Southern Highways Program as a
future highway expansion. While this project is not part of MTO’s 2012 to 2016 Southern
Ontario Highways Program, it is subject to further study and prioritization for future construction.

URS Canada Inc.
4th Floor, 30 Leek Crescent
Richmond Hill, ON Canada L4B 4N4
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

Please feel free to contact the undersigned at 905-882-4401 ext. 1758 if you have any questions.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

R. Li
G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky

- Ministry of Transportation Project Manager
- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager
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February 20, 2013
Joe Perrotta, Manager of Transportation Planning
City of Mississauga
201 City Centre Drive, Suite 800
Mississauga, ON L5B2T4

Dear Mr. Perrotta:
RE:

Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton and Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton, and City of Mississauga,
Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021

On behalf of the Project Team, please find the following responses to the comments raised in the report
dated November 6th, 2012 to the City of Mississauga’s General Committee:
Comment
Transportation and Works
Transportation and Works requests further details
regarding the lengthened conveyance structures and
any corresponding creek corridor works that may fall
within the full extent of work limits for the proposed
Highway 401 improvements. We request that the
City be included in the future circulation of any
documents and/or drawings pertaining to the above.

URS Canada Inc.
4thFloor, 30 Leek Crescent
Richmond Hill, ON Canada L4B4N4
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca

Response

Preliminary details of works at watercourses are
included below.
We have also attached
preliminary drawings for your information.
Additional details will be determined during
detail design, which will include ongoing
consultation with City staff.

Comment

Response

Transportation and Works
The Mullet Creek culvert is proposed to be extended
by approximately 12.6 m to the north and 17 m to
the south. The north extension is proposed to be
skewed to reflect the orientation of the channel and
avoid impacts to the banks of the channel. Based on
consultation with Credit Valley Conservation staff,
Additional details of the extension of the Mullet the preliminary design through the Mullet Creek
Creek Culvert (including minor channel area along the north side of Highway 401 has been
relocation) should be provided to Transportation revisited. The recommended works through this
area include armoring the side slopes / banks to
and Works.
avoid impacts to the creek and floodplain to mitigate
the need for channel realignment.
In the event that creek realignment is required, a
fluvial assessment as well as an assessment of
impacts to fish and fish habitat will be undertaken
during detail design stage.
Our Project Team has had recent discussions with
It is to be noted that Mullet Creek from Derry City staff (Scott Perry and Muneef Ahmad)
Road West to Highway 401 is considered a regarding the function of this facility.
stormwater management facility for quantity
control. The City requests that the stormwater Improvements to the Highway 401 Mullet Creek
management function of this area be maintained in culvert will maintain the existing opening and are
not anticipated to impact the stormwater
the proposed works.
management function of this area.
A preliminary construction staging plan has been
developed as part of this study and will be refined
during a future detail design study. As presented at
our September 17th, 2012 meeting with City staff
and emergency service representatives, it is
anticipated that generally three lanes on mainline
Highway 401 in each direction will remain open
during construction. Localized temporary lane
restrictions and closures (i.e. night-time or weekend)
will be required at overpasses and underpasses to
Construction staging and traffic management facilitate structural works as well as at interchange
measures to reduce local traffic impacts during ramps to transfer traffic from existing to new travel
construction are to be identified and reviewed by lanes. Preliminary assumptions (to be confirmed in
the Transportation and Works Department.
detail design) include:
407ETR, Winston Churchill Boulevard and
Mississauga Road Interchanges
• Short term closures (weekends and night
closures) expected at ramp terminals.
Derry Road Overpass
• Derry Road reduced to two lanes in both
eastbound and westbound directions during
construction.
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Response
Creditview Road Underpass
• Short term closures (weekends) expected at
tie-in points.

The City will be undertaking a Class
Environmental Assessment for the widening of the
Creditview Road bridge from two to four lanes,
which is scheduled to commence early 2013. The
widening of the Creditview Road bridge to
address the City’s future plans as well as a costsharing agreement will be discussed with MTO
during the detail design stage of this project.
The City requests consideration to fast-track the
removal and replacement of the Creditview Road
bridge in advance of the permanent removal of the
Second Line bridge over Highway 401.

Noted. Provisions for sidewalks and/or a multi-use
trail as well as the future municipal road widening
will be subject to municipal funding and approvals
under the Municipal Class EA.

Construction is subject to the availability of funding,
provincial priorities and receipt of environmental
The City encourages MTO to expedite the EA for approvals. A construction schedule for this project
this study and construct the widening of Highway has not been determined and will be examined in the
401 from the Credit River to Trafalgar Road as detail design stage.
soon as possible to support broader provincial
interests of goods movement, economic
sustainability and job creation.
Planning and Building
Details of the Credit River Bridge replacement were
As part of the detail design stage of this project, provided at the September 17th, 2012 Municipal and
the Planning and Building Department should be Emergency Services Meeting. In addition, these
included in the future circulation of any preliminary details will be documented in the TESR
documents and/or drawings pertaining to the and the City will be further engaged regarding
Mullet Creek and Credit River crossings.
details of the recommended plan at the detail design
stage.
Community Services
A Stage 1 archaeological assessment has been
undertaken as per MTO’s Environmental reference
for Highway Design (ERHD) and Ministry of
As part of the TESR, Heritage Planning requires
Tourism, Culture and Sport’s (MTCS) Standards
that a Heritage Impact Statement and
and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists
Archaeological Assessment be included for this
(2011). A built heritage and cultural landscapes
project.
assessment has also been undertaken consistent with
MTCS standards and guidelines and the MTO
ERHD.
The TESR should document the provisions to The TESR will include commentary on the City’s
accommodate the City’s future multi-use trail future multi-use trail under the Highway 401 bridge
under the Highway 401 bridge along the east side along the east side of the Credit River. The current
of the Credit River as a “Proposed Primary Off- bridge design does not preclude the provision of the
Road Route” and it should be included on the trail, however it will not be included on the
preliminary design plans.
A cost-sharing preliminary design plans as it is not within the scope
agreement will be discussed with MTO during the of the Highway 401 improvements project.
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detail design stage of this project.
Corporate Services
Corporate Service (Realty Services) should be
advised if any City lands will be impacted by this
project. If so, MTO should identify which parcels
will be impacted and type of property impact (i.e.
acquisition, permanent easement or temporary
easement).

The Recommended Plan requires approximately
0.0178 ha from one City owned property (north of
Highway 401, east of Derry Road – Syntex Green
Park). Additional properties required for permanent
/ temporary easement will be determined during
detail design.

Please feel free to contact the undersigned at 905-747-1758 if you have any questions.
Yours truly,
URS Canada Inc.

Tyler Drygas
Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
Cc.

R. Li
G. Ivanoff
T. Sorochinsky

- Ministry of Transportation Project Manager
- Ministry of Transportation Environmental Planner
- URS Project Manager

Encl.

Preliminary Design of the Recommended Plan (Draft)
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Highway 401 Credit River to Trafalgar

Meeting Minutes

Client:

MTO Central Region

Meeting No.

Mun1

Project Name:

Highway 401, Credit River to Trafalgar

Date:

February 23, 2011

Project No.

W.O. 07-20021

Time:

1:30 p.m.

Location:

Committee Room B, 2nd Floor, Mississauga Civic Centre

Purpose:

Municipal Meeting (PIC#1)

Present:

Rebecca Li, MTO (Overall PM)
George Ivanoff, MTO (Env)
Slawomir Demianczuk, MTO (SHMO)
Tim Sorochinsky, URS (PM)
Geoff Coy, URS (Deputy PM)
Tyler Drygas, URS (Env)

David Bader, 407ETR
Jonathan Lin, 407ETR
Abdul Shaikh, City of Mississauga
Andrew Head, Halton Region
Brian Hudson, Halton Region
Brian Lakeman, Peel Region
Stephanie Jarvis, Town of Milton
Steve Ganesh, City of Mississauga
Ted Drewlo, Town of Halton Hills
Action By:

T. Sorochinsky presented a series of slides which provided a summary of the study area and
progress to date. Please see the presentation slides for more information. The following
discussion / comments were noted during the meeting.
1. Municipal Transportation Initiatives in the Study Area
• Peel Region indicated that the Peel Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) is in the
process of being updated and will be available in the summer of 2011.
• Peel Region noted that further to those listed in the presentation, another HPBATS
recommendation, the Bramwest Parkway, is also in the general vicinity of the study area.
It was noted that this proposed roadway between Mississauga Road and Heritage Road
would connect 407ETR in the south to Embleton Road in the north.
• Highway 401 improvements will be developed so as not to preclude recommendations
from the HPBATS study. However, the EA for this study will not protect property for
HPBATS elements.
2. Alternatives to the Undertaking
• It was noted that the benefits shown in the evaluation of the “New Highway Corridor”
alternative would only be realized in the long-term.
• It was clarified that the potential GTA West corridor – a Stage 1 EA Study – will not affect
traffic forecasts for Highway 401 in the short-medium term. Highway 401 improvements
will be developed so as not to preclude recommendations from the GTA West study.

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399

www.urs.ca
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3. Highway 401 Improvement Alternatives
• Peel Region noted that they support initiatives to improve the flow of trucks on Highway
401.
• The section of Highway 401 currently under construction between Hurontario Street and
Highway 403/410 includes provision for HOV lanes. Traffic modeling within the corridor
accounts for transit initiatives identified in the Metrolinx Plan, and HOV lanes.
• It is anticipated that replacement of the Creditview Road structure over Highway 401 will
be part of the recommended improvements of this study. The City of Mississauga noted
that their Official Plan indicates a 4-lane cross-section on Creditview Road as well as a
multi-use trail. Mississauga would like this cross-section accommodated on the the
Creditview Road structure. Mississauga will be initiating an EA for Creditview Road
improvements in the near future. It was noted that provisions for sidewalks and multiuse trails would be subject to future cost sharing discussions. The project team will
continue to consult with the City of Mississauga on the design of this structure.
• Trafalgar Road is addressed as part of the study area for the adjacent project (Trafalgar
Road to R.R. 25 – W.O. 07-20024).
• The ATMS assessment and design process will include consideration of all ATMS
components including ramp metering at interchanges.
4. PIC #1
• PIC #1 for this study will take place on March 21st at the Four Points Sheraton Hotel
(Meadowvale Room) from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. An advance session for Agencies and
Municipalities will be held from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., immediately prior to the public
session. The study team encourages representatives of the municipalities to attend the
advance session as well as the public session to address any municipally related
questions from the public.
• A preferred alternative for Highway 401 improvements will not be presented publically
until PIC #2 (likely winter-spring 2012). Only alternatives for Highway 401 improvements
will be shown at PIC #1.
5. Other
• R. Li noted that timing for construction of this section of Highway 401 is not certain. R. Li
clarified, however, that this project and the adjacent project (W.O. 07-20024) are a
priority for MTO staff.
• All municipalities indicated that presentations to councils would not be necessary until
PIC #2. Councillors are on the study contact lists and will continue to receive notification
material.
• URS will distribute the presentation material from this meeting to all attendees.
Representatives from each municipality/agency present will subsequently distribute the
material to staff within their respective organization for review and comment. [Postmeeting note: The presentation was distributed by URS to all attendees on February
25th].
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Muni. Reps

• Municipalities will provide comments on the study after PIC #1 and prior to PIC #2. A
future meeting will be held once assessment of alternatives is complete and preliminary
details of the recommended plan have been identified.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Submitted by:

Geoff Coy

Distribution:

Attendees
MTO Project Team
Project Team Document Sharing site
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Minutes of Meeting
Project:

Highway 401 – Trafalgar Road to the Credit River
Highway 401 – Trafalgar Road to RR25

Meeting No. 1

Project No.

WO 07-20021 and WO 07-20024

Date:

February 25, 2011

Location:

Town of Milton, 150 Mary St., 2nd Fl. Esquesing Room

Time:

1:00 pm

Purpose:

EMS Meeting

Present:

EMS Representatives
Al Frost –Halton Police
Mike Timbers – Milton Fire Department
Shawn Gaffney – Mississauga Fire
Department
Garry Coram – Peel EMS

Items

Description

1

Introduction

Project Team
Rebecca Li – MTO Planning & Design
Sarah Merriam – MTO Environmental
Tim Sorochinsky – URS Project Manager
Karen Cooper – URS Deputy Project
Manager
Tyler Drygas – URS Environmental

Action by:

Following brief introductions, T. Sorochinsky presented a series of
powerpoint slides.
2

Observed Deficiencies
Milton/Halton Hills
T. Sorochinsky noted that collision data indicates spikes in collisions at the
interchanges. Most of these are rear-end or side-swipe collisions. This was
confirmed by M. Timbers. M. Timbers noted that collisions are up within
the study area but the severity is less. Further west, between the Kelso
Conservation Area and Guelph, highway closures due to high speed
collisions are more prevalent.
M. Timber noted that the speed survey data appears out of date. The
slowdown is from RR 25 to the Kelso Conservation Area. There are
approximately 35,000 to 40,000 new residences in adjacent neighbourhoods,
resulting in increased traffic volumes. Construction in the area worsens the
situation.

PLEASE NOTE: If your records of this meeting do not agree with this document, or if there are any omissions, please advise the

URS Canada Inc.
writer at once, otherwise the contents of this document shall be assumed accurate and correct.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
O:\1-33016168-Hwy401TrafalgarRd-RR25\Documents\Agendas and Minutes of Meetings\Municipalities\Minutes_401_Trafalgar_RR25_EMS_Mtg_draft.doc
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399
www.urs.ca
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Items

Description

Action by:

RR 25
M Timbers noted that the RR 25 Loop Ramp S-W (northbound to
westbound) includes a short speed change lane. The Loop Ramp N-E
(southbound to eastbound) speed change lane is not a problem.
A. Frost noted that there is queuing at Ramp W-N/S (eastbound) which
occasionally extends onto Highway 401.
M. Timbers noted that westbound Highway 401 traffic flows well, except for
seasonal sun glare resulting in collisions, particularly for traffic approaching
the RR 25 bridge and the horizontal curve west of RR 25.
At RR 25 Ramp E-N/S, there are fewer collisions, but more queuing. A
dangerous situation occurs when the gravel trucks fail to stop. A double
right and double left may be a solution to reduce the queues. Also, the JSP is
extension may reduce the gravel truck usage of RR 25.
No problems regarding access to the carpool lot were noted.
CNR Crossing Crest Curve
M. Timbers noted that the bridge is narrower at the peak in the eastbound
direction. It would be better to provide an extended speed change lane
(SCL) over the bridge for the Ramp S-E. It was noted that the EMS vehicles
have better sightlines, since the driver’s seat is higher than typical vehicle
seats.
Steeles Avenue
No issues were noted at the Steeles Avenue crossing, but when there is
significant slowdown on Highway 401, some traffic diverts to Steeles
Avenue or south. Milton mobile enforcement units on Steeles have noted
trucks diverting to Steeles Avenue to avoid Highway 401 congestion.
JSP
M. Timbers noted queuing at the Ramp W-N/S (eastbound). When signals
are installed, it is anticipated that this queuing will be mitigated.
M. Timbers anticipates that there will be increased gravel truck traffic when
JSP is extended to the north and west, causing a traffic bottleneck at the
Loop Ramp N-E (southbound to eastbound).
Fifth Line
Due to the narrow shoulders along Highway 401 at Fifth Line, emergency
vehicles traveling on the shoulder must merge back into traffic, causing
slowdowns and increasing the risk of collisions.
O:\1-33016168-Hwy401TrafalgarRd-RR25\Documents\Agendas and Minutes of Meetings\Municipalities\Minutes_401_Trafalgar_RR25_EMS_Mtg_draft.doc
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Description

Action by:

Truck Inspection Stations
M. Timbers and A. Frost have noted only minor slowdowns in the vicinity,
but traffic sometimes diverts into the stations.
It was noted that when the TISs are in operation, regional roads seem to have
higher truck traffic volumes, particularly along Derry Road, where increased
truck traffic interferes with access to properties. Members of the public have
commented on this situation. It is believed that the trucks are attempting to
avoid the Highway 401 Truck Inspection Stations.
Sixth Line
It was noted that closure of Sixth Line during the bridge rehabilitation last
summer caused some minor traffic issues, but if there is significant future
development in the area, the road closure could have a larger impact on local
traffic.
Trafalgar Road
Queue hopping is noted at the 407 ETR/Highway 401 Ramp E-W. Drivers
wishing to exit Highway 401 at Trafalgar Road have difficulty merging into
the off-ramp due to the weave condition. The Highway 401/Trafalgar Road
Ramp E-N/S (westbound to north and southbound) occasionally backs up
onto Highway 401.
407ETR
Emergency services are exempt from ETR tolls.
Turnarounds within the interchanges are time-consuming and require
additional navigation distance.
Mississauga
Winston Churchill Boulevard
The loop ramp radii are minimal. If possible, these radii should be enlarged.
It was noted that truck overturns are more common on the tighter radius
curves.
A.M. eastbound traffic experiences seasonal glare, causing slowdowns and
queuing. There was an instance of a truck entering the freeway and the truck
driver was not able to see the backed up traffic. As a result, the truck drove
over cars and flipped.
Service Centre
No issues were noted at the service centre along eastbound Highway 401
east of Winston Churchill Boulevard when it was in operation.
O:\1-33016168-Hwy401TrafalgarRd-RR25\Documents\Agendas and Minutes of Meetings\Municipalities\Minutes_401_Trafalgar_RR25_EMS_Mtg_draft.doc
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Items

Description

Action by:

Derry Road
No issues were noted.
Mississauga Road
The speed change lanes are too short and should be reviewed.
CP Rail
No issues were noted.
3

Proposal Improvements
Core-Collector Access
For the core-collector system, transfers between core and collector lanes will
be provided at intervals averaging every two interchanges. URS will provide
a digital copy of the plan which shows location of all planned transfers
between JSP and Hwy 410/403. The Milton Fire Department will provide
comments regarding the locations of the transfers by the end of March 2011.
In particular, easy access to both core and collector lanes from the fire
station is desirable.

URS
MFD

Median Barrier
It is sometimes necessary to lift accident victims over the median barrier,
which is difficult with a tall wall concrete barrier. Tall wall barrier does
provide better protection. Shorter barrier is more problematic in higher speed
free flow areas (i.e. west of Guelph Line). For shorter median barriers, at
certain speeds and angles, the front of the vehicle can sometimes clear the
barrier, but the rear tires do not.
HOV
HOV lanes are new to Halton Region, having been recently constructed
along the QEW. Regarding enforcement, there have been complaints of
single occupant vehicles in the HOV lanes. S. Gaffney noted that it is
difficult to enforce the rules, since stopping these vehicles impacts traffic
flow. A benefit of enforcement is that it sends a message to other potential
lawbreakers. Access for EMS is good via the HOV lanes, and it benefits
EMS vehicles by avoiding any debris that might be in the shoulder.
Proposed Interchange Improvements
The recommended plan at JSP includes ramps S-E access to Collector lanes
only. This could be problematic to EMS vehicles stationed at JSP, south of
Highway 401 since they would not be able to access emergencies in the
eastbound express lanes.
O:\1-33016168-Hwy401TrafalgarRd-RR25\Documents\Agendas and Minutes of Meetings\Municipalities\Minutes_401_Trafalgar_RR25_EMS_Mtg_draft.doc
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Items

Description

Action by:

T. Sorochinsky suggested that a left turn onto the JSP Loop Ramp N-E
would be considered for emergency vehicles only.
Other Improvements
S. Gaffney inquired if the MTO changeable message signs could be used to
notify road users when fire drills at the Ninth Line Training Centre are in
progress, since there are typically a large number of 911 calls from the
public during these exercises. MTO noted that for consistency, ATMS only
displays freeway-related messages. Smaller portable message signs could be
a solution. R. Li recommended that the Mississauga Fire Department request
discussion with the MTO working group that deals with this issue. S.
Gaffney to contact R. Li regarding message sign requirements.
4

MFD/MTO

Discussion / Other Business
Staging details are usually confirmed during detail design.
G. Corram inquired if shoulders will be maintained during construction. T.
Soroshinsky noted that 2.5 m shoulders are typically maintained, which
could be used by emergency vehicles if the horizontal clearance is sufficient.
M. Timbers will provide the dimension from side mirror to side mirror for
the fire truck.

MFD

The Highway 401 widening from Highway 410 to west of Hurontario is
scheduled for completion in approximately two years.
EMS Infrastructure and Operations
Response Locations
Milton fire station locations are:
•

405 Steeles Avenue West; and

•

JSP between Main Street and Derry Road.

Mississauga fire station locations are:
•

Northeast quadrant of Highway 401 and Mavis Road, serving
Mississauga Road to the Credit River; and

•

Derry Road east of Winston Churchill Boulevard, serving Winston
Churchill to Mississauga Road.

The area between Winston Churchill Boulevard and JSP is currently split
between the Milton and Mississauga Fire Departments. A new Halton Hills
station is planned.
G. Corram noted that for police services, the responders are mobile. Milton
has a communication centre.
O:\1-33016168-Hwy401TrafalgarRd-RR25\Documents\Agendas and Minutes of Meetings\Municipalities\Minutes_401_Trafalgar_RR25_EMS_Mtg_draft.doc
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Items

Description

Action by:

For collisions, Highway 401 in the vicinity of the scene is usually closed to
traffic. When Highway 401 is closed, there is a cost to the Ontario economy.
This applies to closure for collisions and for highway
construction/rehabilitation.
Accident vehicles on Highway 401 in the vicinity of the truck inspection
stations are moved to the truck inspection stations to reduce Highway 401
lane closure durations.
For the Trafalgar Road to the Credit River project, the first Public
Information Centre is scheduled for March 21, 2011.
For the Trafalgar Road to RR 25 project, the second Public Information
Centre is scheduled for March 22, 2011.
Submitted by:

Karen Cooper

Distribution:

Project Team
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Highway 401 Credit River to Trafalgar

Meeting Minutes

Client:

MTO Central Region

Meeting No.

ETR-1

Project Name:

Highway 401, Credit River to Trafalgar

Date:

June 17, 2011

Project No.

W.O. 07-20021

Time:

10:00 a.m.

Location:

Main Boardroom, 407ETR Offices, 6300 Steeles Ave, Woodbridge

Purpose:

Highway 401 / 407ETR Interchange – Staging Impacts

Present:

Rebecca Li, MTO (Overall PM)
Frank Martins, MTO (SHMO)
Slawomir Demianczuk, MTO (SHMO)
Tim Sorochinsky, URS (PM / Hwy Eng)
Geoff Coy, URS (Deputy PM / Hwy Eng)

Paul Ruttan, 407ETR
Jeff Booker, 407ETR

Action By:
• To update 407ETR representatives on the study progress to date, G. Coy presented a set of
slides summarizing the following study information:
¾ Study area
¾ Study timing
¾ Overview of improvement alternatives – general scope of improvements, Highway 401
lane requirements / cross-section alternatives
¾ Structure constraints – existing structure constraints on cross-section alternatives
¾ Risk assessment
¾ 407 ETR related issues/uncertainties – staging impacts, contract break-up
¾ Other business – information requests
¾ Next steps
During, and subsequent to, the presentation the following points were noted:
• 407ETR suggested that localized shoulder width reductions at underpass structures may be
a concern from a liability perspective.
• 407ETR noted that the total lane requirement scenario identified by the study team, whereby
the 12-lane Highway 401 cross-section is reduced to 10 lanes from the Winston Churchill
Boulevard interchange to the 407ETR interchange, is logical.

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399

www.urs.ca
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• 407ETR offered for URS structural staff to visit the 407ETR office to obtain most up-to-date
drawings for structures in the 407ETR interchange. [Post-meeting note: Subsequent to the
meeting, URS structural staff contacted 407ETR and obtained most up-to-date drawings
available].
• 407ETR noted that they would be interested in aiding MTO in developing staging plans for
construction of the 407ETR interchange improvements.
• 407ETR indicated that they would be open to further discussion on contract break-up
strategies. 407ETR is willing to assist with construction in any capacity MTO desires.
• J. Booker will provide URS with a contact for obtaining information on a potential new
Highway 401 connection east of Winston Churchill Boulevard.

407ETR

• G. Coy to send the presented 407ETR interchange alternatives and staging concepts to J.
Booker. [Post-meeting note: plans were provided to J. Booker on July 11, 2011.]
• 407ETR will review supplied concept drawings, once received, and provide further feedback
regarding potential construction staging impacts/implications and comments regarding
ultimate 407ETR access to and from Highway 401. [Post-meeting note: 407ETR has
indicated a desire to hold another meeting with the project team, including traffic specialists,
to discuss traffic operations related to the alternatives. A meeting date will be arranged by
URS.]
407ETR/URS
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Submitted by:

G. Coy

Distribution:

Attendees, MTO Project Team, Project
Document Sharing Site
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Highway 401 Credit River to Trafalgar

Meeting Minutes

Client:

MTO Central Region

Meeting No.

Mun2

Project Name:

Highway 401, Credit River to Trafalgar

Date:

Septemeber 18,

Project No.

W.O. 07-20021

Time:

10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Location:

Committee Room C, 2nd Floor, Mississauga Civic Centre

Purpose:

Municipal Meeting (PIC#2)

Present:

Rebecca Li, MTO (Overall PM)
George Ivanoff, MTO (Env)
Geoff Coy, URS (Deputy PM)
Tyler Drygas, URS (Env)
Felipe Sapateiro, URS (Hwy Eng)

Abdul Shaikh, City of Mississauga
Jessica Lee, City of Mississauga
Leslie Green, City of Mississauga
Steve Barrett, City of Mississauga
Hamish Campbell, City of Mississauga
Roger Da Cunha, City of Mississauga
Eva Kliwer, City of Mississauga
Darek Koziol, City of Mississauga
Diana Krsek, City of Mississauga
George Clean, City of Mississauga
Ted Drewlo, Town of Halton Hills
Dana Banks, Peel Region Paramedics
Peter Rifmenschneider, Peel Police
George Dean, Mississauga Fire
Roger Clement, Mississauga EMS
Action By:

G. Coy presented a series of slides which provided a summary of the study area, the evaluation
process resulting in the preferred mainline, interchange and crossing road alternatives. Please
see the presentation slides for more information. The following discussion / comments were
noted during the meeting.
1. Highway 401 Mainline Alternatives
 City of Mississauga noted that the 12 lane core-collector option (Alternative 2) would be
ideal as it provides consistency in the design and improves operations. R.Li noted that
despite the small travel time savings associated with this alternative, the additional cost
and construction staging complexity outweigh the benefits.
2. Highway 401 Typical Cross Sections
 City of Mississauga requested that the Study Team include provisions for Bus Bypass
Shoulders in the Recommended Plan. In particular a bus connection between the new
carpool at Winston Churchill Blvd and Mavis Road would be facilitated. The Study Team
agreed to consider provisions for Bus Bypass Shoulders.

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399

www.urs.ca
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MTO/URS

3. Staging Closures
 Emergency Services representatives were concerned about access to properties near
roads, Creditview Road in particular, which will experience short term closures on nights
or weekends. It was noted that details regarding construction staging and detours will be
determined in detail design
4. Creditview Road Underpass
 City of Mississauga noted that Creditview Road should include 4 lanes as part of the
recommended design. R. Li noted that the Recommended Plan for this study will be
developed so as not to preclude future 4-laning of the bridge and road, however this
study will not provide the justification for the widening of Creditview Road. URS and MTO
will coordinate with the City of Mississauga regarding details of the recommended
Creditview Road alternative.

MTO/ URS

 City of Mississauga noted that there is an interest to accelerate the design and
construction of the Creditview Road underpass to before the closure of the 2nd Line
underpass.
 City of Mississauga requested MTO to include information in the TESR on the cost
premium associated with construction of a 4 lane cross section on the Creditview Road
structure. R. Li and T. Drygas noted that costs are typically not included in the TESR.
5. Other
 MTO/URS will distribute the presentation material from this meeting to all attendees.
[Post-meeting note: The presentation was distributed by R. Li to all attendees on
September 18th, 2012].
 MTO/URS to address comments received from the City of Mississauga on the study after
PIC #1 and prior to PIC #2. [Post-meeting note: Responses to the City’s May 2011 Staff
Report were sent to A. Shaikh on Sept 21st, 2012.]
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Submitted by:

Geoff Coy

Distribution:

Attendees
MTO Project Team
Project Team Document Sharing site
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Highway 401 Credit River to Trafalgar

Meeting Minutes

Client:

MTO Central Region

Meeting No.

Conservation
Authority Mtg.

Project Name:

Highway 401, Credit River to Trafalgar

Date:

October 19th, 2012

Project No.

W.O. 07-20021

Time:

10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Location:

CVCA Offices - 1255 Old Derry Road West - Meeting Room B1 and B2

Purpose:

Overview of the Recommended Plan, Project Impacts and Mitigation Strategies

Present:

Rebecca Li, MTO (Overall PM)
George Ivanoff, MTO (Env)
Geoff Coy, URS (Deputy PM)
Tyler Drygas, URS (Env)
Brian Plazek, URS (Water Resources)
Jenny Dai, URS (Water Resources)

Liam Marray, CVCA
Rizwan Haq, CVCA
Katie Jane Stewart, Conservation Halton

Action By:
1. Purpose of the Meeting
The purpose of this meeting was to present and discuss the following with representatives from
Conservation Halton and Credit Valley Conservation Authority:
•

Overview of the Recommended Plan

•

Overview and discussion of fisheries and terrestrial impacts and mitigation strategies

•

Overview and discussion of the proposed stormwater management strategy

T. Drygas presented a series of slides which provided a summary of the study area, study
schedule, overview of existing natural features, results of the evaluation of mainline Highway 401
and bridge replacement alternatives, preliminary details of the recommended plan and
stormwater management strategies, potential environmental impacts and mitigation measures
and next steps in the study. Refer to the attached presentation slides for details.
2. Highlights of the Discussion
The following outlines the key aspects of the discussion / comments noted during the meeting:
Credit River Bridge
•

•

CVCA staff requested to review the Fluvial Assessment and Drainage and Hydrology Report
for the Credit River prior to the release of the TESR in order to provide comments on the
work undertaken to date. The Project Team agreed to provide this information.
With respect to the Credit River Bridge alternatives, CVCA noted that Alternative 2 (single
span bridge with a 64 m opening) would be preferred in terms of accommodating meander
belt relative to Alternative 1 (3 span structure with a centre span of 40 m). The Project
Team noted that while both alternatives accommodate the bankfull width meander
requirements, other considerations including additional fill in the floodplain, profile design

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399

www.urs.ca
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URS

considerations, and accommodating the farm access under the bridge led to the selection of
Alternative 1 as the preferred alternative for the Credit River Bridge replacement.
•

It was noted that proposed design at Credit River results in minor impacts to the floodplain.
Highway 401 is perched in this area and there is no over-topping of the highway.

Mullet Creek
•

•

Two options for the design of a localized realignment of Mullet Creek between Hwy 401 and
Derry Road were presented. CVCA requested that a fluvial geomorphological assessment
be undertaken to support the proposed design for this realignment. The Project Team
acknowledged that if the preferred option is creek realignment, then the design would be
determined during the detail design phase, subsequent to the results of a fluvial assessment
and in consideration of impacts to fish habitat. The TESR will address this commitment to
future work and consultation with CVCA.

URS / MTO

CVCA noted that the proposed embankments for the widening of Highway 401 may impact
the storage capacity of the Mullet Creek floodplain and that Syntex Park is used for
overflow. CVCA suggested that the Project Team consider armoring the banks to minimize
impacts to the creek and floodplain and mitigate the need to channel realignment. URS will
review this issue as part of the Stormwater Management Plan. The feasibility of retaining
the side-slopes which encroach into the floodplain will be examined further during detail
design in concert with the fluvial assessment (if required).

URS / MTO

Stormwater Management
•

CVCA and Conservation Halton noted the need for enhanced quality treatment.

•

B. Plazek outlined the proposed “treatment train” approach for providing stormwater quality
and quantity treatment throughout this constrained section of the Highway 401 corridor.
This approach utilizes various ditch and micro pond designs to provide enhanced quality
and quantity treatment of stromwater. It was also noted that the Project Team is consulting
with 407 ETR to determine whether the 407 ETR ponds at Highway 401 can be expanded to
receive additional flows associated with widening this section of Highway 401.

•

CVCA suggested that the Project Team consider the CVCA / TRCA guidelines for Low
Impact Development as these approaches have been tested in terms of their functional
benefit to quality treatment. It was noted that URS has reviewed these guidelines and will
consider their application in finalizing the Stormwater Management Plan.

•

CVCA suggested that permeable pavers could be considered at the Commuter Parking
Lots. The Project Team acknowledged that these locations have been identified for quantity
control.

•

CVCA questioned whether the former service station property could be used as a potential
location for stormwater treatment. R. Li noted that this property has an existing lease until
such a time that this section of Highway 401 is widened to a core-collector system. The
Project Team will investigate the future plans for these lands and feasibility for stormwater
management use.

-2-

Wildlife Passage Considerations
•

Conservation Halton requested that opportunities for accommodating wildlife be considered
as the proposed widening may increase barrier effects to wildlife movement. It was
discussed that culverts in the vicinity of the Highway 401 / 407 ETR interchange are
proposed to be extended and not replaced, however a new culvert is required for the 407
ETR WB off ramp at crossing C-02 (unnamed tributary of East Sixteen Mile Creek). The
Project Team will investigate whether there are opportunities to provide a wet / dry culvert at
this crossing and whether there are any target species that are known to migrate through
this section of the study area.

AMEC / URS

3. Next Steps
•

T. Drygas noted that the Project Team is currently addressing comments received at the
second PIC held for this study. A meeting with MNR will be held to discuss natural impacts
and mitigations strategies. It is anticipated that the TESR will be submitted for 30-day public
and agency review in early 2013.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Submitted by:

Tyler Drygas

Distribution:

Attendees,
Jennifer Lawrence, Conservation Halton
MTO Project Team
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Highway 401 Credit River to Trafalgar

Meeting Minutes

Client:

MTO Central Region

Meeting No.

ETR-2

Project Name:

Highway 401, Credit River to Trafalgar

Date:

December 20th , 2012

Project No.

W.O. 07-20021

Time:

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Location:

407ETR Offices, 6300 Steeles Ave, Woodbridge

Purpose:

Discuss W.O.07-20021 Recommendations at Highway 401/407ETR Interchange

Present:

Rebecca Li, MTO (Overall PM)
Frank Martins, MTO (SHMO)
Tim Sorochinsky, URS (PM / Hwy Eng)
Geoff Coy, URS (Deputy PM / Hwy Eng)

Paul Ruttan, 407ETR
Jeff Booker, 407ETR

Action By:
G.Coy presented a series of slides summarizing key recommendations of the project including the
following:
¾ Study Area
¾ Highway 401 Widening Alternatives/Evaluation
¾ Proposed Cross Sections
¾ Property Impacts
¾ Recommended Plan Key Features
¾ Stormwater Management in 407ETR Interchange Area
¾ General Summary of Recommended Plan
The following key discussion points were noted:
• Localized reductions in pavement widths and shoulders will be required through the existing
underpasses between Winston Churchill Blvd and the 407ETR mainline structures.
Opportunities to optimize the proposed pavement width will be explored during detail design
(i.e. through additional ground survey and structural analysis at footings). Staging strategies
developed during preliminary design will also be confirmed during detail design.
• No significant issues were noted with respect to localized reduced cross-sections as shown in
the preliminary design, at the structures within the 407ETR interchange..
• The project team noted that the recommended plan proposes to increase runoff flows to three
stormwater management ponds within the interchange area, two of which are currently

URS Canada Inc.
75 Commerce Valley Drive East
Markham, ON Canada L3T 7N9
Tel: 905.882.4401
Fax: 905.882.4399

www.urs.ca
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shared (Highway 401 and 407ETR runoff) and one of which currently receives runoff only
from 407ETR. Based on the current estimates of increased flow, 407ETR indicated that they
are amenable to this preliminary plan and that final details will need to be discussed at later
design stages to confirm.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Submitted by:

G. Coy

Distribution:

Attendees, MTO Project Team, Project
Document Sharing Site
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Highway 401 Improvements from East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
W.O. 07-20021, Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study
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APPENDIX B

Public Information Centre Summary Report

Highway 401 Improvements from East
of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton, Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region
City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
(W.O. 07-20021)
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HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
Public Information Centre #1 Draft Summary Report
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URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to
undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements
to Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton
and Town of Halton Hills in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga in the Region of Peel.
The purpose of this study is to identify the interim and ultimate capacity and operational needs
for this section of the Highway 401 corridor. Potential improvements that will be investigated as
part of this study include structural, illumination, drainage and interchange modifications, as well
as provisions for high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.
The first of two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs) was held on:
Monday March 21, 2011
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Four Points Sheraton Hotel – Meadowvale Room
2501 Argentia Road, Mississauga
PIC #1 was an informal, “open house” style event with brief presentations at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00
p.m. Information boards were clustered throughout the meeting room, with MTO and consultant
staff available to address questions and concerns. A hard copy of the PIC display boards and a
comment sheet were provided to each attendee (please refer to Appendix A for a copy of the
PIC display boards and the comment sheet).
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The primary purpose of PIC #1 was to present and receive input on the need for improvements
to this section of the Highway 401 corridor, the alternatives under consideration, and the
proposed process and criteria for evaluating alternatives.
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Primary notification of PIC #1 was delivered by means of newspaper ads, mailings and the
Project Document Sharing Site (please refer to Appendix B for copies of the Ontario
Government Notice and letters). Details are described below.

33..11
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An Ontario Government Notice (Notice of Public Information Centre #1) was placed in the
following English newspapers:
 Milton Canadian Champion on Tuesday March 8, 2011;
 The Globe and Mail on Wednesday March 9, 2011;
 Mississauga News on Wednesday March 9, 2011; and
 Georgetown Acton Independent on Thursday March 10, 2011.
The Ontario Government Notice was also placed in Mississauga le Metropolitain in French on
Wednesday March 16, 2011.
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33..22
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Ninety nine (99) individuals on the project mailing list (including adjacent property owners to the
Highway 401 corridor throughout the study area), 97 external agency representatives and 12
Aboriginal Communities / organizations were notified of the PIC via regular mail.

33..33
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The Notice of PIC #1, the PIC display boards and the comment sheet were posted on the
Project Document Sharing Site (www.highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) on Wednesday March
23, 2011.
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The information presented at the PIC was presented in the following order:
 Welcome to PIC #1
 Freedom of Information and Privacy Act
 Study Area and Scope
 Overall Study Process
 Overview of the Class EA Process for Group “B” Projects
 Policy Context – Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe
 Overview of Existing Conditions
 Existing Traffic Conditions
 Future Traffic Conditions
 Alternative to the Undertaking
 Assessment of Alternatives to the Undertaking
 Highway 401 Widening Alternatives
 Highway 401 Cross Sections (Including HOV Lanes)
 Examples of Cross Sections
 Highway 401 Widening Concepts
 407 ETR Interchange
 Winston Churchill Boulevard Interchange
 Mississauga Road Interchange
 Approach for Evaluation Alternatives
 Timing of Study Activities
 What’s Next
A hard copy of the PIC display boards was provided to all attendees (please refer to Appendix
A).
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A
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A total of 43 individuals chose to sign the visitor’s register for the PIC. Several additional
members of the public attended, but declined to sign in.
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One elected official attended the PIC:
 Councilor Pat Saito (Ward 9 – City of Mississauga and Region of Peel)

55..22

C
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In addition to verbal comments, the Project Team encouraged attendees to express, in writing,
all suggestions, comments or concerns regarding the study and / or the information presented at
the PIC. A comment sheet was made available for this purpose. A total of five written
comments were submitted at the PIC and three additional comments were received via e-mail in
the weeks following.
Key comments received at the PIC included:
 There is a need for additional lanes along the Highway 401 corridor and the sooner the
proposed improvements are implemented the better.
 Concerns regarding impacts to properties adjacent to the Highway 401 corridor.
 Concern for potential construction vibration impacts to the heritage buildings within the study
area.
 Concerns regarding transition from a 12-lane cross section to a 10-lane cross section and
vice versa.
 There is a need to have designated truck lanes along Highway 401 throughout the GTA.
 Proposed HOV lanes should be designated truck lanes instead.
 HOV lanes may not be effective for short distance trips.
 Have exclusive HOV ramps on and off Highway 401 been considered (i.e., ramp and bridge
structures)?
 Construction staging concerns associated with lowering Derry Road to accommodate
Highway 401 Overpass widening.
 There is insufficient weave distance from EB express lanes east of Trafalgar Road to 407
ETR ramp W-E.
 Suggestion to provide EB 407 ETR access to EB Highway 401 core lanes in core-collector
scenario.
 Suggestion to provide additional access to Highway 401 from municipal road network in
area between 407 ETR and Winston Churchill Boulevard.
 Interest in a partial interchange at Creditview Road (to and from the east).
 Will a 10-lane or 12-lane cross section still be required with the GTA West in place? Has
this study been modeled assuming GTA West and vice-versa?
 Concerns that another freeway connection such as Halton-Peel BATS or GTA West N-S link
will worsen traffic along Highway 401.
 Interest in utilizing former service station property to straighten Argentia Road.
th
 Municipal interest in widening 9 Line.
 Concerns that future stormwater management requirements would impact residences
between Trafalgar Road and Winston Churchill Boulevard.
 Inquiries regarding structural design and / or impact to the Credit River.
 Concerns regarding drainage, surface water runoff, and erosion / flooding associated with
Mullet Creek.
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Concern for potential construction impacts to deer population utilizing the Credit Valley in
the Highway 401 area.
Inquiries regarding timing of construction.

A response to each written comment received was prepared; please refer to Appendix C for
copies.
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A Municipal Meeting was arranged with the Town of Milton, Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region,
City of Mississauga, Region of Peel and 407 ETR in advance of the PIC. A total of nine
representatives from the five municipalities and 407 ETR attended the meeting, held on:
Wednesday February 23, 2011
1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Mississauga Civic Centre – Committee Room B
300 City Centre Drive, Mississauga
The purpose of this meeting was to present a summary of the study area and progress to date,
and to seek municipal input on the alternatives generated to address the future capacity and
operational needs of this section of the Highway 401 corridor. Please refer to Appendix D for
the minutes for the meeting.
A joint Emergency Service Providers Meeting with the adjacent study (W.O. 07-20024 Highway
401 Improvements from Trafalgar Road to Regional Road 25) was arranged with Halton Region
Emergency Medical Services, Peel Regional Paramedic Services, Ontario Provincial Police,
Halton Regional Police Services, Peel Regional Police, Milton Fire Department and Mississauga
Fire and Emergency Services in advance of the PIC. A total of four representatives from four
emergency service providers (Halton Regional Police Services, Milton Fire Department,
Mississauga Fire Department and Peel Regional Paramedic Services) attended the meeting,
held on:
Friday February 25, 2011
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Town of Milton – Esquesing Room
150 Mary Street, Milton
The purpose of this meeting was to present the alternatives generated to emergency service
providers and seek their input on the potential impacts to the delivery of their services
associated with the proposed improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor. Please
refer to Appendix D for the meeting minutes.
Prior to the official commencement of PIC #1, the Project Team made arrangements for
members of the External Team (representatives of municipalities, external agencies and interest
groups) to view the displays and provide the Project Team with their views and concerns so that
they can be addressed as the study progresses. The External Team Meeting was held on:
Monday March 21, 2011
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Four Points Sheraton Hotel – Meadowvale Room
2501 Argentia Road, Mississauga
Representatives from the City of Mississauga, Credit Valley Conservation Authority, Region of
Peel and Halton Region attended the External Team session.
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APPENDIX A
PIC Display Boards and Comment Sheet

01/05/2013

PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #1
Highway 401 Improvements from East of
the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton, Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton
City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
(W.O. 07-20021)
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study
March 21, 2011

WELCOME TO PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #1
Thank you for taking the time to visit Public Information Centre (PIC) #1.
The purpose of this PIC is to present and receive feedback on study scope and process, existing
conditions, future traffic conditions, assessment of alternatives to the undertaking, Highway 401
improvement alternatives, approach for evaluating alternatives, timing of study activities, and
next steps.

Please Sign In

Members of the Project Team are available to discuss any questions that you may have regarding this project.
Pour de l’aide en français, veuillez communiquer avec M. Geoff Coy.

1

01/05/2013

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PRIVACY ACT

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to
assist the Ministry of Transportation and URS Canada Inc. in meeting the
requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. This material will
be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in
study documentation.
Information collected will be used in accordance with the Freedom of
With the exception of
personal information, all comments will become part of the public
record.

Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

You are encouraged to contact members of the Project Team if you
have questions or concerns regarding the above information.

STUDY AREA AND SCOPE
URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation
(MTO) to undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment
Study for improvements to Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar
Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills, Region of
Halton, and the City of Mississauga, Region of Peel.
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OVERALL STUDY PROCESS
This study is following the requirements for a Group “B” project under the
MTO Class EA for Provincial Transportation Facilities (2000). Provided that
this process is followed, projects and activities included under the Class EA do
not require formal review and approval under the Ontario Environmental
Assessment Act.
Stakeholder consultation, including two rounds of PICs, will be held for this
study.
At the end of this study, a Transportation Environmental Study Report (TESR)
will be prepared to document the generation, assessment and evaluation of
alternatives, the recommended plan, the summary of environmental issues
and mitigation, and the summary of consultation undertaken.
The TESR will be placed on the public record and will be available for public
review and comment for a period of 30 days.
This project is at the Preliminary Design stage. A separate Detail Design
study will be undertaken in the future to finalize the design details and
prepare a contract package for construction.

Consultation

Environmental
Documentation and
Opportunity for
Bump-Up

Transportation Engineering
and Environmental Protection

OVERVIEW OF THE CLASS EA PROCESS FOR GROUP ‘B’ PROJECTS
PLANNING

Review of
Transportation
Needs
Assessment

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

Generate,
Evaluate and
Select Preferred
Planning
Alternative

Generate and
Assess
Preliminary
Design
Alternatives

Evaluate and
Select Preferred
Preliminary
Design
Alternative

DETAIL
DESIGN

Develop
Preferred
Preliminary
Design
Alternative

Environmental Protection in Preliminary Design

We Are Here
PIC#1
Mar. 21, 2011

PIC#2
Early 2012

CONSTRUCTION

Prepare Design
and Contract
Package
(Timing to Be
Determined)

Timing to Be
Determined

Environmental
Protection in
Detail Design

Environmental
Protection in
Construction

Transportation
Environmental Study
Report (TESR) and
Notice of Completion
Summer 2012

CONSULTATION THROUGHOUT
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POLICY CONTEXT –
GROWTH PLAN FOR THE GREATER GOLDEN HORSESHOE

Ontario’s approved Growth Plan for the
Greater
Golden
Horseshoe
identifies
Downtown Milton and Mississauga City
Centre as Urban Growth Centres (UGCs).
~238,000 people and ~114,000 jobs are
projected in the Town of Milton by 2031 and
~805,000 people and ~510,000 jobs are
projected in the City of Mississauga by 2031.
Population in surrounding UGCs (such as
Guelph,
Waterloo/Kitchener,
Cambridge,
Brampton, Toronto, etc.) are also projected to
grow, which will contribute to traffic volumes
in the Highway 401 corridor.
Municipal land use plans, which conform to
the Growth Plan, are being incorporated in
the transportation planning analysis for this
study.
Improvements
to
the
Provincial
Transportation Network are needed to
support the projected growth envisioned in
the Growth Plan.

For more details, visit www.placestogrow.ca

OVERVIEW OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
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EXISTING TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
The capacity of this section of the Highway 401 corridor is 6,000 vehicles/hour per direction.
Highway 401 through the study limits carries approx. 9,000 vehicles in the peak hour in both
directions. Trucks account for approx. 10-14% of total traffic during peak periods.
Traffic on this section of Highway 401 currently experiences stop-and-go conditions during peak
hour periods. Capacity and operational improvements are required to address the projected future
needs of this section of the Highway 401 corridor.

* Based on travel time survey data obtained in 2008

FUTURE TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
 With the forecasted growth in population and employment in the
GTA, traffic volumes on Highway 401 are expected to continue to
grow, even with the implementation of transit initiatives currently
being pursued by the Province.
 Traffic volumes along this section of the Highway 401 corridor will
continue to increase.
This section of Highway 401 does not meet the current and future traffic
demand. Improvements to this section of Highway 401 are needed to
support the projected growth in the area.
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE UNDERTAKING

Broad-based alternatives that represent fundamentally different ways
of addressing future transportation needs are assessed based on their
ability to address capacity and operational issues along this section of
the Highway 401 corridor.
The Alternatives to the Undertaking considered for this study include:
 Do Nothing
 Transit Expansion / Improvements
 Transportation Demand Management (TDM) / Transportation
Systems Management (TSM)
 Adjacent Road System Improvements
 Highway 401 Improvements
 Construction of a New Highway Corridor

ALTERNATIVES TO THE UNDERTAKING

Do Nothing:
 No significant changes or actions to manage demand, expand infrastructure or improve operations.
 Traffic volumes in the Highway 401 corridor are expected to continue to increase. The “Do Nothing” alternative
would result in an increase in travel time, congestion, driver frustration and potential for collisions.
Transit Expansion/Improvements:
 Various transit initiatives proposed in the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) by Metrolinx and GO 2020 are identified within
and/or in close proximity to the study area.
 The Halton-Peel Boundary Area Transportation Study (BATS) also identifies transit related initiatives within and/or in close
proximity to the study area.
 Transit supportive improvements such as HOV lanes and bus bypass shoulders are being examined.
 The implementation of the future transit expansion only partially addresses the study objectives and is being
carried forward for further consideration in this study.

Strategic Plan GO 2020

For full details on Metrolinx’s The Big Move, go to
www.metrolinx.com/thebigmove
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE UNDERTAKING
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) / Transportation Systems Management (TSM):
 TDM is one solution to help reduce traffic congestion and travel time, and includes carpooling,
transit, walking, cycling, and alternative work arrangements.
 The Town of Milton, the Town of Halton Hills and the City of Mississauga are all participating in the
Smart Commute Program (a carpool program under Metrolinx).
 TSM is the use of relatively low-cost measures to increase capacity and/or provide safety and
operational improvements to an existing transportation system (i.e., HOV lanes, ramp metering,
transit priority at intersections, enhanced signage, etc.).
 HOV lanes offer users a faster, more reliable commute by moving more people in fewer vehicles.
HOV lanes as well as commuter parking lots along this section of Highway 401 are being examined
as part of this study.
 TSM and TDM initiatives only partially address the study objectives and are being
carried forward for further consideration in this study.
Adjacent Road System Improvements:
 Municipal roads serve a local transportation function and will not address the inter-regional
movement of people and goods.
 Widening of arterial roads will not provide sufficient additional east-west capacity for
through-traffic to be significantly diverted from Highway 401.

ALTERNATIVES TO THE UNDERTAKING

Highway 401 Improvements:
 Improvements to the Highway 401 corridor are being explored to address the projected midterm and long-term capacity and operational needs, and will have a manageable effect on the
natural, social, economic and cultural environments.
 This alternative in combination with Transit Expansion/Improvements and
TDM/TSM are projected to address the long-term needs for the movement of
goods and people along the Highway 401 corridor and are being carried forward
in this study.
Construction of a New Highway Corridor:
 New corridor alternatives to address the long-term inter-regional movement of people and
goods are being explored as part of the GTA West Corridor Planning & EA Study and the
Halton-Peel BATS.
 GTA West draft Transportation Development Strategy includes an alternative for a new
corridor connection from Highway 400 to Highway 401/407 ETR.
 The Halton-Peel BATS recommends a freeway connecting to the Highway 401/407 ETR
interchange in Halton Hills, crossing the Credit River in Brampton and continuing north to
Mayfield Road in Brampton.
 Although new highway corridors would increase the capacity of the inter-regional
transportation network, it would not eliminate the need for capacity and
operational improvements to this section of Highway 401.
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ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES TO THE UNDERTAKING

HIGHWAY 401 WIDENING ALTERNATIVES
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HIGHWAY 401 CROSS SECTIONS (INCLUDING HOV LANES)

10 LANE CORE

10 LANE
CORE-COLLECTOR

12 LANE
CORE-COLLECTOR

NOTE: TRAFFIC ANALYSIS SUPPORTS THE JUSTIFICATION FOR HOV LANES

EXAMPLES OF CROSS SECTIONS
10 Lane Core (with HOV)

12 Lane Core-Collector

Photo Credit: Scott Steeves
http://asphaltplanet.ca
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HIGHWAY 401 WIDENING CONCEPTS

1

5/1/2013

407 ETR INTERCHANGE

1
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WINSTON CHURCHILL BOULEVARD INTERCHANGE
Alternative 1

Alternative 2

1
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MISSISSAUGA ROAD INTERCHANGE

APPROACH FOR EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES
Terrestrial Habitat
Highway improvement alternatives
 Forest communities, wildlife habitat, etc.
will be evaluated based on the
Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat
following criteria:
Wetlands
A reasoned argument (trade-off)
method of evaluation will be used
to identify the relative advantages
and disadvantages of alternatives
considered and select a preferred
alternative.
The following table gives some
examples of the criteria used to
assess
and
evaluate
the
alternatives.

Natural
Environment

Designated Natural Areas
 Area of Natural and Scientific Interest,
Environmentally Sensitive Area, etc.
Surface Water and Groundwater
Species at Risk
Aesthetics
Noise, Air Quality
Community Effects
Socio-Economic  Residential / commercial properties, community
access, etc.
Environment
Agricultural
Contamination and Waste
Future Planned Land Use
Cultural
Archaeological Resources
Environment Built Heritage and Cultural Landscapes
Highway Capacity and Operations
Constructability
Technical
Considerations Utilities
Cost

1
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TIMING OF STUDY ACTIVITIES

WHAT’S NEXT
The




following activities will be undertaken following the PIC:
Respond to comments received at this PIC.
Assess and evaluate highway improvement alternatives and select preferred alternatives.
Hold PIC #2 in early 2012 to present the evaluation of alternatives and the selection of
preferred alternatives.
 Develop preliminary design plan and mitigation measures to minimize or avoid
environmental impacts and determine future work required.
 Prepare a Transportation Environmental Study Report (TESR).
 Place the TESR on the public record for a 30-day review period. The Notice of TESR Filing
will be advertised in local newspapers and mailed to those on the project mailing list.
This project is at the Preliminary Design stage. A separate Detail Design study will be undertaken
in the future to finalize the design details and prepare a contract package for construction.

Thank you for attending!
Please feel free to ask questions
and fill out a comment sheet before you leave.
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HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS
FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
W.O. 07-20021
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #1
MONDAY MARCH 21, 2011 MEADOWVALE ROOM – FOUR POINTS SHERATON HOTEL
Thank you for taking the time to provide your comments regarding the information presented at
this Public Information Centre.
PLEASE PRINT
1. Do you have any comments regarding the need for improvements to this section of the
Highway 401 corridor as presented at this Public Information Centre?

2. Do you have any comments regarding the Highway 401 mainline and interchange alternatives
under consideration?

3. In your opinion, how should the Project Team weigh each of the evaluation criteria categories in terms
of their relative level of significance? Please circle the most appropriate:
Low
1

2

3

High
4

Socio-Economic Environment

1

2

3

4

Cultural Environment

1

2

3

4

Technical Considerations

1

2

3

4

Natural Environment

Over
Please leave your comment sheets in the box provided or mail/fax/e-mail them by April 21, 2011 to:
Mr. Tyler Drygas, Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc., 75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, Ontario, L3T 7N9
Fax: (905) 882-4399, E-mail: tyler_drygas@urscorp.com

HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS
FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
W.O. 07-20021
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #1
MONDAY MARCH 21, 2011 MEADOWVALE ROOM – FOUR POINTS SHERATON HOTEL
4. Do you have any comments regarding the proposed evaluation criteria that will be used to
evaluate the alternatives under consideration?

5. Other comments.

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the Project Team in meeting
the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act.
This material will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study
documentation. With the exception of any personal information, all comments will become part of public
record.
Name:
Address:

Email:
Phone
No.

Please leave your comment sheets in the box provided or mail/fax/e-mail them by April 21, 2011 to:
Mr. Tyler Drygas, Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc., 75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, Ontario, L3T 7N9
Fax: (905) 882-4399, E-mail: tyler_drygas@urscorp.com

HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
Public Information Centre #1 Draft Summary Report

APPENDIX B
News Ad, Notice Letters and Project Mailing
List
____________________________________________

Refer to Appendix A of the TESR

HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
Public Information Centre #1 Draft Summary Report

APPENDIX C
Comments & Responses

Refer to Table 3-2 of the TESR

HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
Public Information Centre #1 Draft Summary Report

APPENDIX D
Meeting Minutes

Refer to Appendix A of the TESR

Highway 401 Improvements from East
of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton, Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region
City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
W.O. 07-20021
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URS Canada Inc. (URS) was retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to
undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study for improvements
to Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton
and Town of Halton Hills, in Halton Region, and the City of Mississauga, in the Region of Peel.
The purpose of this study is to identify the capacity and operational needs for this section of the
Highway 401 corridor. The recommended plan entails widening Highway 401 from six lanes to
a 12-lane core-collector system with the exception of Highway 401 from Winston Churchill
Boulevard to the Highway 401/407ETR interchange, which will be widened to 10 basic lanes.
The recommended plan includes the incorporation of High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes,
improvements to the commuter parking lot at Mississauga Road, a new commuter parking lot at
the Winston Churchill Boulevard interchange, as well as structural, illumination, drainage and
interchange improvements.
The second and final Public Information Centre (PIC) was held on:
Wednesday October 3, 2012
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Mississauga – Trudeau Room
2565 Argentia Road, Mississauga
PIC #2 was an informal, “open house” style event with brief presentations at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00
p.m. Information boards were clustered throughout the meeting room, with MTO and URS staff
available to address questions and concerns. A hard copy of the PIC display boards and a
comment sheet were provided to each attendee (refer to Appendix A).
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The purpose of PIC #2 was to present and receive input on the evaluation of alternatives, the
preliminary details of the recommended plan and the proposed mitigation strategies to minimize
potential environmental and community impacts.
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Primary notification of PIC #2 was delivered by means of newspaper advertisements, mailing
letters to those of the project contact list and the Project Document Sharing Site (refer to
Appendix B for notification materials). Details are described below.
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An Ontario Government Notice (Notice of Public Information Centre #2) was placed in the
following newspapers:
 Toronto le Métropolitain (French) on Wednesday September 19, 2012;
 Georgetown Acton Independent and Milton Canadian Champion on Thursday
September 20, 2012; and
 The Globe and Mail and Mississauga News on Friday September 21, 2012.

33..22

M
Maaiilliinnggss

One hundred and one (101) individuals on the project mailing list (including adjacent property
owners to the Highway 401 corridor throughout the study area), 102 external agency
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representatives and 12 Aboriginal Communities / organizations were notified of the PIC via
regular mail.
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The Notice of PIC #2, the PIC display boards and the comment sheet were posted on the
Project Document Sharing Site (http://highway401credit-to-trafalgar.com) on Thursday October
4, 2012.
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The information presented at the PIC included:
 Study Area and Scope
 Overall Study Process
 Timing of Study Activities
 Overview of PIC #1
 Key Issues and Comments Raised at PIC #1
 Development and Evaluation of Alternatives
 Approach for Evaluating Alternatives
 Mainline Widening Alternatives
 Evaluation of Highway 401 Mainline Alternatives
 Credit River Bridge Alternatives
 Evaluation of Credit River Bridge Alternatives
 Creditview Road Alternatives
 Evaluation of Creditview Road Alternatives
 Creditview Road – Preferred Alternative
 Winston Churchill Boulevard Alternatives
 Evaluation of Winston Churchill Boulevard Alternatives
 Summary of the Recommended Plan
 Transit Supportive Initiatives
 Carpool Lots
 Illumination
 Proposed Mitigation Strategies
 What’s Next
A hard copy of the PIC display boards (Appendix A) was provided to all attendees.
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A
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A total of 37 individuals chose to sign the visitor’s register for the PIC.

55..22
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In addition to verbal comments, the Project Team encouraged attendees to express, in writing,
all suggestions, comments or concerns regarding the study and/or the information presented at
-2-
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the PIC. A comment sheet was made available for this purpose. One written comment was
submitted at the PIC and no additional comments were received in the weeks following.
Key comments received at the PIC included:
 Inquiries regarding property specific impacts.
 Truck only lanes should be considered on Highway 401.
 Direct access should be provided from Ninth Line to Highway 401.
 Emergency detour routes should be identified to access incidents on Highway 401.
 Inquiries regarding the platform material / substrate under the Credit River bridge.
 Concern regarding impacts to the Credit River during construction.
 Need for safe construction site access / egress.
 Inquiries regarding why Highway 401 collapses from 12 lanes to 10 lanes – will it not create
a bottleneck?
 Inquiries regarding timing for construction.
 Concerns regarding Derry Road widening – will Derry Road be widened when Highway 401
is widened?
 Concerns regarding noise.
 The existing ramp for the Service Centre is inadequate. If the Service Centre is to operate
in the short-term, the ramp should be lengthened.
 Supportive of the HOV lanes.
 Supportive of the Creditview Road bridge replacement. Creditview Road should be widened
to four lanes.
 It is a good idea to have an on-ramp at the Mississauga Road carpool lot – it should be
constructed, not just considered.
 Supportive of Alternative 1 for the mainline widening.
A response to the written comment received was prepared (refer to Appendix C).
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A meeting was arranged with the municipalities (Town of Milton, Town of Halton Hills, Halton
Region, City of Mississauga, City of Brampton and Region of Peel) within the study area and
local emergency services providers (Halton Regional Police Service, Halton Region EMS, Milton
Fire Department, Mississauga Fire and Emergency Services, Peel Regional Paramedic
Services, Peel Regional Police and Ontario Provincial Police) in advance of the PIC. A total of
15 representatives attended the meeting, which was held on Monday September 17, 2012 at
the City of Mississauga Civic Centre.
The purpose of this meeting was to present the evaluation of alternatives and to seek input on
the recommended plan and the proposed mitigation strategies. Refer to Appendix D for the
meeting minutes.
Prior to the official commencement of PIC #2, the Project Team made arrangements for
members of the External Team (representatives of municipalities, external agencies and interest
groups) to view the displays and provide the Project Team with their views and concerns so that
they can be addressed as the study progresses. The External Team Meeting was held on:
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Wednesday October 3, 2012
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Mississauga – Trudeau Room
77 Thompson Road South, Milton
Representatives from the City of Mississauga, Town of Halton Hills, Halton Region and the
Credit River Anglers Association attended the External Team session.
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APPENDIX A
PIC Display Boards and Comment Sheet
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Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #2
Highway 401 Improvements from East of
the Credit River to Trafalgar Road
Town of Milton, Town of Halton Hills, Region of Halton
City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
(W.O. 07-20021)
Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment Study
October 3, 2012

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

WELCOME TO PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #2
Thank you for taking the time to visit Public Information Centre (PIC) #2.
The purpose of this PIC is to present and receive input on the assessment and
evaluation of alternatives, the preliminary details of the Recommended Plan and the
proposed mitigation strategies to minimize potential environmental and community
impacts.

Please Sign In

Members of the Project Team are available to discuss any questions that you may have regarding this project.
Pour de l’aide en français, veuillez communiquer avec M. Geoff Coy.
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Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PROTECTION OF PRIVACY ACT

 Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to
assist the Ontario Ministry of Transportation and URS Canada Inc. in
meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. This
material will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be
included in study documentation.
 Information collected will be used in accordance with the Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of
personal information, all comments will become part of the public
record.
You are encouraged to contact members of the Project Team if you
have questions or concerns regarding the above information.

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

STUDY AREA AND SCOPE
URS Canada Inc. has been retained by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation
(MTO) to undertake a Preliminary Design and Class Environmental Assessment
Study for improvements to Highway 401 from east of the Credit River to Trafalgar
Road (9.7 km) in the Town of Milton and the Town of Halton Hills, Region of
Halton, and the City of Mississauga, Region of Peel.
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Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road


OVERALL STUDY PROCESS

This study is following the requirements for
a Group “B” project under the MTO Class EA

for Provincial
(2000).

Transportation

Facilities



This PIC is the second and final PIC
scheduled for the preliminary design stage
of this project. PIC #1 was held in March
2011.



At the end of this study, a Transportation
Environmental Study Report (TESR) will be
prepared to document the planning process
and the preferred alternatives.



The TESR will be placed on the public record
and will be available for public review and
comment for a period of 30 days.



This project is at the Preliminary Design
stage. A separate Detail Design study will be
undertaken in the future to finalize the
design details and prepare a contract
package for construction.

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

TIMING OF STUDY ACTIVITIES
TASKS

2010
Sept Oct Nov Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

2011
Apr May Jun Jul

Aug Sept Oct

Nov Dec

Jan Feb

Mar

Apr

2012
May Jun Jul

Aug Sept Oct

Nov Dec

2013
Jan Feb

Study Commencement
Data Collection &
Review
Develop & Evaluate
Alternatives to the
Undertaking
Generate & Assess
Alternatives

PIC #1
Mar. 21, 2011

PIC#1
Evaluate Alternatives &
Select a Preferred
Alternative
Develop Mitigation
Measures

We are here.
PIC #2
Oct. 3, 2012

PIC#2
Finalize the Preferred
Alternative & Prepare
TESR
File TESR for 30-Day
Public Review
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OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #1
PIC #1 was held on March 21, 2011 at the Four Points Sheraton Hotel in
Mississauga and was attended by approximately 40 individuals.
The following information was presented at PIC #1:
Study area, scope and process
Policy context
Existing conditions within the project limits
Future traffic conditions and needs on this section of Highway 401
Assessment of Alternatives to the Undertaking
Alternatives under consideration (highway widening and interchange/bridge
alternatives)
 Criteria for evaluating alternatives
 Timing of study activities and next steps







design

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

KEY ISSUES AND COMMENTS RAISED AT PIC#1
KEY ISSUES AND COMMENTS
Concerns regarding impacts to properties
adjacent to Highway 401 (i.e., Hustler
farmstead and Churchill Meadows Christian
Church).
Concerns regarding transition from a 12-lane
cross section to a 10-lane cross section and vice
versa.

RESPONSES
Efforts have been made to minimize property requirements in the development of Highway 401
widening and interchange alternatives. Affected owners will be consulted when the plans are
finalized. Compensation will be based on fair market value of properties required.
The Project Team had engaged human factor experts to evaluate any potential for driver
confusion associated with the transition.

Designated truck lanes are not being considered as part of this study. However, the MTO is
funding a research initiative with the University of Toronto that is exploring the effect of
There is a need to have designated truck lanes exclusive truckway facilities in central Ontario. MTO is also undertaking a jurisdictional review of
along Highway 401 throughout the GTA.
truckway facilities to help develop a framework for the application of truck lanes along key
provincial highways. There is a Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) study that is
emerging on this subject and MTO is actively involved in defining the study’s scope.
There is insufficient weave distance from EB An operational assessment of the corridor, including traffic modelling, and examining
express lanes east of Trafalgar Road to 407 ETR opportunities to address potential weaving associated with alternatives shown at PIC #1 was
ramp W-E.
undertaken as part of this study and the weave distance has been confirmed to be sufficient.
407 ETR crosses Highway 401 between Trafalgar Road and Winston Churchill Boulevard. The
Suggestion to provide additional access to spacing between these three interchanges (Trafalgar Road, 407 ETR and Winston Churchill
Highway 401 from the municipal road network Boulevard) does not allow for feasible addition of new municipal road access to / from Highway
in the area between 407ETR and Winston 401. Given the limitation presented by the existing interchanges, new municipal road access
Churchill Blvd.
between Trafalgar Road and Winston Churchill Boulevard is not feasible and as a result it is not
being considered as part of the study.
Have exclusive HOV ramps on and off Highway
Direct HOV ramps would have a very high cost and property impact through this highly
401 been considered (i.e., ramp and bridge
developed corridor. As such, they have not been recommended.
structures)?
Concern for potential construction impacts to The assessment of alternatives and development of environmental mitigation have taken into
deer population utilizing the Credit Valley in the account terrestrial habitats. The Credit River bridge is being designed to accommodate wildlife
Highway 401 area.
passage.
Construction is subject to the availability of funding and provincial priorities. A construction
Inquiries regarding timing of construction.
schedule for this project has not been determined and will be examined subsequent to the
completion of detail design.
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Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES






Based on the existing traffic conditions
and projected traffic volume growth,
alternatives for adding new lanes were
examined.
Bridge / interchange alternatives to
accommodate highway widening were
then generated for the Credit River,
Creditview Road and Winston Churchill
Boulevard.
These alternatives were assessed and
evaluated based on natural, socioeconomic, cultural, transportation and
cost considerations.

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

APPROACH FOR EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES
The alternatives under consideration
Terrestrial Habitat
Fisheries and Aquatic Habitat
were assessed and evaluated based on
Wetlands
Natural
the following criteria:
Designated Natural Areas
Environment
Surface Water and Groundwater
 A reasoned argument (trade-off)
Species at Risk
Aesthetics
method of evaluation was used to
Noise, Air Quality
identify the relative advantages and
Socio-Economic Community Effects
Agricultural
Environment
disadvantages
of
alternatives
Contamination and Waste
considered and select a preferred
Future Planned Land Use
alternative(s).
Cultural
Archaeological Resources
Environment
Built Heritage and Cultural Landscapes
 The table to the right gives some
Highway Capacity and Operations
Constructability
Technical
examples of the criteria used to
Considerations Utilities
assess and evaluate the alternatives.
Cost
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MAINLINE WIDENING ALTERNATIVES

Alternative 1: 10-lane core / 12-lane core-collector combination

Alternative 2: Full 12-lane core-collector

Legend

New interchange ramps or
transfer lanes between core
and collector lanes

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

EVALUATION OF HIGHWAY 401 MAINLINE ALTERNATIVES
Factor

Relative Level of
Significance
(High, Medium, Low)

Alternative 1
10 Lane Core / 12 Lane Core-Collector Combination

Alternative 2
Full 12 Lane Core-Collector

Technical
Considerations

High

●

◑

Natural
Environment

Medium

●

◕

Socio-Economic
Environment

Medium

●

◑

Cultural
Environment

Medium

●

◑

Summary

●

◑

Although Alternative 2 optimizes operations by marginally improving travel time and minimizing slow down areas and weave areas, it results in greater impacts to the natural environment (vegetation communities, stormwater
management ponds and culvert extensions), properties adjacent to Highway 401 and lands that have archaeological potential. Alternative 2 is significantly more expensive to construct compared to Alternative 1 and requires more
significant closures due to conflicts between separator construction and ramp access, and additional structures to be replaced, posing significant complexity and risk associated with 407ETR interchange staging and construction.
However, operational advantages of Alternative 2 are relatively minor (travel time savings and weave improvements were minimal) and both Alternatives 1 and 2 provide for acceptable operations.
Alternative 1 results in less impact to the natural environment, properties adjacent to Highway 401 and lands that have archaeological potential. Alternative 1 mitigates structural impacts to the 407ETR interchange therefore
minimizing complexity of staging and construction, resulting in a savings of approximately $150 million. As such, Alternative 1 is the preferred mainline widening alternative.
Ranking of Alternatives

○
Least Preferred

●

Most Preferred
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CREDIT RIVER BRIDGE ALTERNATIVES
ALTERNATIVE 1

A three-span CPCI girder bridge with a 42m
interior span and two 24m outer spans;

PATH /
ROAD

• Highway 401 will require a grade raise of
~0.9m;
• Accommodates the fluvial/meander
requirements of the river;

PROPOSED MTO ROW

• Accommodates wildlife crossing; and

EXISTING MTO ROW

• Provides greater flexibility for the farm access
and any changes in the movement of the
Credit River.

HIGHWAY 401

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

CREDIT RIVER BRIDGE ALTERNATIVES
ALTERNATIVE 2

Single-span steel-box girder bridge with a
64m total span;
PATH /
ROAD

• Highway 401 will require a grade raise of
~1.5m;
• Accommodates the fluvial/meander
requirements of the river;

PROPOSED MTO ROW

• Accommodates wildlife crossing; and

EXISTING MTO ROW

• Provides good flexibility for the farm access
and any changes in the movement of the
Credit River.

HIGHWAY 401
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EVALUATION OF CREDIT RIVER BRIDGE ALTERNATIVES
Factor

Relative Level of Significance
(High, Medium, Low)

Alternative 1
3 Span (24-42-24m) CPCI

Alternative 2
Single Span (64m) Steel Box Girder

Technical
Considerations

High

●

◐

Natural
Environment

Medium

●

◐

Socio-Economic
Environment

Medium

●

●

Cultural
Environment

Medium

●

◕

●

Summary

◐

Both alternatives are equally preferred from a socio-economic perspective as well as in terms of their ability to accommodate the projected meander (bankfull width) of the channel and potential impacts to fish habitat.
Alternative 2 requires a grade raise of approximately 1.5m on Highway 401 which causes greater filling within the Credit River floodplain. Alternative 2 also has a shorter total span (64m), which provides a less desirable opening for
wildlife passage and less flexibility to accommodate future changes in the migration of the Credit River. Alternative 2 is also approximately 10% more expensive to construct. Alternative 1 requires a grade raise of approximately 0.9m on
Highway 401 which reduces infilling in the floodplain relative to Alternative 2. Alternative 1 also has a larger total span (24-42-24m) which provides more a more attractive opening for wildlife conveyance and better accommodates any
future movement of the Credit River relative to Alternative 2. As such, Alternative 1 is the preferred bridge alternative for the Credit River crossing.

Ranking of Alternatives

○
Least Preferred

●

Denotes not a decision relevant factor

Most Preferred

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

CREDITVIEW ROAD ALTERNATIVES

Alternative 1
Existing Alignment

HIGHWAY 401

CONCEPTUAL

Alternative 2
Realignment to the East

HIGHWAY 401

CONCEPTUAL

Alternative 3
Realignment to the West

HIGHWAY 401

CONCEPTUAL

Preferred Alternative
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EVALUATION OF CREDITVIEW ROAD ALTERNATIVES
Factor

Relative Level of Significance
(High, Medium, Low)

Alternative 1
Existing Alignment

Alternative 2
Realignment to the East

Alternative 3
Realignment to the West

Technical
Considerations

High

◐

●

◕

Natural
Environment

Medium

●

●

●

Socio-Economic
Environment

Medium

●

●

●

Cultural
Environment

Medium

●

●

●

◐

Summary

●

◕

All three alternatives results in similar negligible impacts to the Natural, Socio-Economic and Cultural Environments.
Although Alternative 1 maintains a tangent alignment, it is the least preferred from a Technical perspective because it requires full closure of Creditview Road during construction. Alternatives 2 and 3 only require short-term closures
during construction of tie-in points.
Both Alternatives 1 and 3 impact utilities (i.e. hydro transmission lines/towers). Alternative 2 results in the least impact to utilities.
Given that Alternative 2 is the most desirable alternative in terms of constructability, minimizes impacts to hydro transmission lines/towers and provides a more desirable horizontal alignment and ideal grades of 5%, Alternative 2 is
preferred.

Ranking of Alternatives

○
Least Preferred

●

Denotes not a decision relevant factor

Most Preferred

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

CREDITVIEW ROAD – PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
Key Features:
 Realign Creditview Road to the East
 Replace the Existing Bridge with a 2-lane Bridge
 Provisions for future bridge widening, sidewalk and multi-use trail
(subject to cost sharing with the City of Mississauga)

PRELIMINARY/
WORK IN PROGRESS
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WINSTON CHURCHILL BOULEVARD ALTERNATIVES
Alternative 1

Alternative 2

CONCEPTUAL

CONCEPTUAL
1
1

Preferred Alternative

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

EVALUATION OF WINSTON CHURCHILL BOULEVARD ALTERNATIVES
Factor

Relative Level of Significance
(High, Medium, Low)

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Technical
Considerations

High

◕

●

Natural
Environment

Medium

●

●

Socio-Economic
Environment

Medium

●

◕

Cultural
Environment

Medium

●

●

◕

Summary

●

Although Alternative 1 results in greater impacts to designated employment lands (~0.4 ha), impacts approximately 55% more existing commercial
land and is slightly more expensive to construct (~12%), this alternative only improves one out of the four interchange ramps. Given that the
differences in impacts to commercial/employment lands and construction costs are relatively minor, the advantages associated with Alternative 1
(i.e. reduced footprint impacts) are outweighed by the transportation improvements associated with Alternative 2. In addition Alternative 2 can
also better accommodate a future carpool lot. As such, Alternative 2 is the preferred interchange alternative.
Ranking of Alternatives

○
Least Preferred

●

Denotes not a decision relevant factor

Most Preferred
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SUMMARY OF THE RECOMMENDED PLAN

PRELIMINARY/
WORK IN PROGRESS

PRELIMINARY/
WORK IN PROGRESS

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE INITIATIVES
The Recommended Plan for improvements to
this section of the Highway 401 corridor
includes the following transit supportive
initiatives:
• HOV lanes throughout the project limits
(which provide better operations and
reliability of service for transit vehicles);
• Expansion of the existing carpool lot at
Mississauga Road;
• A new carpool lot at Winston Churchill
Boulevard; and
• Sufficient platform width for potential
Existing Carpool Lot at Mississauga Road
future implementation of Bus Bypass
Shoulders.
Existing Commuter Parking Lot at Regional Road 25

Existing Commuter Parking Lot at Trafalgar Road
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CARPOOL LOTS

WINSTON CHURCHILL BOULEVARD
PRELIMINARY/
WORK IN PROGRESS







A new carpool lot at Winston Churchill Boulevard;
N-W Ramp geometry has been optimized to have a radius of 110m;
The proposed ramp has the flexibility to tie into the existing four
lanes and future six lanes Winston Churchill Boulevard with minor
adjustments to the gore and taper;
Provides direct access to the WCB N-W Ramp as well as access
to/from Winston Churchill Boulevard at the north ramp terminal.

CARPOOL
LOT

MISSISSAUGA ROAD
PRELIMINARY/
WORK IN PROGRESS




Expansion of the existing carpool lot at Mississauga Road;
New N-W ramp configuration minimizes property impacts while
optimizing ramp geometry and allows access from the carpool lot.

CARPOOL
LOT

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road





ILLUMINATION
High Mast Illumination is recommended
throughout the project limits including
interchanges. High mast systems, where
necessary, can be equipped with shields
to control the direction and amount of
downward light that would otherwise
reach beyond the MTO right-of-way.
The precise location of the High Mast
Luminaires will be determined during
detail design.

High Mast Light Poles

Non-Shielded Luminaire

Shielded Luminaire

24
24
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SUMMARY OF THE RECOMMENDED PLAN
The Recommended Plan includes the following improvements to this section of the Highway 401 corridor:
 Widen Highway 401 to a 12-lane Core-Distributor system from Credit River to Winston Churchill Boulevard
 Widen Highway 401 to a 10-lane Simple Freeway (no collectors) from Winston Churchill Boulevard to 407ETR
 Widen Highway 401 to a 12-lane Core-Distributor system from 407ETR to Trafalgar Road
Associated improvements include:
Bridges / Interchanges:
 Bridge Replacements at Credit River, Creditview Road and
CP Rail
 Widening of the Derry Road bridge
 New bridge west of 407ETR for Highway 401 Westbound
transfer lanes
 Sidewalk and provision for a multi-use trail on Creditview
Road Bridge (subject to cost sharing agreements with
municipality)
 Geometric improvements to the Winston Churchill
Boulevard interchange ramps
 Adjustments to ramps at the 407ETR and Mississauga
Road interchanges to accommodate the widened Highway
401 cross-section

Drainage / Stormwater Management:
 Extension of the Mullet Creek Culvert including
minor channel relocation
 Drainage improvements and culvert extensions
Other Improvements:
 Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), such as
cameras, changeable message signs, etc.
 Installation of high mast illumination
 Utility relocations
 Overhead signing upgrades

Carpool Lots:
 Expanded/improved carpool lot at Mississauga Road
 New carpool lot at Winston Churchill Boulevard

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

PROPOSED MITIGATION STRATEGIES
The following measures are proposed to minimize and/or address potential environmental impacts
associated with the recommended plan.
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Impact to Property
Highway Noise
Stormwater Management
Sediment and Erosion
Control
Protection and Restoration
of Vegetation

Air Quality

PROPOSED MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Compensation will be provided for temporary and permanent property requirements, which is based on the market value of the property.
Market value is determined at the time of purchase by a property appraisal report.
No noise mitigation is recommended to address noise from highway operations given the separation distance and distribution of noise
sensitive receivers. Measures to mitigate construction related to noise will be identified during detail design.
Requirements for stormwater management to address the increased pavement area have been determined as part of this study, including
enhanced grass swales. Opportunities to use the existing stormwater management ponds are also being examined.
Design options to address erosion prone areas (such as limiting slope height and steepness) will be identified during preliminary design.
Erosion and sediment control measures identified will be developed further in detail design.
Significant trees and shrubs will be retained where possible. Landscaping will be considered to protect / enhance roadside vegetated areas.
Tree protection fencing will be installed to contain vegetation removals required within the proposed Highway 401 ROW and snow barriers will
be installed where appropriate.
Various mitigation measures will be examined during detail design and employed during construction to minimize adverse air quality effects,
including:
 Use of filtration technologies to reduce emissions from construction equipment;
 Regular cleaning of construction sites and access roads to remove construction-caused debris and dusts;
 Dust suppression on unpaved haul roads and other traffic areas susceptible to dust;
 Covered loads with hauling fine-grained materials;
 Prompt cleaning of paved streets/roads where tracking of soils, mud or dust has occurred;
 Tire washes and other methods to prevent trucks and other vehicles from tracking soil, mud and dust onto paved streets or roads;
 Covered stockpiles of soils, sand and aggregate as necessary; and
 Compliance with posted speed limits and reductions in speeds when travelling on unpaved surfaces.
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PROPOSED MITIGATION STRATEGIES
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

PROPOSED MITIGATION STRATEGIES

Fisheries and Fish Habitat

Standard measures for fish and watercourse protection will be applied for culvert extensions for the tributaries to Sixteen Mile Creek.
Harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat (associated with the realignment of Mullet Creek north of highway 401 and
the widening of the Credit River Bridge) and mitigation measures (and a conceptual compensation strategy if required) will be
determined / developed in consultation with DFO / MNR. During detail design, these measures will be further developed, and
approvals / permits under the Fisheries Act and Endangered Species Act will be sought in consultation with DFO / MNR.

Relocation of Utilities

Discussion with utility companies will be ongoing.

Light Trespass from Highway
Illumination

Methods to reduce light trespass onto adjacent properties will be identified and possible methods to reduce trespass, including
shielding, will be examined.

Impact on Archaeological
Resources

Lands beyond the existing ROW will be subject to a Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment. Additional lands beyond the limits of
construction required for temporary construction will be subject to archaeological assessment prior to construction. The appropriate
agencies / authorities will be notified in the event that deeply buried archaeological resources are encountered during construction
activities.

Impacts to Highway and Local
Traffic

Staging and traffic management measures to reduce impacts to traffic during construction will be identified as the study progresses
into preliminary design. Traffic management and construction staging concepts will continue to be reviewed during detail design.

Highway 401 Improvements
From East of the Credit River to Trafalgar Road

WHAT’S NEXT
The following activities will be undertaken following the PIC:
 Respond to comments received at this PIC.
 Finalize the preliminary design of the Recommended Plan and mitigation
measures.
 Prepare a Transportation Environmental Study Report (TESR).
 Place the TESR on the public record for a 30-day review period. The Notice
of TESR Submission will be advertised in local newspapers and mailed to
those on the project mailing list.
This project is at the Preliminary Design stage. A separate Detail Design study
will be undertaken in the future to finalize the design details and prepare a
contract package for construction.
Thank you for attending!
Please feel free to ask questions
and fill out a comment sheet before you leave.
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W.O. 07-20021
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #2
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 3, 2012 – TRUDEAU ROOM, HOLIDAY INN HOTEL AND SUITES MISSISSAUGA
Thank you for taking the time to provide your comments regarding the information presented at
this Public Information Centre.
PLEASE PRINT
1. Do you have any comments regarding the evaluation of alternatives as presented at this Public
Information Centre?

2. Do you have any comments regarding the preferred design presented at this Public
Information Centre?

Over

Please leave your comment sheet in the box provided or mail/fax/e-mail them by November 2, 2012 to:
Mr. Tyler Drygas, Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc., 75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, Ontario, L3T 7N9
Fax: (905) 882-4399, E-mail: tyler.drygas@urs.com

HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS
FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
W.O. 07-20021
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE #2
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 3, 2012 – TRUDEAU ROOM, HOLIDAY INN HOTEL AND SUITES MISSISSAUGA
3. Do you have any comments regarding the potential impacts and proposed mitigation strategies
presented at this Public Information Centre?

4. Other comments.

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the Project Team in meeting
the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act.
This material will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study
documentation. With the exception of any personal information, all comments will become part of public
record.
Name:
Address:

Email:
Phone
No.:

Please leave your comment sheet in the box provided or mail/fax/e-mail them by November 2, 2012 to:
Mr. Tyler Drygas, Consultant Senior Environmental Planner
URS Canada Inc., 75 Commerce Valley Drive East, Markham, Ontario, L3T 7N9
Fax: (905) 882-4399, E-mail: tyler.drygas@urs.com

HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
Public Information Centre #2 – Summary Report

APPENDIX B
Notification
____________________________________________

Refer to Appendix A of the TESR

HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
Public Information Centre #2 – Summary Report

APPENDIX C
Comments & Responses

Refer to Table 3-3 of the TESR

HIGHWAY 401 IMPROVEMENTS FROM EAST OF THE CREDIT RIVER TO TRAFALGAR ROAD
Public Information Centre #2 – Summary Report

APPENDIX D
Meeting Minutes

Refer to Appendix A of the TESR
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Ecological Landscape Classification Mapping
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Landscape Opportunities Plan

